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COUNTY COURT OF THE STATE OF NEW YORK 
COUNTY OF OSWEGO: CRIMINAL TERM 
 
 
THE PEOPLE OF THE STATE OF NEW YORK 
 
    Respondent,   
           
  -vs-      AFFIRMATION IN REPLY 
        Indictment No. 94-161 
 
GARY J. THIBODEAU,  
 
    Defendant-Petitioner. 
 
  
STATE OF NEW YORK  ) 
COUNTY OF ONONDAGA) SS: 
 
 LISA A. PEEBLES, attorney for the defendant herein, admitted to practice before the 

courts of this State, with offices located at 4 Clinton Square, 3rd Floor, Syracuse, New York, 

affirms the following under the penalties of perjury:  

1. I am submitting this Affirmation as a reply to the response filed by the 

prosecution in opposition to the Gary Thibodeau’s Motion to Vacate the Judgment pursuant to 

New York Criminal Procedure Law Section 440.10 (“CPL 440” or “440”).  

2. Gary Thibodeau objects to and disagrees with many contentions presented in the 

prosecution’s response.  This affirmation is limited solely to those arguments warranting a reply.  

The prosecution’s contentions left unaddressed are sufficiently met with the facts and arguments 

presented in Thibodeau’s opening motion. 
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I. NEWLY DISCOVERED EVIDENCE ESTABLISHES THAT THE 
 PROSECUTION SECURED GARY THIBODEAU’S 
 CONVICTION ONLY BY INTENTIONALLY SUPPRESSING 
 BRADY MATERIAL.1 
 
3. In his Motion pursuant to Section 440.10 of the New York Criminal Procedure 

Law, Gary Thibodeau claimed that the prosecution suppressed and failed to disclose specific 

evidence indicating that Heidi Allen was in fact a drug informant, that she provided information 

concerning the distribution of drugs in the New Haven area, and that her status as an informant 

was not kept confidential, but was known by some members of the public. Additionally, 

Thibodeau contended that the prosecution misled defense counsel by suppressing reports and 

statements made by the following individuals: Jennifer Wescott, Dan Barney, Michael Bohrer, 

Roger Breckenridge, and Richard Murtaugh. What is more, Thibodeau challenged the 

prosecution’s failure to disclose the fact that Tyler Hayes contacted authorities in 2000 to inform 

them that Bohrer boasted about knowing who was responsible for Allen’s abduction and where 

her body was located.  Lastly, Thibodeau alleged in a supplemental affirmation that Darlene 

Upcraft’s observations the morning Allen was abducted were intentionally omitted by 

investigators.  For various reasons, the prosecution opposes each of Thibodeau’s claimed Brady 

violations.   

4. As to the Brady violation, this reply focuses on the suppression of the confidential 

informant evidence.  Nevertheless, each of the prosecution’s arguments in opposition should be 

rejected.   

 
                                                 
1 In addition to the Brady arguments concerning Heidi Allen’s status as an informant, upon which this reply focuses, 
the prosecution fails to appreciate much of the evidence concerning its failure to disclose evidence concerning other 
suspects.  To take the evidence concerning Darlene Upcraft as an example, the fact that she saw a white rusty van 
that did not belong to the Thibodeaus at the D&W an hour before Allen’s disappearance suggests that the true 
perpetrators were at the store planning Allen’s abduction.  Interestingly, the statements from various other 
individuals who drove by that morning included detailed descriptions of vehicles they observed on the investigative 
lead sheet irrespective of the time they drove by. (Defense Exhibit  YY)  
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5. In his instant CPL 440 motion, Thibodeau argued that the prosecution suppressed 

Reports and related evidence surrounding Heidi Allen’s status as a confidential informant.  

Specifically, defense counsel affirmed that when reviewing the then-recently obtained trial file 

for Richard Thibodeau, the following theretofore undisclosed documents were found: (1) a 

Report by Sergeant Lortie dated April 27, 1994 (“Lortie Report”), which referred to Allen as an 

informant working with the ACT Team in 1991 or 1992 under the supervision of Deputy Van 

Patten, who, with the assistance of someone at the Sheriff’s Office, located Allen’s confidential 

informant file (“CI file”), which Lortie reported would include the names of dealers with whom 

Allen was involved (Exhibit M); (2) a Report by Deputy Van Patten date-stamped December 9, 

1994 (“Van Patten Report”), in which he described enrolling Allen as an informant, taking her 

picture, creating a three- by five-inch (3” x 5”) note card with her information, later dropping her 

CI file at the D&W parking lot, and directing its eventual return to his mailbox by Deputy 

Montgomery after he was contacted by a D&W employee (Exhibit N); (3) a Report by Deputy 

Montgomery dated December 8, 1994 (“Montgomery Report”), in which he described retrieving 

the CI file, which contained Allen’s informant codename (Exhibit O); (4) a Report by Deputy 

Anderson date-stamped December 9, 1994 (“Anderson Report”), in which he described his role 

in law enforcement’s use of Allen as an informant; and (5) a Report by Investigator Kleist dated 

May 16, 1995 (“Kleist Report”), in which he described finding “paperwork that referred to her as 

a confidential informant, a photograph of her, names [and] numbers, a Sheriff’s Dept. card, and 

paperwork with drug information, also notes from day of abduction and a 1993 personal 

planner.” (Exhibit P).  In an affidavit, Gary Thibodeau’s trial counsel, Joseph Fahey, stated that 

neither these Reports nor associated evidence were disclosed to him.  (Exhibit Q).   
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6. The parties agree that “[t]o make out a successful Brady claim, a defendant must 

show that (1) the evidence is favorable to the defendant because it is either exculpatory or 

impeaching in nature; (2) the evidence was suppressed by the prosecution; and (3) prejudice 

arose because the suppressed evidence was material.”  Thibodeau 440 Motion at p. 15 (citing 

Strickler v. Greene, 527 U.S. 263, 281-82 (1999); Moody’s Affirmation ¶ 9 (citing People v. 

Garrett, 23 NY3d 878 (2014)).2  Additionally, the parties agree that each of the Reports 

referenced in Thibodeau’s 440 motion were disclosed to trial counsel for Richard Thibodeau,  

William Walsh (“Walsh”).  However, that is where the agreement ends.  Indeed, the prosecution 

contends that Thibodeau has failed to satisfy each of the three requirements of a successful 

Brady claim.   

7. The prosecution’s arguments in opposition should be rejected for the following 

reasons.  First, contrary to the prosecution’s contention, none of its newly marshaled claims 

support its assertion that the evidence in question was either disclosed to Thibodeau or known to 

him through some other method.  Indeed, when placed in full context, the prosecution’s recent 

disclosure arguments actually support Thibodeau’s claim of suppression.  Second, the suppressed 

evidence concerning Allen’s informant status was both favorable and material to the defense.    

 A. THE EVIDENCE WAS NOT DISCLOSED TO GARY THIBODEAU. 
 

8. In support of the prosecution’s disclosure claim, they rely on evidence falling into 

three general categories: (1) the Lortie Report (including its discussion in both a newspaper 

account of December 7, 1994 (Exhibit 27) and a pretrial hearing on December 8, 1994 (Exhibit 

28)); (2) the prosecution’s general discovery process together with an affidavit from Walsh dated 

                                                 
2 As the People note, the requirement to disclose Brady material applies only to evidence in its 
possession.  The People have conceded, however, that each of the documents and associated 
evidence relating to Heidi Allen’s status as a confidential informant has always been it is 
possession. 
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October 8, 2014 (Exhibit 31); and (3) a letter dated May 17, 1995 (Exhibit 19) from then Chief 

Assistant District Attorney Donald Dodd (“Dodd”) to the attorneys for Richard Thibodeau, 

Walsh, and Gary Thibodeau, Judge Joseph Fahey (“Fahey”), along with an affidavit from Dodd 

dated October 6, 2014 (Exhibit 16).  None of the evidence in these categories, either individual 

or together, demonstrates the prosecution disclosed the relevant Reports and related evidence to 

Gary Thibodeau.  In fact, the prosecution’s exhibits actually confirm that they suppressed the 

relevant evidence.   

The Lortie Report 
 

9. As a preliminary matter, it must be acknowledged Fahey was aware of the Lortie 

Report and, consequently, knew that Heidi Allen might have been a confidential informant.  He 

has never claimed otherwise.  Instead, both he and Thibodeau have claimed that the prosecution 

failed to disclose the Lortie Report, and more importantly, the Reports of Deputies Anderson, 

Montgomery, and Van Patten date-stamped December 9, 1994 (“December 1994 Reports”), and 

the May 16, 1995 Report of Kleist (“Kleist Report”), along with the physical evidence referenced 

therein.   

10. Further in this connection, Fahey’s awareness of the Lortie Report is of little 

significance.  This is because Fahey never received an accurate account of Allen’s status, and 

Lortie’s Report was downplayed by law enforcement to the point of irrelevance.   According to 

the Post Standard article published December 7, 1994, Fahey indicated that he intended to 

request all information about Heidi Allen’s possible activities as an informant.  (Exhibit 27).  

Fahey made this request because after the Post Standard article of July 25, 1994, in which 

Allen’s possible status as an informant was first mentioned, he was initially led to believe “the 

victim, Heidi Allen, was not and never has been an informant for local law enforcement 
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authorities.”  (Exhibit C-1 November 21, 1994 Omnibus Motion at p. 10).  Fahey stated that 

since then “his interest was piqued by a report by sheriff’s Sgt. Roy Lortie about Allen’s 

disappearance.”  (Exhibit 27).  However, in that same article, “Sheriff’s Lt. Dean Goodsell and 

Todd said . . . that there is no formal file, because Allen was not really an informant.  Goodsell 

and Todd said they stand by past statements that Allen had talked to investigators in 1992 about 

possibly informing on a drug deal involving a friend, but the case never went anywhere.”  

(Exhibit 27).  The same article quoted Undersheriff Todd as saying that when Lortie remembered 

Allen as a confidential informant, “he was thinking of a file he hadn’t seen, so he wouldn’t have 

known if there was one or 100 cases” involving Allen.  Any significance to the fact that the file 

was found in Van Patten’s mailbox (because, though unknown to the Thibodeaus and their 

respective attorneys, it was left in the D&W parking lot) was thoroughly undermined by Todd’s 

further statement that “I can tell you there’s stuff in my mail drawer that I worked on 21 years 

ago.”  (Exhibit 27).   

11. At a hearing held the next day, December 8, 1994, Fahey confirmed that he was 

made aware of the Lortie Report by Walsh and the newspaper article of December 7, 1994 on the 

subject.  (Exhibit 28 at pp. 30-31).  In response, the Court noted, “I see there is possibly some 

factual dispute as to whether or not Sergeant Lortie is correct in his assertions, or that which is 

directed to him.”  Id. at 31.  Referencing the Lortie Report, Fahey then made a specific and 

explicit request for the CI file.  Id. at 31-32.  Dodd confirmed without elaboration that he did 

“have some information.”  Id. at 32.   Then, in repeated requests by Walsh, Dodd failed to 

answer whether every item of evidence would be placed in the case file3 maintained by him and, 

thus, whether everything would be made available to defense counsel.  Id. 33-49.   

                                                 
3 The term “case file” will be used to refer to the entire investigation and prosecution file kept initially at the 
Sheriff’s Office and then later at the District Attorney’s Office and referred to at various times and by various people 
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12. The following day, December 9, 1994, the Post Standard published an article 

summarizing the previous day’s hearing.  The article repeated that “[t]he sheriff’s department has 

denied that Allen was an informant, saying she had merely discussed an unrelated drug case with 

an investigator two years before she disappeared.”  (Exhibit A-1).   

13. As a result of the prosecution’s response to the publicity surrounding the 

existence of the Lortie Report, Fahey was left to conclude that Sergeant Lortie’s Report was 

inaccurate, that Lortie had no direct knowledge concerning Heidi Allen, that, in any case, Allen 

was not a confidential informant, and that there was no significance to the fact that a file relating 

to Allen was discovered in Van Patten’s mailbox.  As a result, Fahey’s awareness of the Lortie 

Report brought him no closer to knowing that Allen was in fact enrolled as an informant, that a 

photo was taken of her and kept together with an index card with her pedigree information, a 

codename, and Deputy Van Patten’s name, and that this information, along with information on 

drug activity provided by Allen, was placed in a file that was carried around with Van Patten, 

who dropped the file in the D&W parking lot, where it was discovered by unknown individuals, 

and that the fact of the file’s existence was shared with unknown individuals before it was 

transferred from a D&W employee (who shared the facts contained in the file with unknown 

individuals) to Deputy Montgomery.   

14. The prosecution’s argument to the contrary strains credulity.  Relying on news 

accounts and a transcript of the December 8, 1994 pretrial hearing, the prosecution argues that 

“everyone from Defendant, to the attorneys, to the Court, to the general public were aware of 

Heidi Allen’s designation as a ‘confidential informant.’”  Moody Affirmation ¶ 80.  From this 

proposition, the prosecution argues that they had no obligation to disclose any information, 

                                                                                                                                                             
as the “Sheriff’s Department file,” Moody Affirmation ¶ 29(a), the “Oswego County Department Investigation file 
or report” (Sent Tr. at 20).  
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reports, or evidence connected to Allen’s “designation as a ‘confidential information.’”  First of 

all, the prosecution never elucidates just how Fahey was supposed to know of Allen’s true status 

as a confidential informant when Dodd denied any knowledge of the fact, both the Court and 

high ranking law enforcement officers in the Oswego County Sherriff’s Office suggested that 

Lortie was incorrect, and those same law enforcement officers stated with absolute clarity that 

Allen was not an informant.  Indeed, even now, the prosecution still uses quotes when referring 

to Allen as a “confidential informant,” in an apparent attempt to obfuscate the issue.  

15. In any case, even if Fahey’s awareness of the Lortie Report was sufficient to 

satisfy the prosecution’s Brady obligation with respect to the bare fact of Allen’s informant 

status (a point Thibodeau does not concede), that awareness did nothing to satisfy the 

prosecution’s Brady obligations concerning the full constellation of facts concerning Allen’s 

informant status and her CI file.  This additional information only came through the December 

1994 Reports and the Kleist Report.  Together, these Reports reveal that a file was created and 

kept by the Sheriff’s Office, which included a picture of Allen together with an index card with 

her pedigree information and codename, Van Patten’s name, and paperwork with drug 

information.  Those Reports further reveal that Allen’s CI file, including all of that information, 

was disclosed and made known (intentionally or unintentionally) to an unknown number of 

individuals once it was dropped in the D&W parking lot by Van Patten.  None of this 

information was contained in the Lortie Report, nor could any of this information be inferred by 

Fahey from his awareness of the information contained in the Lortie Report.  Only disclosure of 

these additional Reports along with the associated evidence could have satisfied the 

prosecution’s Brady obligations concerning the full scope of information relating to Allen’s 

status as an informant.    
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16. Consequently, the prosecution misses the mark in claiming that “Defendant does 

not point to a single fact, issue, or circumstance referenced in the reports of Van Patten, 

Anderson, Montgomery, and Kleist that provides any kind of exculpatory or impeachment 

evidence.”  Moody Affirmation ¶ 79.   The prosecution suggests that the information contained 

in these additional Reports is not favorable to Thibodeau because he cannot point to an 

individual against whom Allen informed that might be responsible for her abduction.  Id. at ¶ 80.  

As will be explained more fully below, the prosecution’s reading of Brady and the importance of 

the information contained in these Reports is appallingly narrow.  As Thibodeau made plain in 

his original motion and accompanying Attorney Affirmantion and Memorandum of Law, the 

information contained in these Reports (1) provides an alternative theory of the case, (2) tends to 

contradict the testimony provided by the jailhouse informants, (3) discredits the thoroughness 

and competency of the police investigation; and (4) creates investigative avenues that trial 

counsel could have explored while the trail was still hot.  Brady requires nothing more, 

especially because, given Fahey’s specific Brady request for information relating to Allen’s role 

and status as a confidential informant, this Court reviews Thibodeau’s Brady claim for a 

“reasonable possibility” of a different outcome.  See People v. Vilardi, 76 N.Y.2d 67, 77 (1990). 

The Prosecution’s General Discovery Process and the Walsh Affidavit 

17. After claiming that Fahey’s awareness of the Lortie Report somehow completely 

satisfied its Brady obligations concerning the facts surrounding the CI file, the prosecution 

contends that two related facts demonstrate that they disclosed the December 1994 Reports and 

the Kleist  Report.  The first fact relied upon is the prosecution’s general process of discovery, 

which, to simplify it a bit, involved placing a green mark on the top of the original version of 
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every document photocopied and disclosed to an attorney.4  Because the prosecution has 

submitted copies of these Reports and related evidence bearing green marks, they ask this Court 

to conclude that the documents were disclosed to Gary Thibodeau.  The second fact is premised 

on an affidavit supplied by Attorney Walsh, who, though not certain about the Lortie Report, 

stated that he received each of the other Reports.  (Exhibit 31 at ¶ 8).  Walsh also affirmed that 

he made his trial file available to Fahey during Gary Thibodeau’s trial, but could not say whether 

Fahey viewed any document therein.  Id. at ¶ 11.      

18. Both of these facts merely establish what is obvious and has already been 

conceded – the prosecution disclosed the Reports to Walsh.5  Indeed, Gary Thibodeau only 

learned of these Reports after the undersigned obtained Richard Thibodeau’s trial file.  However, 

neither fact answers the only two questions raised by Thibodeau’s motion, when and how did 

Attorney Walsh receive the Reports.  Instead of squarely answering those questions, the 

prosecution claims that logic dictates that “anything that Judge Walsh received Judge Fahey 

received.”  Moody Affirmation at ¶ 84.   

19. The prosecution’s attempt to use these two considerations (its discovery process 

and Walsh’s affidavit) to prove more than the simple fact of disclosure to Walsh should be 

rejected for the following reasons.  First, the prosecution does not now consider the CI file and 

any evidence related to Allen’s status as an informant as falling within the dictates of Brady.6   

                                                 
4 The Prosecution’s discovery process appears to have been in operation only until December 15, 1994, and, in any 
event, in addition to providing no indication as to when a copy was made and to whom it was given, no distinction 
appears to have been drawn between documents copied at Dodd’s initiation as opposed to those documents that were 
copied at the request of a particular attorney during an in-person inspection.  
5 It must be noted, however, the neither Walsh nor his trial file permit a conclusion that the People disclosed Allen’s 
actual CI file, annexed as Exhibit 3 of the Dodd’s Affirmation (Exhibit 16).  Indeed, the first time Gary Thibodeau 
or any attorney working on his behalf saw Allen’s CI file was when it was submitted with the People’s instant 
response. 
6 Of course, this contradicts the prosecution’s reliance on a letter from Dodd to the attorneys dated May 17, 1995, in 
which he claims to be forwarding unspecified discoverable material.  The prosecution asserts that this discoverable 
material was the Kleist report and related evidence.   
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Consequently, one is left to wonder why they would have disclosed the Reports in the first place, 

absent an indication that its failure to do so might constitute reversible error, which Thibodeau 

contends was only brought about by his request to view the suppressed diaries of Allen.  

Consistent with this belief, and as borne out by the following review of the documentary 

evidence, the prosecution would have simply excluded the instant evidence from the case file as 

unsuitable for defense eyes.  Second, the prosecution left certain evidence in the case file for the 

separate attorneys to find during one of their visits to the District Attorney’s Office – veritable 

needles in a haystack.  Thus, it is naturally the case that certain documents were obtained by one 

of the attorneys and not the other, as was true of the Lortie Report.  Third, though Walsh affirms 

that he made his file available to Fahey during Gary Thibodeau’s trial, he did not say that he 

shared any particular document with Fahey.  Indeed, because Thibodeau contends Walsh 

received the instant evidence only after Gary Thibodeau’s trial and sentencing, Walsh would 

have had no occasion to share the evidence with Fahey.  In the end, the fact that Walsh received 

the Reports does nothing to prove that they were received by Fahey.      

Dodd’s May 17, 1995 Letter and October 6, 2014 Affidavit   
   

20. In an attempt to buttress its disclosure argument, the prosecution relies on two 

documents created by Dodd: (1) a letter dated May 17, 1995 to the attorneys for the Thibodeaus 

(Exhibit 19); and (2) an affidavit dated October 6, 2014 (Exhibit 16).  Neither document 

accomplishes the task.  To the contrary, each only further serves to demonstrate the prosecution’s 

suppression of the relevant evidence.   

21. In assessing the prosecution’s response, it is first important to recall that certain 

evidence was excluded and not made available to either defendant.  At a minimum, this included 

diaries Heidi Allen kept for all of 1993 and that portion of 1994 preceding her disappearance.  
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These diaries were kept by her in a notebook referred to as a personal planner.  The prosecution 

did not disclose the existence of the diary until the day of Gary Thibodeau’s sentencing, and only 

did so following a demand from defense counsel.  Of further note in this connection, though 

undisclosed, the diaries were referenced in Kleist’s Report dated May 16, 1995, in which he 

stated that a personal planner for the year 1993 was kept together with Allen’s CI file and related 

evidence.   

22. Bearing in mind the background fact of the prosecution’s admitted failure to 

disclose Allen’s diary, we may now turn to the disclosure claim.  Relying on Dodd’s affidavit 

dated October 6, 2014, together with his general disclosure procedure, the prosecution asserts, 

without specifying when, that the December 1994 Reports were disclosed to Fahey because each 

bears a green mark and because the Reports were disclosed to Walsh.  As for the Kleist Report, 

the prosecution relies on Dodd’s 2014 affidavit together with a letter addressed to the attorneys 

dated May 17, 1995, in which Dodd references unspecified discoverable evidence enclosed with 

the letter.   

23. The prosecution’s reliance on the two Dodd documents fails for several reasons.  

First, each set of Reports contains references to extrinsic materials that guarantee that each 

Report was only disclosed to Walsh after Gary Thibodeau’s conviction and sentencing. The 

existence of Allen’s diary was ascertained by Fahey and made known to the parties the day 

before Gary Thibodeau was scheduled for sentencing.  For example, taken together, the 

December 1994 Reports reference a CI file containing at least a picture of Allen together with an 

index card with her pedigree information, her codename, Van Patten’s name, and drug 

information provided by Allen.  Had these Reports been disclosed to Fahey, he naturally would 

have demanded to obtain the file.  In fact, he did just that at the December 8, 1994 hearing, prior 
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to the creation of any of the Reports.  Despite the fact that the file was recovered from Van 

Patten’s mailbox on April 27, 1994 and in the possession of law enforcement officers, the 

prosecution failed to immediately disclose the file.  Instead, the prosecution purportedly chose to 

wait until May 17, 1995 to disclose the CI file along with the Kleist Report.  Therefore, to credit 

Dodd’s account requires entertaining the conclusion that the file, though firmly in the 

prosecution’s possession and despite a court-imposed January 30, 1995 discovery deadline, was 

not disclosed until May 17, 1995, more than five months after the December 1994 Reports were 

drafted, all while Fahey (and Walsh) apparently sat idly and quietly by.  Furthermore, given the 

fact that these same December 1994 Reports reference the exposure of Allen’s CI status to some 

unidentified members of the public, the prosecution’s disclosure argument further necessitates a 

conclusion that Fahey would have done nothing to learn who knew of Allen’s informant status. 

24. The Kleist Report also contains references to several extrinsic documents and 

evidentiary items that doom the prosecution’s recent disclosure argument.  These include all 

information relating to Allen’s status as a confidential informant, including “paperwork that 

referred to her as a confidential informant, a photograph of her, names [and] numbers, a sheriff’s 

Dept. card, and paperwork with drug information, also notes from day of abduction and a 1993 

personal planner.”  (Exhibit P) (emphasis added).  According to Dodd, he disclosed both the 

Kleist Report and the evidence referenced therein by letter dated May 17, 1995.  In support of 

that claim, the prosecution attached to its instant response both the Kleist Report as well as 

certain evidence referenced therein.  (Exhibit 3 of Dodd’s Affirmation, Exhibit 16).   

25. Conspicuously absent from the prosecution’s presumed disclosure is the 

referenced 1993 personal planner.  As with the December 1994 Reports, the prosecution’s 

attempt to establish disclosure of the Kleist Report in May of 1995 requires this Court to 
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conclude that, upon the purported disclosure, Fahey (and Walsh, for that matter) would not have 

made an attempt to obtain the 1993 personal planner, i.e., that each attorney would have received 

the Report and associated documents, noticed the presumed disclosure did not contain the 1993 

personal planner, and then done nothing about that fact (not demanded to see the planner or 

requested an adjournment of trial) until the eve of Gary Thibodeau’s sentencing.   

26. Second, a comparison of the Kleist Report submitted by the prosecution in its 

instant response with a copy discovered in Richard Thibodeau’s trial file and annexed to Gary 

Thibodeau’s instant CPL 440 motion establishes the prosecution’s failure to disclose the Kleist 

Report to Gary Thibodeau on May 17, 1995.  As reflected in the Kleist Report included in 

Exhibit 3 to Dodd’s Affirmation (Exhibit 16), the Report bears a single date-stamp of May 16, 

1995 from the District Attorney’s Office.  In striking contrast, the only version of the Kleist 

Report found by the undersigned in Richard Thibodeau’s trial file and submitted as Exhibit P to 

Gary Thibodeau’s CPL 440 motion bears two date-stamps.  The first is the same stamp from the 

District Attorney’s Office of May 16, 1995.  The second stamp is from the Oswego County 

Sheriff’s Department dated May 23, 1995.  If Dodd actually submitted the Kleist Report to the 

attorneys on May 17, 1995, then, obviously, Walsh would have the same version presented in 

Exhibit 3 to Dodd’s Affirmation, i.e., the version with only the stamp from the District 

Attorney’s Office.  Furthermore, Walsh quite obviously would not have a version with a stamp 

placed on the document seven days later by the Oswego County Sheriff’s Department.  That 

Walsh’s version of the Kleist Report is different from the one recently presented by the 

prosecution and contains a date-stamp from the Sheriff’s Department establishes that Dodd did 

not disclose the Report on May 17, 1995, and Walsh did not receive it until after May 23, 1995.7 

                                                 
7 It is important to note that Gary Thibodeau’s trial began on May 22, 1995. 
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27. Third, putting Dodd’s statements on the day of Gary Thibodeau’s sentencing 

together with both (1) the different versions of the Kleist Report just mentioned and (2) the 

internal references in both the December 1994 Reports and Kleist Report to extrinsic evidence 

not contemporaneously disclosed conclusively demonstrates that these documents and associated 

evidence were disclosed only to Walsh and were done so only after Gary Thibodeau’s conviction 

and sentencing.  Following Gary Thibodeau’s conviction, Fahey received an anonymous tip that 

the prosecution was in possession of a diary (personal planner) kept by Heidi Allen.  Based on 

that tip, Fahey sent a letter to Dodd on August 4, 1995 requesting a copy.  Dodd sent a response 

on August 7, 1995 (the date of sentencing) acknowledging that the prosecution was in possession 

of “what purports to be” Allen’s diary but claiming that the contents of the diary did not 

constitute Brady or Rosario material.  (Exhibit B-1 Dodd letter).   

28. At a hearing preceding sentencing held that same day, Dodd provided the 

following account concerning the provenance of Allen’s diary. (Exhibit WW Sentencing 

Transcript)  Soon after Heidi Allen’s abduction on April 3, 1994, Lieutenant Dean Goodsell 

obtained from Allen’s mother “what purported to be a diary” of Allen.  After both Goodsell and 

Sheriff Nellis read the diary, both determined it contained nothing useful and returned it to 

Allen’s mother.  In October of 1994, Investigator Whipple directed Goodsell to obtain the diary 

again.  Upon doing so, Whipple made one copy of the book, which was for the year 1993. On 

Whipple’s request, Lieutenant Goodsell then obtained Allen’s diary for 1994, which Whipple 

also copied.  After conducting his own review, Whipple determined neither diary was 

“significant enough to even warrant giving it a lead number.”  Accordingly, neither diary was 

made a part of the case file.  Instead, Whipple “literally” kept the diaries to himself.  (Exhibit 

WW p. 20).  Dodd assured the Court that as he understood it, Whipple, Lieutenant Goodsell, and 
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Sheriff Nellis were the only three people to “even know about [the diaries] in addition to Mrs. 

Allen.”  (Exhibit WW p. 20).     

29. Dodd then explained that in preparation for trial, he “made inquiry of Investigator 

Whipple as to any and all documents for the purposes of complying with our discovery 

responsibilities and/or Rosario and/or Brady.”  (Exhibit WW pp. 20-21).  Investigator Whipple 

advised Dodd “that he had a copy, the only copy of what purports to be a diary.”  (Exhibit WW 

pp. 20-21).  Dodd then obtained copies of the diary in “April or May” of 1995.  (Exhibit WW p. 

21).  Upon his review, Dodd determined that the diaries were not discoverable, as they made no 

reference to Richard or Gary Thibodeau, and did not appear to refer to any person or incident 

that would provide a motive for Allen’s abduction. (Exhibit WW pp. 21-22). Accordingly, Dodd 

determined not to disclose either the existence or contents of the diaries and sent them back to 

Whipple at the Sheriff’s Office.   

30. The Court then reviewed the diaries and determined that nothing was present that 

would exculpate or inculpate either Thibodeau.  Consequently, the Court determined that the 

diaries were not discoverable.   

31. Fahey then asked Dodd, “aside from the diaries that came in that have been 

produced this morning, has everything else been disclosed?”  (Exhibit WW p. 29). After Dodd 

referred him to the large volume of paper they provided to the defense, Fahey further specified 

his request, “I guess what I’m asking is, is there anything like the diaries that were not, for 

example, logged in.”  (Exhibit WW p. 30).  Dodd responded, “None that I know of.  The only 

thing—well, I mean—not that I’m aware of.”   

32. Dodd’s explanation concerning his failure to disclose the diaries only serves to 

solidify the fact of his suppression of the confidential informant evidence.  First, as already 
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noted, Dodd’s statements on August 7, 1995 verify that the prosecution suppressed certain items 

from the defense, i.e., that they were intentionally excluded from the case file available to the 

defense.  Second, Because Dodd and Whipple did not consider the diaries discoverable, the 

prosecution attempted to keep them secreted.  In order for the prosecution’s secretion plan to be 

successful, they also had to suppress the Kleist Report, which plainly referenced Allen’s diary 

(1993 personal planner).  Third, the date-stamps and log reports associated with the Kleist Report 

confirm that the confidential informant evidence, which was kept with the diary, was sent from 

the Sheriff’s Office to the District Attorney’s Office on May 16, 1995, and then sent back to the 

Sheriff’s Office on May 23, 1995, where it was logged, tagged as “1-plastic bag with misc. 

papers, photograph, 1993 pers[o]nal planner,” and placed on an evidence shelf by Investigator 

Whipple.  (Exhibit P).  Had the Kleist Report and the evidence referenced therein been included 

in the case file and made available to the defense, it defies explanation why the evidence was 

sent back to the Sheriff’s Office and not included in the case file kept at the District Attorney’s 

Office.  Fourth, when listing the three individuals within the Sheriff’s Office with knowledge of 

Allen’s diary, Dodd refrained from mentioning Kleist.  Fifth, and relatedly, Dodd did not argue 

that Fahey was aware of the existence of the diaries through the prosecution’s earlier alleged 

disclosure of the Kleist Report.   

33. One more consideration concerning the exchange between the parties on the date 

of Thibodeau’s sentencing puts to rest the prosecution’s disclosure claim.  At the time of Gary 

Thibodeau’s sentencing, the prejudice of the Brady violation concerning the diary could not be 

completely established because the informant information had not been disclosed to Fahey.  Had 

he been made aware of Heidi Allen’s informant status and the fact that her identity had been 

compromised, the personal planner would have taken on an entirely different meaning.  That 
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Fahey did not raise the fact of Allen’s status as an informant, her codename as referenced in the 

index card, or the fact that her CI file was exposed in the D&W parking lot as reasons in support 

of his motion to view the diaries (or even as types of information the Court should look for in its 

own review) establishes proof beyond any doubt that Fahey was ignorant of all of these facts as a 

result of the prosecution’s suppression of the evidence.8   

34. For the foregoing reasons, this Court should find that the prosecution violated 

Brady by failing to disclose the entire constellation of facts surrounding Heidi Allen’s 

confidential informant file.   

 B. THE CONFIDENTIAL INFORMANT EVIDENCE WAS FAVORABLE  
  AND MATERIAL.   
 

35. The prosecution contends that Gary Thibodeau’s Brady claim concerning its 

failure to disclose evidence surrounding Allen’s status as an informant should be denied because, 

according to them, the evidence is neither favorable nor material.  The prosecution’s arguments 

should be rejected. 

The Evidence was Favorable 
 

36. The prosecution essentially offers two arguments against a finding that the 

informant evidence was favorable.  First, they contend that Heidi Allen offered only rumor and 

nothing specific that would have provided a motive for anyone to abduct her.  Similarly, the 

prosecution takes Gary Thibodeau to task for failing to offer any evidence connected to the 

breach in Allen’s confidentiality created when Van Patten dropped her file in the D&W parking 

                                                 
8 Fahey cited the following types of evidence and reasons that would support his request to read the diaries: “I, for 
example, have no way of knowing whether there is material as it relates to work, as it relates to school, as it relates 
to her relationship with her boyfriend in those court exhibits that might have benefited me or even given me a basis 
to demonstrate that the presumption didn’t apply because she may have left for other reasons, okay, and I also, as it 
dawned on me insofar as her boyfriend is concerned, I don’t know whether there is material in there that would have 
been useful for impeachment purposes, I don’t know that, and then so I just think that those are judicial reasons why 
it would have been incumbent upon me to request disclosure.”  (Sent. Tr. 28).  Fahey made no mention of any 
confidential informant evidence. 
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lot, where it was found, viewed, and shared with an unknown number of individuals.9  Second, 

the prosecution contends that Heidi Allen’s role as a confidential informant was not favorable 

because it would have provided a motive for Gary Thibodeau.  The prosecution misapprehends 

the significance of the information.   

37. As to the prosecution’s claim that Allen merely offered information from the 

“rumor mill,” the documents attached to the Kleist Report indicate otherwise.  For example, one 

document refers to a named individual as an “acid-seller” and provides his residence.  Allen 

apparently referred to another named individual as involved in “speed.”  Exhibit 3 to Dodd 

Exhibit (Exhibit 16).  

38. Even putting aside any information Allen provided to law enforcement officers, 

the fact that other individuals may have believed she was an informant as a result of her file 

being exposed by Van Patten in the D&W parking lot would have proved favorable to 

Thibodeau.  For evidence to be deemed favorable, a party must merely demonstrate that it “tends 

to show that the accused is not guilty or if it impeaches a government witness.”  People v. 

Garrett, 23 N.Y.3d 878 (2014) (quoting United States v. Gil, 297 F.3d 97, 101 (2d Cir. 2002)).  

The tendency of evidence to establish a possible alternative motive or theory for the crime 

constitutes favorable evidence.  See Mendez v. Artuz, 2000 WL 722613 at *13 (S.D.N.Y. 2000) 

(collecting numerous cases for the proposition that evidence establishing an alternative theory or 

motive is both favorable and material under Brady).  Therefore, even in the absence of any 

specific individual determined to have knowledge of Allen’s informant status, evidence that her 

                                                 
9 It should be noted that law enforcement officers in this case appear to have made no effort to ascertain who knew 
of Allen’s status as an informant both as a result of and independent from Van Patten’s disclosure.  Indeed, both the 
Sheriff’s Office and the District Attorney’s Office were aware of the fact of Allen’s informant status and that her CI 
file was found in Van Patten’s mailbox as a result of his dropping the file in the D&W parking lot at least since 
Lortie’s Report on April 27, 1994.  Notwithstanding the importance of this information, it appears that law 
enforcement officers failed to generate a single report on this subject until December 8, 1994, almost eight months 
later, and did so only after information in the Lortie Report was made public.  
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status was exposed is favorable to Thibodeau because, as Fahey observed in December of 1994, 

“if Allen was an informant for the sheriff’s department, there might be other suspects with a 

motive to harm her.”  (Exhibit 27).   Of course, the prosecution acknowledges, but attempts to 

gloss over, the fact that Michael Bohrer, an individual connected to Allen’s abduction through 

Steen’s and Westcott’s admissions, knew of Allen’s informant status.  (Exhibit D-1)   

39. The prosecution’s attempt to turn the fact of Allen’s informant status against 

Thibodeau falls short in light of the following considerations.  First, if the evidence were in fact 

favorable to the prosecution, as they now suggest, it is no small wonder why they did not 

introduce the evidence at trial.   

40. Second, the prosecution’s claim that, in arguing that Allen was abducted because 

of her status as an informant, Thibodeau would have “opened the door” to his own history of 

drug use should be dismissed out of hand.  Each of the examples the prosecution cites of 

Thibodeau’s own drug history was available for them to use irrespective of any evidence 

concerning Allen’s informant status.  The door was already wide open for them.  The fact that 

they chose not to walk through it at trial hardly supports their recent assertion that they would 

have done so in response to the introduction of Allen’s status.   

41. Third, the examples cited by the prosecution utterly fail to demonstrate a motive 

to support Thibodeau’s alleged abduction of Allen on the basis of her informant status.  The 

prosecution offers no indication that Allen was aware (or that Thibodeau believed she might be 

aware) of any of the alleged acts cited by the prosecution.  Indeed, the acts alleged to have 

occurred in Fitchburg, Massachusetts and during the 1970s are so geographically and temporally 

remote, respectively, that Allen could not have been aware of them.  Even had Allen been aware 

of any alleged act in this connection (which she was not), there is no reason to think that 
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Thibodeau would have considered the timing and content of any possible disclosure to police 

sufficiently imminent and worrisome to abduct Allen.  Further still, even if Thibodeau’s conduct 

were sufficiently incriminating so as to create a need for him to prevent disclosure (which it was 

not), there is no evidence that he was in any way concerned that his activities were in jeopardy of 

being disclosed to law enforcement.  Indeed, the police were already aware of the only act 

involving Thibodeau’s alleged drug distribution (or, more properly, phony drug distribution 

involving baking soda).  What is more, the only allegation in this vein having any possible 

(though highly improbable) connection to Allen (Veronica Longley’s claim of overhearing 

Thibodeau say that some “little bastard still owes [him] money” (Exhibit 25)) is so devoid of any 

probative value, it is no wonder the prosecution declined to introduce the evidence at 

Thibodeau’s trial.  Even if the jury were to conclude that Thibodeau was referring to Brett Law, 

any concern of Thibodeau that Law still owed him money would establish solely a financial 

motive, not a motive based on Allen’s informant status.  Therefore, the possible introduction of 

evidence concerning these prior acts, even taken together, would not have dissuaded defense 

counsel from introducing Allen’s informant evidence to provide an alternative theory of the case.     

42. Finally, neither McDonald nor Baldasaro claims (nor even hint at the fact) that 

Thibodeau knew that Allen worked as an informant.  Instead, they testified that Thibodeau 

admitted he occasionally used drugs with Allen, that she was upset because she felt “Gary was 

going to try to screw her about something” and “get [Allen] in some kind of trouble.” (T. 1544).  

Suffice it to say, this purported motive stands in contradistinction to any claim that Thibodeau 

allegedly abducted Allen as a result of her status as an informant.  Given the fact that both 

McDonald and Baldasaro provide (albeit false) accounts of the purported method and motive for 

Thibodeau’s alleged abduction, but fail to even hint at Allen’s status as an informant, is certain 
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proof that Thibodeau was unaware of Allen’s informant status and thus that trial counsel would 

have had no concern that her informant status could be used against Thibodeau.  Because Allen’s 

exposed informant status provides a motive for other individuals and contradicts the testimony of 

McDonald and Baldasaro, this Court should find that the Reports and associated evidence was 

favorable to Thibodeau.   

The Evidence Was Material 

43. Because Fahey made a specific request for the documents identified in the Lortie 

Report during the December 8, 1994 – a request that encompassed the December 1994 and the 

Kleist Report – Thibodeau’s Brady claim must be assessed under the less stringent reasonable 

possibility standard.10  Under this standard, a defendant must show only that there is a reasonable 

possibility that introduction of the exculpatory evidence would have resulted in a different 

outcome.  See People v. Vilardi, 76 N.Y.2d 67, 77 (1990).  Despite the substantial authority 

establishing that suppression of evidence supporting an alternative theory or motive for a crime 

may establish a successful Brady claim, the prosecution contends that introduction of the 

evidence would not have resulted in a different outcome under either standard of review.    

44. As explained by Thibodeau in his Memorandum of Law accompanying his CPL 

440 motion, introduction of the suppressed information evidence would have done quadruple-

duty for the defense.  First, and perhaps most importantly, it would have contradicted the 

testimony of the two jailhouse informants.  Second, it would have provided an additional avenue 

of investigation to defense counsel.  Third, it would have tended to undermine the integrity and 

thoroughness of the investigation.  Finally, it would have provided an alternative theory of the 

case.   

                                                 
10 Contrary to the People’s assertion (Moody Affirmation p. 87 n.1), there is nothing circular about Fahey’s request 
for the CI file referenced in Lortie’s report, even as he was uncertain as to Allen’s status.    
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45. Instead of responding to each of these arguments, the prosecution focuses on its 

own rosy view of the evidence.  In particular, the prosecution claims that there was not time for 

any other person to abduct Heidi Allen.  That assertion is undermined, however, by the 

prosecution’s own concession that three minutes elapsed between the time Richard Thibodeau 

made his last purchase and the next customer, David Stinson, arrived on the scene.11  Moody 

Affirmation ¶ 94. Given the lack of struggle evidenced from the condition of the store, there is 

no reason to conclude any more time was needed.     

46. Next, the prosecution contends that John Swenskowski, who saw Richard 

Thibodeau’s van at the store and made the last purchase before Richard Thibodeau, observed 

Richard Thibodeau’s van move, “demonstrating that someone else had to be inside the van.”  

Moody Affirmation ¶ 95.  However, Swenskowski never testified that someone else (other than 

Richard Thibodeau) had to be inside the van.  Indeed, Swneszkowski admitted that after walking 

passed Richard Thibodeau’s van on his way from the D&W store back to his car, he remained in 

his car for at least one minute before observing Richard Thibodeau’s van move.  That was ample 

time for Richard Thibodeau to make his purchase of two packs of cigarettes, return to his van, 

and begin to make his return home.   

47. In addition to Christopher Bivens’s credibility issues already exposed at the 

original trial, his description of the abductors actually supports a theory that someone other than 

the Thibodeau’s were responsible for Allen’s disappearance.  In fact, his testimony corroborates 

                                                 
11 The prosecution relies entirely on the manually entered time on the cash register to close the window and limit the 
amount of time in which Heidi Allen could have been kidnapped.  According to the register, the last transaction 
occurred at 7:42 a.m.  However, David Stinson maintains that he arrived at the store at 7:41 a.m. and that the time on 
the register was wrong.  (Defense Exhibit E-1).  Brett Law observed Heidi Allen manipulating the register when 
they both arrived at the D&W that morning.  He testified in reference to the cash register that, “she went over there 
and she was pushing some buttons for probably two to three minutes while – I didn’t really know what she was 
doing exactly but she was pushing some buttons.”  (Defense Exhibit XX Tr. 9) Clearly Richard Thibodeau was not 
in the store purchasing cigarettes at 7:42 am if Stinson arrived at 7:41 am.  The timeline relied on by the prosecution 
is completely flawed and has limited, if any, evidentiary value.  
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the admissions of Steen and Wescott.  Bivens identified both men involved in restraining Allen 

in a bear hug as being 5’11” and husky. (Tr. 1328,1296 and 1316).  Steen is at least 5’11’ and 

“husky”; Richard Thibodeau is 5’5” and Gary Thibodeau is 5’7”.  Neither Thibodeau can be 

described as “husky.” (Exhibit F-1) 

48. The remaining evidence cited by the prosecution in opposition to Thibodeau’s 

Brady claim was introduced at Richard Thibodeau’s separate trial.  However, in that case, the 

parties entered into a stipulation agreeing that Heidi Allen’s diaries made no reference to Gary or 

Richard Thibodeau.  In further distinction, Walsh affirmed that he elicited the suppressed 

confidential informant evidence during Richard Thibodeau’s trial.   As a result of Walsh’s access 

and use of this critical evidence, Richard Thibodeau was acquitted.   

49. Notwithstanding the differences between the separate trials brought about by the 

prosecution’s suppression of this evidence, the prosecution contends that defense counsel’s claim 

that the stipulation entered into by the prosecution in the trial of Richard Thibodeau resulted in 

the difference in the verdicts ignores the testimony of McDonald and Baldasaro.  This argument 

alone highlights the significance of the informant evidence, because both men testified that 

Thibodeau told them he occasionally used drugs with Allen, that she was upset because she felt 

“Gary was going to try to screw her about something” and “get [Allen] in some kind of trouble.”  

(T. 1544).  The fact that she was an informant would have completely undermined their 

testimony and would have assisted Fahey in his effort to discredit them. Strategically, it would 

have been a far more persuasive argument if the jury had been told Heidi Allen was a 

confidential informant and therefore she would not have “screwed” Gary in any drug deal.   
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II. THE INTRODUCTION OF NEWLY DISCOVERED EVIDENCE 
 AT A NEW TRIAL WOULD RESULT IN A MORE FAVORABLE 
 OUTCOME. 
 
50. In his instant motion to vacate the judgment, Gary Thibodeau argues that newly 

discovered evidence establishes his actual innocence and its introduction at a new trial would 

result in a more favorable outcome.  At the heart of Thibodeau’s motion lie the admissions from 

four individuals having direct involvement and knowledge of Allen’s abduction:  Jennifer 

Wescott, James Steen, Michael Bohrer and Roger Breckenridge.  Since the admissions of these  

individuals were first disclosed to Thibodeau in June of 2013, additional evidence (some of 

which was suppressed by the prosecution) was discovered only through an independent 

investigation conducted by the defense during the course of the following year.  As a result of 

that investigation, the admissions of Wescott, Steen, Bohrer and Breckenridge have been 

corroborated and the case exonerating Thibodeau has continued to grow more overwhelming.   

51. Though recognizing Thibodeau’s motion is based on newly discovered evidence, 

the prosecution offers several arguments in opposition.  Because Thibodeau has met the 

requirements under CPL 440.10(1)(g), this Court should reject the prosecution’s arguments in 

opposition and grant Thibodeau’s motion to vacate the judgment.    

 A. GARY THIBODEAU EXCERCISED DUE DILIGENCE IN BRINING HIS  
  INSTANT MOTION TO VACATE THE JUDGMENT. 
 

52. The prosecution requests this Court to deny the newly discovered evidence 

portion of Thibodeau’s motion because, according to it, Thibodeau failed to exercise due 

diligence in bringing his CPL 440 motion.  In light of the resources available to Thibodeau, 

along with the peculiar nature and practical realities of the given case, he exercised extraordinary 

diligence in investigating the underlying claims and bringing the instant motion.  See People v. 

Tankleff, 49 A.D.3d 160, 180 (2007) (holding “the due diligence requirement is measured against 
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the defendant’s available resources and the practicalities of the particular situation.”) (citing 

People v. Hildenbrandt, 125 A.D.2d 819, 821 (1986)).  

53. The following summary well-establishes the due diligence exercised in bringing 

the instant motion. 

54. In February 2013, Assistant Federal Public Defender Randi Bianco (“Bianco”) 

informed me that she had been notified by her prior law office that a woman (later identified as 

Tonya Priest) called and indicated she had information surrounding the disappearance of Heidi 

Allen.  Bianco was extremely frustrated because the woman was referred to the Oswego County 

District Attorney’s Office and she had no contact information and no way of identifying the 

woman.  Bianco immediately reached out to the Oswego County District Attorney’s Office and 

requested that she be provided with this information.  District Attorney Gregory Oakes 

(“Oakes”) refused and told her they would speak to the woman and conduct an investigation.  

55. Attorney Bianco continued to insist that the information be disclosed or she would 

file a motion.  In an apparent attempt to intimidate her, Oakes and Assistant District Attorney 

Moody (“Moody”) pointed out that she was currently working for the Federal Public Defender’s 

Office and there was nothing she could do about their failure to disclose the information.   When 

Bianco refused to back down, Oakes eventually agreed to update her as their investigation 

unfolded.  Oakes provided Bianco with updates by telephone of the general nature of the 

investigation, but he refused to disclose any of the names of the persons being investigated or 

spoken to.  He told Bianco that the witness who originally reached out had been flown to New 

York, was interviewed and was participating in controlled calls and texts with another person. 

When Bianco asked if he would provide her the witness’s name and telephone number, Oakes 

replied that he would ask her if she wanted to talk to Bianco.  
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56. Thereafter, Oakes informed Bianco that the witness “was not comfortable” 

speaking with her.  When Bianco asked what that meant, Oakes said that the witness would 

rather not talk with her and wanted only to speak with the District Attorney’s Office.  

57. Bianco continued to keep me informed throughout the course of their 

investigation.  

58. In June, 2013, Attorney Bianco received a packet of information from Oakes 

setting forth their investigative efforts along with a letter detailing his analysis of the new 

evidence.   

59. Oakes’s letter instructed her to “keep confidentiality so as to not compromise the 

integrity of the investigation.”  (Exhibit J).  I, along with Bianco, and our investigator, Richard 

Haumann (“Haumann”), began to review the information provided by Oakes.  Upon hearing the 

phone conversation and listening to the interview of Wescott by Investigator Pietroski, we all 

believed that the evidence should exonerate Gary Thibodeau.    

60. When Bianco asked Oakes whether they intended to search the area where the 

new evidence indicated Heidi Allen was buried, she was told the area was too vast.   Oakes 

conveyed to Bianco that they believed Tonya Priest was not credible and they had not been able 

to corroborate her statements.   

61. Incidentally, our office cannot independently handle a case without being 

assigned by the Court. In this instance, however, Haumann, a retired Deputy Chief of Police for 

the City of Syracuse, was determined to search for a cabin on his own time.  He also requested 

DMV records for an individual who may have registered the van used in the abduction of Heidi 

Allen.  He was told it would be months before they would have any results because the records 
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were so old.  Two months after he sent the request to DMV, he received a record that only went 

back as far as the year 2000.  

62. Meanwhile, Tonya Priest was also under the impression that law enforcement was 

continuing to investigate the case and she believed she was not supposed to speak to anyone, 

especially Bianco or anyone from our office. (Exhibit JJ).  

63. It was not until February 5, 2014 that Tonya Priest made contact with our office. 

(Exhibit JJ). She conveyed that she finally realized something was amiss and that the Oswego 

County Sheriff’s Department was attempting to squash the investigation.  She specifically stated 

that she was told by Oakes not to speak to Bianco. (Exhibit JJ and KK).  

64. At that point, our office made an effort to seek pro bono counsel for Mr. 

Thibodeau.  While the attorneys we contacted were sympathetic, no one had the resources to 

handle a case of this magnitude for free.  Specifically, Attorney J. Scott Porter (“Porter”) met 

with Bianco to discuss the new evidence in March of 2014.  After reviewing the information 

provided, Porter agreed to handle Thibodeau’s case.  Unfortunately, two months after he had the 

case, he realized he did not have the resources to conduct a thorough investigation.  Porter last 

work on the case on May 2, 2014.    

65. Thereafter, in the spring of 2014, Investigator Haumann and I sought permission 

from land owners to walk through their wooded property to search for a cabin off of Red Mill 

Road and Route 69, which runs almost parallel to Rice Road, on our own time.  On at least three 

occasions we walked through the woods searching for a cabin.  

66. Additionally, we talked with Richard Thibodeau and he agreed to provide us with 

his entire trial file.  The first week in June, we retrieved Richard Thibodeau’s trial file.   We 

spent weeks going through and reviewing eight boxes of documents.  
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67. On June 18, 2014, after reviewing Richard Thibodeau’s file, I sent an email to 

Chief United States District Court Judge Gary L. Sharpe requesting that our office be appointed 

to represent Gary Thibodeau in a successive habeas petition based upon newly discovered 

evidence and Brady violations.   

68. On July 15, 2014 Chief Judge Sharpe called my office and verbally approved my 

request. I received our official appointment notice on July 28, 2014.  I explained that I may have 

to exhaust Thibodeau’s state remedies even though a previous habeas petition was filed on his 

behalf. Once I received verbal authorization, I began to research the procedural avenues we 

would have to exhaust before seeking federal habeas relief. It became apparent that we would be 

required to file a motion to vacate the judgment under New York Criminal Procedure Law 

Section 440.10.  I immediately began to prepare Mr. Thibodeau’s petition.  

69. On July 27, 2014, while preparing the CPL 440 motion, I received a phone call 

from Haumann, that he and Post Standard Reporter John O’Brien (“O’Brien”) found a cabin site 

near off of Rice Road.  Haumann and O’Brien had already placed calls to the New York State 

Police and the Oswego County Sheriff’s Department.   

70. I contacted Oakes on his cell phone, left him a message, and he called me back.  

When Oakes called me back, I introduced myself and explained that Haumann located a cabin 

off of Rice Road from information received as a result of a call to O’Brien. I told him that 

Haumann had contacted the New York State Police and the Oswego County Sheriff’s 

Department.  

71. Oakes was waiting on Rice Road when I arrived at the scene.  We walked 

together through the woods to the site of the cabin.  Once there, it was readily apparent that the 
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area had been completely dug up. I suggested that Oakes contact an investigative team to 

examine the area.  It took more than two and a half hours for Sheriff’s investigators to arrive. 

72. While we waited, I explained to Oakes that if he agreed Gary Thibodeau was 

innocent it would obviate the need for me to file a 440.10 motion.  He led me to believe if any 

remains were found he would be in agreement with me.   

73. The day following the discovery of the cabin and after the cadaver dog alerted 

twice at the site, I had another roadside conversation with Oakes, during which he explained the 

area where the dog alerted and the process they were following to examine the soil. At that time, 

I told him I would wait a day before I filed my motion to determine whether there would be any 

additional discoveries.   

74. I never had a discussion with Oakes concerning our investigative efforts after 

receiving the documents provided by his office in June of 2013.  Oakes’s claim that I told him I 

had no intention of filing a 440.10 motions until we became aware the Post-Standard began  

publishing a series of articles is ridiculous and completely false.  

75. Given the prosecution’s apparent efforts to forestall the instant motion by 

requesting defense counsel to “keep confidentiality so as to not compromise the integrity of the 

investigation” and by forbidding at least one witness (Tonya Priest) not to speak with defense 

counsel, together with the voluminous nature of the case and investigation, the age of the case, 

and the limited resources available to Gary Thibodeau, this Court should find that he exercised 

due diligence in bringing the instant motion. 
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B. THE NEWLY DISCOVERED EVIDENCE IS ADMISSIBILE  
 
76. Although recognizing that Thibodeau’s instant motion is based on newly 

discovered evidence, the prosecution insists that the evidence “consists almost entirely of 

hearsay, speculation, and rumors that have been passed along as fact.”  Continuing, the 

prosecution argues that much of Thibodeau’s new evidence cannot be relied upon to support his 

motion to vacate because, the prosecution contends, the evidence would be inadmissible at a new 

trial.  Oakes Affirmation ¶¶ 51-52. 

77. Thibodeau’s instant motion finds its strength from evidence concerning four 

individuals: Jennifer Wescott, James Steen, Roger Breckenridge, and Michael Bohrer.  As set 

forth below, the evidence concerning these individuals would be admissible in a new trial.      

Jennifer Wescott 
 

78. Jennifer Wescott’s admissions during the March 2, 2013 monitored phone call 

with Tonya Priest provide the lynchpin of the defense motion for a new trial based on newly 

discovered evidence.  This phone call was prompted by Priest coming forward and disclosing 

admissions made by James Steen surrounding his involvement in the kidnapping and murder of 

Heidi Allen.  During their phone conversation, Wescott provided an eyewitness account of where 

Heidi Allen was taken after she was abducted from the D & W, in what vehicle she was taken in 

and the identity of her actual kidnappers.  In addition, Wescott confessed to participating in the 

destruction of the key piece of evidence, the van.  

79. Any question regarding the reliability of her admissions during the monitored 

phone conversation are completely eliminated both during and following her interview with 

Sheriff’s Investigator Pietroski.  On March 7, 2013, during her interview with Pietroski, Wescott 

was initially unaware that her phone conversation with Priest had been recorded. She proceeded 
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to lie to Pietroski about their conversation and feigned ignorance surrounding the disappearance 

of Heidi Allen.  (Defense Exhibit OO). Once Pietroski confronted her with the admissions she 

made to Priest, Wescott became belligerent and visibly agitated. (Defense Exhibit OO). When 

she was asked whether she would sign a statement, she voiced her concern about signing a 

document stating something different from her confession to Priest. (Defense Exhibit OO). She 

acknowledged that this is a big case and she is not a stupid person. (Defense Exhibit OO).  

Nevertheless, Wescott executed a sworn statement after she was assured by Pietroski that she 

would not be in any trouble. (Defense Exhibit OO).   

80. In addition to her obvious deception during her interview with Pietroski, her 

statements and behavior following the execution of her false statement lend further support that 

her admissions during the monitored call with Priest are both compelling and reliable. Not only 

has she directed individuals to lie or refuse to cooperate with law enforcement regarding her 

living on Rice Road and fleeing to Florida with Roger Breckenridge following Heidi Allen’s 

abduction, she recently admitted in a text message to a friend that she signed a false statement, 

but believed the DA was trying to protect her.  (Exhibit NN ) In her text messages to her friend, 

Joe Storto, Wescott  also admits lying to Priest when she denied knowing DB or anything having 

to do with Allen’s disappearance in a series of text messages prior to her interview with 

Pietroski.  Wescott is concerned that the Grand Jury will not believe her.  (Exhibit NN) She also 

recognizes she will have to exercise her 5th Amendment right to remain silent. (Exhibit NN) 

Wescott’s eyewitness account to Priest and subsequent admissions could not be more reliable 

and without question establishes Gary Thibodeau’s actual innocence.  

81. The prosecution’s only argument concerning Wescott’s admissions to Priest in a 

recorded phone conversation pertain to her limited role in the offense.  In particular, the 
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prosecution argues that Wescott’s recorded statements lack foundation because, according to the 

prosecution, she lacks any direct knowledge surrounding the abduction and murder of Heidi 

Allen.  This argument is without merit.  During the recorded conversation, Wescott clearly states 

she knew Heidi Allen was brought to her house by Steen, Breckenridge, and Bohrer on the day 

she was abducted.  (Exhibit C, C1).  That evidence alone clearly exonerates Gary Thibodeau.  

See also Defense Exhibit OO (DVD comparing monitored phone call between Wescott and 

Priest with the Pietroski interview).  

The Admissions of Steen, Breckenridge, and Bohrer 
 

82. The prosecution argues that the admissions by the three suspects identified by 

Priest and Wescott during their monitored phone conversation constitute inadmissible hearsay.  

This is incorrect. 

83. Recall that Steen separately admitted his involvement in the abduction of Heidi 

Allen. He made admissions to at least five people: Priest, Westcott, Mannino, Shaw and Braley. 

Steen admitted to Priest that he along with Breckenridge and Bohrer abducted Allen from the D 

& W Easter morning and took her in a van to Wescott’s residence.  (Exhibit A and B).  He 

described how they killed her and explained that they buried her remains in the woods off of 

Rice Road. (Exhibit A and B) Additionally, he confessed to Shaw that he assisted with disposing 

of Allen’s Body and members of Vicious Circle motorcycle club were involved in her abduction.  

(Exhibit I) Finally, Steen admitted to Mannino and Braley that he was involved with destroying 

the van used in Allen’s abduction. (Exhibit T and HH) 

84. Two distinct grounds warrant the introduction of the suspect’s admissions.  First, 

the admissions are admissible as declarations against penal interests. In evaluating the 

admissibility of declarations against penal interests in a case where the statement is exculpatory 
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to a defendant, courts apply a less exacting standard.  People v. McFarland, 108 A.D.3d 1121, 

1122 (4th Dept. 2013).  This is because “’[d]epriving a defendant of the opportunity to offer into 

evidence [at trial] another person’s admission to the crime with which he or she has been 

charged, even though that admission may . . . be offered [only ] as a hearsay statement, may deny 

a defendant his or her fundamental right to present a defense.’”  Id. (quoting People v. Deacon, 

96 A.D.3d 965, 967 (2d Dept. 2012).  See also Holmes v. South Carolina, 547 U.S. 319 (2006) 

(recognizing and discussing importance of need to introduce evidence of third-party guilt to 

protect a defendant’s right to present a defense).  Moreover, where the statement forms a critical 

part of the defense, due process concerns may tip the scales in favor of admission.  See 

Chambers v Mississippi, 410 US 284, 302 (1973) (recognizing “where constitutional rights 

directly affecting the ascertainment of guilt are implicated, the hearsay rule may not be applied 

mechanistically to defeat the ends of justice.”).   

85. Second, even if not admissible as substantive evidence, the statements of Steen, 

Breckenridge, and Bohrer could be used as impeachment evidence.  See, e.g., United States v. 

Buffalo, 358 F.3d 519 (8th Cir. 2004) (permitting defendant to introduce third-party admissions 

as impeachment evidence even when the admissions did not meet the requirements as 

declarations against penal interest).   

Declarations Against Penal Interests 
 

86. The declaration against penal interest exception to the hearsay rule “recognizes 

the general reliability of such statements . . . because normally people do not make statements 

damaging to themselves unless they are true.”  People v. Brensic, 70 N.Y.2d 9, 14 (1987).  In   

People v. Settles, 46 N.Y.2d 154 (1978), the Court set forth the requirements for a statement to 

qualify as a statement against penal interest.  
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(1)   The declarant must be unavailable to testify at trial by reason of death, 
 absence from the jurisdiction or refusal to testify on constitutional 
 grounds; 
 
(2)    The declarant must be aware at the time the statement is made that it is 
 contrary to penal interest;  
 
(3)   The declarant must have competent knowledge of the underlying facts; 
 and 
 
(4)  There must be sufficient proof independent of the utterance to assure its 
 reliability. 

 
87. The prosecution claims that each of the admissions made by Steen, Breckenridge, 

and Bohrer are hearsay and inadmissible as declarations against penal interests.  Contrary to 

established case law, they reach this conclusion by engaging in a mechanical exclusion of the 

evidence by dissection, instead of looking at the cumulative effect of the full scope of the new 

evidence.  See People v. Tankleff, 49 A.D.3d 160, 163, (2007).  A careful review of the 

admissions, conducted in the context of the entire evidence, establishes the admissibility of each 

statement. 

Unavailability 
 
88. Contrary to the prosecution’s suggestion, there is no way to establish whether any 

of the individuals will be available or unavailable at a hearing or a trial. If this Court grants a 

hearing on the issue of newly discovered evidence, the defendant fully intends to subpoena each 

individual to give testimony.  In the event he fails to appear or exercises his right to remain 

silent, or if he denies making each of the admissions contained within the defendant’s motion, it 

is our intention to call each of the witnesses he made the admissions to testify at the hearing.  See 

People v. Tankleff, 49 A.D.3d 160, 163 (2007).  

89. The prosecution’s assertion that each defendant may simply deny authorship of 

the respective admission is baseless speculation.  That each individual spoke with law 
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enforcement in early 2013 ignores the fact that since that time, substantial evidence 

corroborating the respective admissions as come to light and been made public.  Additionally, 

though Jennifer Wescott initially spoke with law enforcement officers in early 2013, she has 

since indicated that she intends to invoke her Fifth Amendment right against self-incrimination.  

(Exhibit NN).  

90. In any event, a hearing is necessary to determine whether the individuals are 

unavailable.  See McFarland, 108 A.D.3d at 1123 (remanding for trial court to conduct hearing 

to determine unavailability in context of 440 motion).   

The Declarants Were Aware the Admissions Were Contrary to Their Penal Interests 
 

91. Although each individual made admissions connecting themselves to the 

abduction, murder and disposal of Heidi Allen, the prosecution claims that most of the 

statements were not against the declarant’s penal interests.  This Court should reject the 

prosecutions’ arguments for the following reasons.   

92. As an initial matter, there can be no question that Steen was fully aware 

that 2006 admissions to Tonya Priest, in which he admitted to abducting and murdering 

Allen, were contrary to his penal interest.  Indeed, the prosecution does not argue 

otherwise. 

93. Instead, the prosecution maintains that when Steen, Breckenridge and 

Bohrer made their other admissions, each was unaware that the statements were against 

their respective penal interests.  They argue that since these other statements do not 

contain direct admissions to murder and kidnapping (arguably minimizing their 

involvement), but only to disposing of Heidi Allen’s body and/or disposing of the van 

used to abduct her and/or knowing where her body is located, each would only be guilty 
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of Tampering with Physical Evidence, a Class E Felony.  The prosecution further claims 

that since these admissions amount to a Class E Felony, the five-year statute of 

limitations has expired and none of them could therefore be prosecuted.  

94. There are a number of flaws with this argument. First, and most fatal to 

argument, the prosecution reads the admissions too narrowly.  As the Tankleff Court held, 

a reviewing court may not dissect the evidence and evaluate each individual piece in a 

vacuum.  See Tankleff, 49 A.D. at 163.  When viewed in light of the entirety of the newly 

discovered evidence, the respective admissions of Steen, Breckenridge, and Bohrer point 

to a conspiracy and concerted effort of the group of individuals who, acting together, 

planned and executed Allen’s abduction, murder, and the disposal of her body.  The 

prosecution thus ignores each declarant’s accomplice liability under N.Y. Penal Law 

Section 20.00, and the fact that there is no statute of limitations for murder or kidnapping 

in the first degree.  See N.Y. Criminal Procedure Law § 30.10.  

95. Second, according to the prosecution’s argument, each declarant would 

have to possess expert knowledge regarding the New York State Penal Code and 

understand the operation of the statute of limitations.  Further in this connection, for the 

prosecution’s argument to prevail, each declarant would have to believe that law 

enforcement would review each statement made in isolation, conclude the underlying 

conduct all constitute class E felonies, that the police would engage in no further 

investigation, and thereafter refuse to prosecute each declarant on the basis of his conduct 

being time barred.   

 Each Declarant Had Competent Knowledge of the Facts Underlying His 
 Admissions 
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96. While the prosecution concedes that Steen had competent knowledge of the facts 

when he made admissions to Tonya Priest, they inexplicably contend that he lacked competent 

knowledge when he made admissions to Shaw and Mannino.  Once again, the prosecution looks 

at Steen’s admissions in isolation and fails to take into account all of the admissions combined.  

If all of Steen’s admissions are true, which is a question for a jury, than he certainly had 

competent knowledge of the facts underlying Heidi Allen’s abduction.   

97. The prosecution offers no argument that the admissions of Breckenridge and 

Bohrer fail to satisfy this requirement.     

 The Admissions Are Sufficiently Reliable 
 
98. In order to be admissible as a statement against penal interest there must be 

sufficient proof independent of the utterance to assure its reliability.  “The fourth factor is the 

‘most important’ aspect of the exception . . . Assuming that the other elements are satisfied, such 

statements can be admissible if there is “a reasonable possibility that the statement might be 

true” People v. Shabazz, 22 N.Y.3d 896, 898 (2013) (internal citations omitted).  

99. The prosecution has argued that Steen’s admissions are not reliable because the 

defense has not offered “any competent evidence tending to show that James Steen, Roger 

Breckenridge or Michael Bohrer actually committed the offense.” Oakes Affirmation ¶ 67. 

Thereafter the prosecution proceeds with a hodgepodge of arguments as they relate to all three 

suspects and the alleged lack of reliability of the evidence. Specifically, the prosecution focuses 

on the fact that there is “no testimony placing Steen at or near the scene of the crime. There is no 

evidence that Steen possessed the fruit of the crime, such as Heidi Allen’s remains, or even an 

article of clothing that she wore that day,” and there is no way “to compare Steen’s statements to 

a known cause of death for Heidi.” Id. ¶¶ 78-79, 96.  If this were indeed the criteria for 
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establishing the reliability of the evidence, then the same would hold true for Gary Thibodeau.  

In the case against Gary Thibodeau, there is no testimony placing Gary Thibodeau at or near the 

scene of the crime; there is no evidence that he possessed the fruit of the crime, such as Heidi 

Allen’s remains, or even an article of clothing that she wore that day; and there is no way to 

compare Gary Thibodeau’s alleged jailhouse admissions to a known cause of death for Heidi.   

100. The prosecution also focuses on differences in Steen’s admissions to various 

people as a sign of their unreliability.  Id. ¶¶ 102-08, 118, 134. The fact that a person may 

minimize their involvement over the years does not affect the admissibility of the statements. If 

that were the case, then many defendants accused of crimes would not be prosecuted.  For 

example, in People v. Shabazz, 22 N.Y.3d 896, 898 (2013), the Court of Appeals concluded that 

the courts below erred by focusing on the inconsistency between the female codefendant’s trial 

testimony and her pretrial statement to Perrington's lawyer. Knowledge that a declaration is 

against penal interests must be assessed “at the time” it was made and later recantations 

generally affect the weight and credibility that a factfinder should ascribe to the statement. 

Applying this legal standard, there was adequate evidence to establish the statements 

admissibility. 

101. A strikingly similar case to Thibodeau’s is found in People v. Tankleff, 49 A.D.3d 

160 (2007). In Tankleff, the defendant moved to vacate his 17-year-old double-murder conviction 

on the basis of newly discovered evidence and actual innocence.  In support of his motion, the 

defense submitted the affidavits of Karlene Kovacs (who claimed another man named Creedon 

admitted to being involved in the murders) and Glenn Harris (who claimed he drove Creedon 

and a person named Peter Kent to the crime scene that night and the two committed the 

murders). A hearing was granted and the suspect, Creedon, testified that he had no involvement 
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in the murders and further denied making any admissions to the murders. Harris (the alleged 

driver) refused to testify. Kent, an alleged participant, also testified and denied involvement in 

the murders.  

102. The defense called a series of witnesses who relayed the admissions made by 

Creedon, Harris and others. All of the evidence at the hearing came from witnesses who heard 

admissions by the suspects, but each gave varying accounts of the crime.  Creedon’s admissions 

to the witnesses differed in many respects, and at times he appeared to minimize his involvement 

in the murders.  

103. The prosecution attacked the credibility of the defense witnesses who heard the 

admissions. One officer testified for the prosecution that no one named in the affidavit sworn to 

by Kovacs confirmed her version of events. Another retired detective testified that he 

interviewed Kovacs twice and her version changed between the first and second interview.  The 

same Detective also testified that he interviewed Harris and that his statement was inconsistent 

with his prior sworn statements. The County Court denied the motion, finding a lack of due 

diligence and determined that statements purportedly made by Creedon to “nefarious 

scoundrels,” many with “extensive criminal histories that included illegal drug use and sales, 

burglary, robbery, assault and other similar crimes,” were hearsay and not admissible as 

declarations against penal interest.  

104. The Second Department reversed, holding that the hearing court was obligated to 

conduct a critical analysis of the evidence in deciding a motion to vacate on newly discovered 

evidence. “It cannot merely engage in the mechanical exclusion of such evidence.”  The Second 

Department further found that “the County Court completely disregarded a crucial fact which is 

pivotal to our determination. Namely, many of the witnesses who testified at the CPL article 440 
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hearing were unrelated to each other, and their genesis as witnesses was separated by both space 

and time”  Id at 181.   The Tankleff Court further held that the hearing court must view and 

evaluate all of the evidence in its entirety. In its determination as to the “impact of evidence 

unavailable at trial, a court must make its final decision based on the likely cumulative effect of 

the new evidence had it been presented at trial”  Id. The Court concluded that the evidence 

presented was not inadmissible hearsay and the cumulative effect of the new evidence created a 

probability that, had such evidence been received at the trial, the verdict would have been more 

favorable to the defendant.  Id. 

105. The prosecution’s other “proof” in support of its unreliability argument consists 

of Roger Breckenridge’s “alibi,” Oakes Affirmation ¶ 68, that Westcott and Breckenridge never 

lived on Rice Road, id. ¶¶ 69-76, and that Heidi Allen’s body was not found in the cabin during a 

search some 20 years after the offense, id. ¶¶ 81-90.  In each of these instances, the defense 

submits there are disputed issues of fact and a hearing must be conducted. See CPL 440.30(5).  

The defense will address each contention in turn below.12 

The Cabin 

106. First, the prosecution dismisses the relevance of the cabin discovered off of Rice 

Road by suggesting it was only a fort, it did not match the floor description as related by Priest, it 

was torn up by a married couple who were digging around, Vecchio is mistaken about Wescott 

living in the trailer and Wescott was not registered for school at APW.  Vecchio was the landlord 

and she maintains Wescott did live at 68 Rice Road in April 1994. The prosecution 

conspicuously left out the fact that the cadaver dog alerted twice in an area around the cabin.  

                                                 
12 The “alibi” evidence is discussed in Section (C) below.   
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107. The fact remains there was a structure with a floor, walls, a roof, beds and a door 

which had been completely demolished and the soil had been dug up. (Exhibit VV) Oswego 

County Sheriff’s Investigators never bothered to search the area after hearing Priest explain what 

Steen had told her. Had they bothered they may have discovered the cabin long before the 

married couple or the defense. Sheriff Ruel Todd maintained there were no cabins in that area 

and they completely discounted Tonya Priest.  They were wrong.  The fact that the police did not 

find Allen’s remains 20 years after her abduction, is in no way dispositive of the issue.  

Wescott’s Residency on Rice Road 

108. The records provided by the prosecution clearly suggest Wescott dropped out of 

school in March of 1994 and presumably was no longer living with her parents.  The defense 

never claimed Wescott was attending school during the relevant time period. The lease provided 

by the prosecution is dated December 9, 1992 and is a five-month lease.  The significance of 

Jennifer Wescott living on Rice Road has heightened after the cabin was discovered.  It became 

readily apparent that Wescott had something to hide regarding her rather brief affiliation with 

Rice Road because she directed Carl Robinson not to disclose that she ever lived there or that she 

left for Florida after Allen was kidnapped.  (Exhibit L) According to Robinson, he recalls 

Wescott living on Rice Road and she apparently realized he had knowledge of that fact, so she 

made a special effort to reach out to Robinson pleading with him not to say anything about her 

living on Rice Road.   In addition, on June 23, 2014, Roger Breckenridge admitted in an 

interview with Reporter John O’Brien that Jennifer Wescott lived on Rice Road.  ( Exhibit MM) 

Deborah Vecchio was the landlord who executed a five-month lease from December 1,1992 until 

May 1, 1993 with Darcy Purdy, and she maintains that Wescott did reside at 68 Rice Road in 
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April, 1994. The prosecutions’ response refers to both 66-68 Rice Road. (Response ¶73).  There 

is no lease agreement between Vecchio and Purdy during the relevant time period.   

Other Evidence Supporting Reliability 

109. There is additional evidence corroborating Steen’s confessions beyond Wescott’s 

phone confession and subsequent statement.  In a statement dated March 15, 2013 James Steen 

admitted he knew Heidi Allen and was only asked if he had any involvement in her kidnapping, 

which he denied. (Defense Exhibit H ) The fact that he knew Heidi Allen is in and of itself 

corroborative evidence.  

110. Carl Robinson corroborates Steen’s confession to Priest.  Robinson connects 

Steen, Breckenridge, Bohrer and Wescott through their purchase and sale of marijuana as early 

as 2002. (Defense Exhibit K).  Robinson’s statement is contrary to Wescott’s statement during 

her interview with  Pietroski that she met Bohrer in 2007 when she purchased a computer from 

him. (Defense Exhibit D)  

111. Steen’s history of murder and boastful ways further corroborate his confession to 

Priest.  Steen is a violent man who brags about his violent tendencies. He made known to his 

family and friends that he intended to kill his estranged wife.  The most chilling revelation came 

as he sat in a barricaded room with two dead bodies and within minutes of executing two people, 

he received a text message from an unregistered prepaid cell phone which asked, (Heidi?) Ciao. 

(Exhibit PP) 

112. Steen’s association with Dan Barney, Past President of Vicious Circle, further 

corroborates his confession to Priest and Shaw.   In her statement dated May 2, 2013, Shaw 

stated that “Heidi was trying to get her boyfriend out of the gang (Vicious Circle) and trying to 

get people in trouble that were in the gang.” (Defense Exhibit I).  Apparently, the Oswego 
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County Sheriff’s Department and District Attorney’s Officer were not able to understand or 

make the connection with the admissions made by Wescott during the monitored phone call with 

Priest.  During the following exchange, Priest asked Wescott why she would not disclose the 

information about Heidi Allen to the authorities and who scared her:  

Priest:   “Who scared you Roger-probably Roger living with you?” 

Wescott:  “Yeah, yeah. It was all crazy, yeah all of them people, Dan   
  Barney, Fucking Bob Zakala, all them big guys.”  

 Defense Exhibit C at p. 5.   
 
113. Had the Oswego County Sheriff’s Department bothered to conduct a thorough 

investigation, they would have discovered that Dan Barney was the President of Vicious Circle 

and the very person Wescott was afraid of.  (See Exhibit QQ CNY News article dated January 

16, 2009).  In the news article, a member of Vicious Circle, Michael Stevens-Cosgrove, is 

wanted by police for threatening to kill his family and firing three shots at his home. He also 

reportedly struck a nine-year old boy in the chest. According to police, he described himself as a 

member of the Vicious Circle Biker Gang.  In the article, Dan Barney, President of Vicious 

Circle is quoted as saying Vicious Circle is a “club” not a “gang.” ( See also Exhibit  RR email 

from Dan Barney).  In his email to the members of his club dated May 16, 2010, Barney 

indicated that they were changing their affiliation to Seven Gates Motorcycle Club and would no 

longer be members of Vicious Circle. He vehemently warned his members to discard all colors 

and apparel associated with Vicious Circle.  (See Exhibit RR)  

114. Additional evidence corroborating Steen’s association with Dan Barney are the 

monitored phone conversations he had with Jay McGillicuddy following his arrest for murder.  

Steen was incarcerated at the Oswego County Jail where all of his phone conversations were 

monitored.  On September 18, 2010, Steen and McGillicuddy are heard discussing Dan Barney 
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and how he was going to create a “free James Steen” Facebook page. (See Exhibit  SS excerpts 

from audio recording).  The following captures that portion of their conversation at the 9:00 

minute mark:  

Jay McGillicuddy: “Dan Barney being the nice guy he is, is starting a free Jay Steen 
fucking thing on Facebook.” 
 
James Steen: “Oh my god . . . (laughing) oh Barney is a ballbuster, he is bad.” 
 
Jay McGillicuddy: “He is real bad.”  
 
115. During an earlier conversation that same day, McGillicuddy told Steen that Dan 

Barney called “laughing his ass off” and Steen replies, “I can only imagine with Danny.” He also 

told McGuillicuddy to thank him and everyone who has been there for his family. To which 

McGillicuddy states, “Danny said hold your head high, he is thinking about you, blah, blah.” 

(See Exhibit  TT excerpt from audio recording) 

116. Contrary to the prosecution’s claim, they had in their possession evidence that 

members of a motorcycle gang were tied to the Heidi Allen abduction. Unfortunately, they failed 

to take any investigative steps to put the pieces together.  Therefore, it is not surprising that they 

were unable to recognize how Steen’s confession to Shaw corroborated Steen’s admissions to 

Priest and her monitored phone conversation with Wescott.  

117. Also perplexing is the prosecution’s argument that if Steen had been involved in 

the kidnapping and murder of Heidi Allen he would have used that information to leverage a 

more favorable plea bargain in his double murder case.  Oakes Affirmation ¶ 133.  Apparently, 

the District Attorney’s Office is willing to offer a more lenient sentence to an individual who is 

responsible for the murder of three people rather than just two. In any event, that argument is 

negated by Steen’s phone conversations with friends when he is quoted as saying, “ain’t they 

gonna be surprised when I come strolling out of here in 10 years?” ( Exhibit  UU ).  Steen 
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obviously believes there is some legal basis to reduce his sentence down to 10 years and 

therefore rendering it unlikely that he would use a kidnapping and murder to negotiate a more 

favorable sentence.  

118. Finally, what possible explanation can be given for the incoming text message 

from an unregistered cell phone to Steen minutes after he murdered Vicki Steen and Chuck Carr 

Jr. which referenced “(Heidi?) Ciao” other than his involvement with Heidi Allen’s murder. 

(Exhibit PP) For months leading up to the murders, Steen made his intentions to kill his 

estranged wife known to friends and family.   In fact during her interview with Pietroski, 

Wescott stated, “I mean, he (Thumper) told me for months before he killed Vicki that he was 

gonna kill her. What, was I supposed to tell you guys and say this dude’s gonna blow his wife 

away?” (Exhibit C1 p.21) Curiously, his close friend and associate Jay McGillicuddy arrived at 

the scene prior to law enforcement officials.  

119. The admissions by Steen to Mannino and Braley further corroborate his 

confession to Priest and Shaw. While Steen may not have disclosed his full involvement in the 

kidnapping and murder of Heidi Allen to Mannino and Braley, he corroborates Wescott’s 

admission that the van used in her abduction was scrapped at Murtaugh’s junk yard. (Defense 

Exhibit B p. 9 and C1 p.4)   

120. The prosecution suggests Mannino is not credible because he had prior 

opportunities to disclose this information because he worked as a confidential informant for the 

Oswego County Sheriff’s Department and he failed to do so. Oakes Affirmation ¶ 128.  

Obviously, if Mannino worked as a confidential informant with the Oswego County Sheriff’s 

Department Investigatorsm, they had confidence in his trustworthiness because they relied on the 

information he provided to make arrests.  If anything, he has already established his credibility 
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with law enforcement and he has nothing to gain by fabricating a story against Steen.  His recent 

disclosure was triggered by news reports when he heard Steen’s name tied in with Breckenridge 

as being involved with Heidi Allen’s disappearance.   He knew Breckenridge and Steen were 

close friends and that they scrapped metal together.  In light of the developing facts surrounding 

Allen’s abduction, Mannino believed the admissions by Steen were credible and significant to 

the current investigation.  

121. Braley, who also has absolutely nothing to gain by coming forward, corroborates 

Steen’s admissions to Mannino, Priest and Wescott. (Defense Exhibit HH).  Braley recalls Steen 

and Breckenridge both boasting about scrapping the van used in Heidi Allen’s abduction, and 

specifically that they took it to Murtaugh’s junkyard and it was thereafter transported to Canada.  

Wescott reveals Murtaugh’s name for the first time during her interview with Pietroski, and 

Bohrer also mentions Murtaugh’s junkyard in his interview with Pietroski. (Exhibit C, C1 at p. 3 

& 4, G and G1 at p.7).  In addition, Braley corroborates Priest’s statement that in 2006 she along 

with Amanda Braley and Jen Lumley, entered the woods off Rice Road to search for a cabin 

described by Steen in his confession to Priest the very same year Steen confessed to Priest. 

(Defense Exhibit HH)  

122. As for Bohrer, the defense can demonstrate the reliability of his statements given the fact 

that other persons  have implicated him, including Jennifer Wescott (Exhibit C ) and James Steen 

(Exhibits A and B).  Additionally, his statements to the police on March 21, 2013 demonstrate he 

lived in close proximity to the D&W at the time of Heidi Allen’s disappearance; he had a 

fixation with the case and collected things about the case in a box that he saved for more than 20 

years; that he opened a business across the street from the Heidi Allen Center after the crime; 

and that although he admitted to junking cars at Murtaugh’s  junkyard, he tried to distance 
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himself from Breckenridge and Steen. Significantly, Bohrer also stated that he had been waiting 

for this call by law enforcement because he knew “he was going to pop up in the picture 

someday” (Exhibit G).  Bohrer also claimed to know that Gary Thibodeau was not involved in 

Allen’s abduction and that Christopher Bivens’ first statement to the police was closest to the 

truth, although he denied any personal responsibility in her disappearance (Exhibit G). He also 

knew about Heidi Allen’s confidential informant file being found in the parking lot (Exhibit D-

1).  This is significant to motive because the fact that Allen’s confidential informant card was 

discovered in the D&W parking lot was never made public by the authorities.  Bohrer was also 

the individual who told law enforcement on February 1, 1995 that he heard Heidi Allen was 

involved in drug usage and was murdered to prevent her from disclosing the information 

regarding a drug ring operated by Gary Thibodeau. (Exhibit 46) 

 C. THE NEW EVIDENCE COULD NOT HAVE BEEN DISCOVERED   
  PRIOR TO TRIAL. 
 

123. Somehow, the prosecution believes that through interviewing Roger and Tracey 

Breckenridge before trial the defense could have discovered Steen’s admissions relative to the 

crushing of the van used in the abduction of Heidi Allen.  To its credit, the prosecution does 

concede, however, that, as a matter of logic, the defense could not have discovered Steen’s 2006 

confession. The analysis employed by the prosecution on this issue is incomprehensible and their 

own Exhibits (16(8) & 43) undermine the prosecution’s position.     

124. Tracey and Roger Breckenridge are named in a report by Lee Neadle, Jr.. The 

information in the August 8, 1994 Neadle report suggests that Roger Breckenridge and Dick 

Murtaugh hauled an old van from Gary Thibodeau’s property and Gary was upset about it. 

(Exhibit 12).  The destruction of this inoperable van unquestionably occurred after Gary was 

arrested on May 28, 1994 and according to the information in the Neadle report, had to be hauled 
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off of his property.  The prosecution has always theorized that Richard Thibodeau owned the van 

used in Heidi Allen’s abduction.  To this day, Richard’s van remains in the custody of the 

Oswego County Sheriff’s Department. The photographs attached as Exhibit 13 of the 

prosecution’s response which depict an inoperable blue van on Gary Thibodeau’s property were 

obviously taken after he was arrested and the van was not in any way connected to the case.  

Certainly, the prosecution never believed or maintained that there was any connection between 

the junked van on his property and the kidnapping of Heidi Allen.   This unregistered and 

inoperable van had no significance to the case and was of no evidentiary value.   

125. Based upon a thorough analysis of the newly discovered evidence, and a review 

of the statements that were made by Breckenridge to Neadle, there was undoubtedly an effort to 

deflect blame onto Gary Thibodeau by attempting to make it appear as though they “may” have 

junked the van involved in the abduction of Heidi Allen.  The new evidence, however, supports 

that Steen, Breckenridge and Wescott were all involved in junking the white van they used in 

Heidi Allen’s abduction.   

126. The prosecution contends that had the defense simply interviewed Roger and 

Tracey Breckenridge the “whole sweater would have unraveled” and the defense would have 

discovered that Steen, Breckenridge and Wescott junked a white van used in the abduction of 

Heidi Allen.  Oakes Affirmation ¶ 174.  This is an interesting claim given the repeated interviews 

of both Roger and Tracey Breckenridge by Oswego County Sheriff’s Department Investigators.  

Not a single statement was taken from either individual and there was never any mention of 

Steen or Wescott. The only conclusion to draw from the failure by law enforcement to take 

statements from either Breckenridge is that they provided nothing of evidentiary value, nor did 

they say anything that would constitute Brady material (or perhaps there was a concerted effort 
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to conceal Brady material).  The idea that either Breckenridge would have revealed their 

knowledge concerning Steen or Wescott is simply not realistic.  At the time Tracey Breckenridge 

was interviewed, the defense had no reason to know that Roger Breckenridge, Steen or Wescott 

were involved in the kidnapping of Heidi Allen or a conspiracy to junk the van used in her 

abduction.  

127. The newly discovered evidence squarely points to Breckenridge, Steen and 

Wescott scrapping a white van used in the abduction of Heidi Allen and shipping the scrap to 

Canada.  The new evidence consists of admissions made by Breckenridge and Steen to Braley 

and also Steen to Mannino years after the fact.  This information certainly could not have been 

discovered prior to Gary Thibodeau’s trial.   

128. The prosecution attempts to argue that the defense did not call Tracey 

Breckenridge to testify because she recounted various incriminatory statements Gary Thibodeau 

made relating to Heidi Allen. Oakes Affirmation ¶ 176.  This claim is nonsensical, particularly 

since the defense included both Breckenridges on its witness list.  If Tracey Breckenridge 

possessed any incriminatory information as to Gary Thibodeau, she would have been on the 

prosecution’s witness list.  In fact, on August 3, 1994, Tracey Breckenridge was interviewed by 

Deputy Curtis, at which time she stated she did not know Gary Thibodeau.  (Exhibit 43 at p.153).  

Tracey Breckenridge stated she was interviewed many times during the initial investigation and 

her affidavit was submitted as part of the present defense motion because she provided a 

conflicting alibi for Roger Breckenridge.  She claimed he was home with her for Easter dinner 

and Jennifer Wescott remembers Roger having dinner with her family because it was their first 

Easter together. (Exhibit DD) (See Exhibit D Transcript of Police interview with Wescott p. 20)  

Here, the evidence of  Breckenridge’s false alibi actually supports the reliability of the facts 
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contained in the defendant’s motion. See People v. Thomas , 300 AD2d 1034, 1035 (4th Dep’t 

2002) (holding County Court did not err in allowing the People to present an excerpt of 

defendant’s grand jury testimony as part of the People’s direct case in establishing that 

defendant’s alibi was false).  Interestingly, on June 4, 1995, Tracey Breckenridge was 

interviewed by investigators and stated she knew nothing about the disappearance of Heidi Allen 

and she had split up with Roger Breckenridge in February 1994.  (Response Exhibit 16 (8)). It is 

surprising that the prosecution would in any way promote or rely on her recent rants as being 

anything more than complete fabrications, because she contradicts everything she told 

investigators 20 years ago.  Moreover, in her recent interview with investigators she maintained 

that the Oswego County Sheriff’s Investigators found Heidi Allen’s blood on a shovel owned by 

Gary Thibodeau. Certainly, the prosecution knows this is simply not true.   

129. Additionally, the prosecution suggests that like Jennifer Wescott’s monitored 

phone conversation, Tracey Breckenridge did not realize she was being recorded.  Therefore 

there is some indicia of reliability.  Oakes Affirmation ¶ 177.  Again, this argument is flawed 

given Wescott was on the telephone talking to a friend and Tracey Breckenridge was confronted 

by law enforcement investigators at her home where she began making outlandish allegations in 

an effort to protect the father of her children, Roger Breckenridge.   

130. The prosecution suggests that the defense could have obtained helpful information 

from Michael Bohrer had the defense exercised due diligence prior to trial.  Oakes Affirmation 

¶186. Specifically, the prosecution argues that the lead sheets provided to the defense should 

have alerted defense counsel’s attention, because the sheet was marked “suspicious person 

check.” (Exhibit 14).  The notes on the backside of the lead sheet list four individuals who had 

recently opened post office boxes, one of which was Bohrer, who recently returned to pick up his 
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mail after leaving around Easter. (Exhibit 14). The lead sheet provided to defense counsel was 

labeled New Haven Post Office (Defense Exhibit LL ) Defense counsel has thoroughly reviewed 

the contents of the defense file and the document depicted as Exhibit 14 is not in any of the 

defense files.  According to the attached lead sheet that was provided to the defense, it was never 

assigned to an investigator and no investigation was completed. If in fact those were suspicious 

individuals and the document was labeled as such, the investigators never followed up with any 

of them.  Therefore, lead #977 could not have possibly alerted defense counsel to any suspicious 

person reference.    For that matter, the lead sheet provided to the defense only served to discount 

any potential evidentiary value, rendering lead #977 insignificant.         

131. Interestingly, in 2013, the defense learned Bohrer had been interviewed by 

Investigator Bobby Wheeler in 1994 at the Oswego County Sheriff’s Department, but no report 

was ever generated and this interview was never documented.  (Defense Exhibit G, G1 p.2)  The 

defense only learned about this particular interview after listening to Bohrer during his recent 

interview with Pietroski.   

132. The prosecution does refer to an interview report of Bohrer by the F.B.I. on 

February 14, 1995.  Oakes Affirmation ¶ 186.  In this report, Bohrer theorized that Gary 

Thibodeau had something to do with the kidnapping of Heidi Allen. (Exhibit 46).  This was the 

only report disclosed to the defense memorializing any interview with Bohrer, and he never 

mentioned Heidi Allen working as an informant.  It was not until his most recent interview in 

2013 with investigator Pietroski, during which Bohrer acknowledged Gary Thibodeau had 

nothing to do with kidnapping Heidi Allen. (Defense Exhibit G1 p.3).  Finally, Bohrer only 

recently disclosed during an interview with Post Standard Reporter John O’Brien that he was 

aware of Allen’s status as an informant being disclosed prior to this information being released 
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to the public.  Bohrer has conflicting responses as to how he learned of this information.  

(Defense Exhibit  D-1 ) 

133. Therefore, contrary to the prosecution’s argument the defense would not have 

been able to discover with any amount of diligence, Bohrer’s involvement in the abduction and 

murder of Heidi Allen.  

  D. THE NEW EVIDENCE CREATES A PROBABILITY OF A MORE   
  FAVORABLE VERDICT. 

 
134. The new evidence is admissible and establishes that at least three others are 

actually responsible for the abduction and kidnapping of Heidi Allen.  Additionally, there is 

substantially more evidence against the three known suspects than there ever was in the case 

against Gary Thibodeau.  The admissions made by all three suspects, Steen, Breckenridge and 

Bohrer were varied in time and space. In some instances they were made to people who do not 

know one another.  Perhaps most significantly, none of the witnesses know Gary Thibodeau and 

have no motive to come forward other than wanting the truth to come out.    

135. Despite the prosecution’s best effort in trying to undermine the newly discovered 

evidence and protect those who are actually responsible for Heidi Allen’s abduction and murder, 

their dam continues to leak and the new evidence continues to pour in from all directions.  The 

prosecution went so far as allowing an eyewitness accomplice to execute a false statement in 

order to “squash” the investigation into the new evidence.   Jennifer Wescott confirms just that in 

her text messages to Joe Storto when she states, “I did sign a false statement.  The DA I believe 

is trying to protect me.”  (Exhibit NN).   

136. The police investigative effort into the newly discovered evidence was no doubt 

equally as poor as it was immediately following Heidi Allen’s disappearance, as the police did 

little to elicit the truth from Steen, Bohrer and Breckenridge.  Investigators simply asked if they 
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had anything to do with the disappearance of Heidi Allen and once they denied involvement, 

they were permitted to sign a statement.  Not one of the three suspects was questioned regarding 

their whereabouts the morning Allen disappeared.   

137. Despite the prosecution’s inept investigation, the defense has successfully pieced 

together the various admissions made by each suspect and, taken together with the corroborative 

evidence, there is no question that the new evidence would have created a more favorable 

verdict.  The evidence of James Steen’s involvement in Heidi Allen’s abduction is substantial.  

He made admissions to at least five people: Priest, Westcott, Mannino, Shaw and Braley. Steen 

admitted to Priest that he along with Breckenridge and Bohrer abducted Allen from the D&W  

Easter morning and took her in a van to Wescott’s residence.  (Exhibit A and B).  He described 

how they killed her and explained that they buried her remains in the woods off of Rice Road. 

This admission was corroborated during the monitored call between Wescott and Priest when 

Wescott acknowledged that all three individuals named were at her house with Allen on the day 

of her abduction and they made her sit in the van. (Exhibit C and OO). Steen made his 

admissions to Shaw and Wescott only after trying to convince them that he was serious about 

killing his estranged wife, as he had done something similar in the past to Heidi Allen.  Steen 

ultimately did kill his wife, thereby verifying that his intent to kill his wife was real.   

138. Evidence of the van’s destruction after Heidi Allen’s abduction is corroborated by 

a variety of sources. Steen admitted to Braley, Mannino and Shaw his involvement in the 

destruction of the van.  Steen’s admissions are firmly corroborated by Wescott during the 

monitored phone conversation. Significantly, Priest never claimed Steen told her anything about 

destroying the van used in Allen’s abduction. Wescott independently admitted her role in the 

destruction of the van with Breckenridge and Steen during the monitored phone conversation 
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with Preist. Thereafter, in an attempt to cover up the facts before her police interview, Westcott 

contacted Rich Murtaugh, owner of the junkyard (Exhibit D and OO).   

139. The monitored phone call also explains why Wescott never came forward to law 

enforcement. Wescott stated she was afraid of Dan Barney. (Exhibit C and OO)  Dan Barney was 

a member and Past President of Vicious Circle. Steen had confessed to Shaw that members of 

the Vicious Circle motorcycle club were involved in Allen’s disappearance and he helped them 

dispose of the body (Exhibit I).  There is substantial corroborative evidence to support Steen’s 

close relationship with Dan Barney. (Exhibit SS and TT).   

140. Perhaps one of the most chilling pieces of corroborative evidence is a text 

message Steen received from an unregistered prepaid phone which referenced “Heidi” within 

minutes of committing a double homicide leaving little doubt he is also responsible for her 

abduction and murder.  (Exhibit PP. p. 32). 

141. The admissions by Breckenridge to Braley and Wescott are admissible and also 

corroborated through independent evidence.  Breckenridge admitted to destroying the van used 

in Allen’s abduction and murder.  (Exhibit HH).  Breckenridge worked at Murtaugh’s scrapyard 

and Wescott revealed that she was involved in the destruction of the van with Breckenridge. 

(Exhibit C,D and OO).  The mere fact that he did not disclose his entire involvement in Allen’s 

abduction and disappearance does nothing to undermine the reliability of his admissions. 

142. Finally, Bohrer admitted to Danielle Babcock and Tyler Hayes that he had some 

involvement in Allen’s disappearance, that he participated in the crime with others and that he 

knew where her body was located. (Exhibits S and Z). Babcock and Hayes have no connection 

with one another.  Hayes independently called the Sherriff’s Department in 2000 to report 

Bohrer’s admissions but the police never followed up.  
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143. Viewing the newly discovered evidence of the other suspects cumulatively leaves 

no doubt that, had this evidence been received at Gary Thibodeau's trial, the result would have 

been different. 

III. IN ANY CASE, THIS COURT MAY EXERCISE ITS AUTHORITY 
TO VACATE THE JUDGMENT IN THE INTEREST OF JUSTICE 
OR BECAUSE THERE IS SUFFICIENT EVIDENCE 
ESTABLISHING GARY THIBODEAU'S ACTUAL INNOCENCE. 

144. Even if Gary Thibodeau has failed to meet the technical requirements of any of 

the claims supporting his motion, this Court should still vacate the judgment in the interests of 

justice. See N.Y. Criminal Procedure Law§ 440.10(3)(c). Finally, because newly discovered 

evidence establishes Thibodeau's actual innocence, this Court should vacate his judgment 

pursuant to N.Y. Criminal Procedure Law§ 440.IO(l)(h). See People v. Hamilton, 114 A.D.3d 

12 (2d Dept. 2014) (concluding imprisoning actually innocent person violated N.Y. Const, art I, 

§ 5. 

CONCLUSION 

Based on the foregoing reasons, as well as those presented in Gary Thibodeau' s opening 

motion and accompanying materials, this Court should grant his motion to vacate to the 

judgment pursuant to New York Criminal Procedure Law 440.10. 

--a.--/(!:t/ 
~ 

Lisa A. Peebles, Esq. 
Federal Public Defender 
Office of the Federal Public Defender 
4 Clinton Square, 3rd Floor 
Syracuse, New York 13202 
(315) 701-0080 
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,-:\ Fwd:
Tonya Priest

richard.haurnann
02/05/20 14 01:55 PM
Hide Details
from: Tonya Priest ang1edreamer28aoI.com>

To: richard.haumannfd.org

there is a lot more, to this story. I was told my DA district attorney Greg Qakes not to talk to anyone including Mrs.
Bianco about anything. I never denied any right to have her speak to me. There is something not right about this.
There is an email that shows that cops from Rome, pulled away from this club. DA’s were involved, when Jennifer
was asked how and why this was blamed on Mr. Tibeadou, she responded with, it was easy after we found
someone with a white van. She also told me, that her home was swarmed after Heidi came up missing, and then
her and Roger fled to Florida until things died down. That can all be confirmed, but you may never find the tape
now, or anything else as someone is pushing this aside.

--—-Original Message——-
From: Tonya Priest <angledreamer28aol.com>
To: goakes <goakes@oswegocounty.com>
Sent: Wed, Mar 6, 2013 5:49 pm
Subject:!

-——Original Message—--
From: Tonya Priest <anqledreamet28Caol.com>
To: “<Michael. Monteleone” <“<Michael .Monteleone””albanycounty.com>
Sent: Tue, Apr 19, 2011 11:04 am
Subject: Fwd: Removel

second response from the ckub president

--—-Original Message—---
From: Dan Barney <danbrnyyahoo.com>
To: Craig Freebird Boyd <freebird_vcmc(hotmail.com>; Andey Vant <boney700@yahoq.cpm>; Bill Vandermark
<chain gangl3©yahoocom>; Bill Hickey <lrnblkcyahoo.com>; Brian Leery <dragf vc1yahoo.com>; Dave

Potter <fire5 I emtme, com>; dragondcl <draqondcl msn.corn>; Ed Taylor <jtbitjwcny.rrcom>; Ed Taylor

<iokervcmca2vahoo.crn>; eldrtdgej59o <eldridgei59Dcyahoo.com>; greg parker <preqparker47.@yahoo.com>;
Joe Maruscsak <JMaruscsaktqmall.com>; Josh <jnichola 3cyahoo.com>; Matt Teifke <teke23aol.com>;
Rodney T. <euriskotechnolopIes(gmail.com>; Sy Laflamm <315532081 5vtext.cqrn>; Sy Laflamm

fi le:///C:/Users/Haumann.NYN/AppData/LocallTemp/notes5524D l/-web 1 024,htrn 2/5/2014
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dL&ZU14 rTaLao4.comr42(-1 1 lIaoI-blen-us/rrallprintMessage.aspx

From: Tonya Priest <angledreamer28@aol.com>
To: robert.haumann <robert.haumannfd.org>

Date: Thu, Feb 6, 2014 12:30 pm

I confirm I was told By Greg Cakes not to speak to Mrs. Bianco or Heidi’s family or anyone about Heidi’s case. I
neer directly stated I DID NOT WANT TO SPEAK TO HER. He went through my phone and was upset I had
originally contacted her to begin with. I was coering myself prior to coming to NY to let her know I was there, due to
my safety. I dont think greg understood that, or the fact I trusted no one in that county. I agreed but was also told by
Greg Oakes my time there would not be for nothing. In which case he lied to me. As of yesterday I spoke to
inestogator Tim Kelly from Pulaski whom informed me neither inestogation was going anywhere. Even with Jennifers
taped conrsation, nor hae they spoken to anyone besides Megan Shaw, whom I am being told did sign a
statement to Thumpers confession. If I can think of anything further, I will contact you asap. I did forget to mention
Sidney Shaw my ex husband did work with Investigator Fox prior to Waynes death, he was trying to help me bring

J the gang down, before Wayne ended up dead. Fox did nothing. I am certain Sidney will confirm this. Sincerely, Tonya
Priest
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COUNTY COURT OF THE STATE OF NEW YORK
COUNTY OF OSWEGO: CRIMINAL TERM

THE PEOPLE OF THE STATE OF NEW YORK,

vs.

GARY THIBODEAU,
Defendant.

AFFIDAVIT
Indictment #94-161

STATE OF NEW YORK )
COUNTY Of OSWEGO ) SS,:

1, Joe Storto, being duly sworn deposes and states the following:

1. During the week of September 18, 2014, 1 was using a cell phone with the number 315- —

! irid I was texting with Jennifer Wescott. Her number was 315-227-3872 and 3 L 5- SCt —t

.v%’?’allcing about getting together.

2. During one of our conversations, Jennifer mentioned that Gary (Thibodeau) was getting a

new trial and she asked how she was going to explain the lie she told Tonya to the Grand

Jury. She proceeded to tell me that she had to plead “the 5th in order to stay out of

prison.

3. I told her to be honest about everything and she said they could not charge her until a

decision is made. l wrote back and said “and the decision is that you are not guilty of

anything.” Jennifer replied and admitted that she did in fact sign a false statement, but

she believed the District Attorney is trying to protect her, although it would ultimately be

up to the Judge. After that particular conversation, I changed my phone number and had

no further communication with Jennifer Wescott.

4. I allowed Lisa Peebles of the federal Public Defender’s Office to take screen shots of

those text messages, which are attached to my affidavit, have reviewed the attached

screen shots and they are accurate.

Joe Storto

Sworn to me before me this

day of October, 2014.

Notary Public
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Zxamintion Report

C,
Mobile:

#258

(Mobile:

Mobile:

L#260

O7BF7B

Page 27 01

Date &Number Name SMSC Status Folder Storage Type TextTime

09/11/10
±13156818434 * Edda/M 04:20:23 +12085978927 Read Inbox Phone Incoming U home yet

(G MT-4)
F—

09/08/10
My nite would b better if u+13156818434 * Edda/M 19:28:07 +12085978927 Read lnbox Phone Incoming came out 2 see me!(GMT-4)

09/08/10
+13156818434 * EddaJM 20:37:34 +12085978927 Read Inbox Phone Incoming Yes u can! When u coming?

(GMT-4)

Well kuhn my self dont make09/09/10
sence either so ill b by myself+13152893040 * Baby 16:02:29 +12085978927 Read lnbox Phone Incoming
then can bfriends with
anyone i want

09/08/10
+13156818434 * Edda/M 20:40:21 +12085978927 Read Inbox Phone Incoming U being a smart ass lol

(GMT-4)

09/08/10 We r going 2 go there. Must b+131 56818434 * Edda/M 20:45:05 +12085978927 Read Inbox Phone Incoming things r not going 2 workout
(GMT-4) with the wife?

5691820

Walen/H (Memory: SIM)

5750920

Wane Work/H (Memory: SIM)

13153834119

WorkMI (Memory: SIM)
I,
J Mobile: 4758432

R—•----•v_

hone SMS - Text Messages
----——---------—--—

--------------—

•MS MD5 Hash: B8CF975D6575D4056D03E7579FDA1 6C3

MS SHA256 Hash: ODA2C9ED 614AEF1 7F7015B 5372C21 F67M34 4A7BC55 CE3976C 7F42D0A

+13155328066 N/A 08/27/10 +12085978927 Read
17:44:43

lnbox Phone Incoming
did u hear aneything at work
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(GMT-4) Ion my app. this is fonz.
09/08/10

8 +13156818434 ‘Edda/M 20:46:49 +12085978927 Read Inbox Phone Incoming Dontforgetim special! Lol
(GMT-4)

09/09/10
9 ±13156818434 * Edda/M 16:23:24 +12085978927 Read Inbox Phone Incoming How r u doing? (
-____

09/08/10
U think so? U dont know me110 +13156818434 *Edda/tvl 20:49:38 +12085978927 Read Inbox Phone Incoming
u?(GMT-4)

09/09/10
Me 2! If u need me rn here!11 ±13156818434 Edda/M 16:26:07 +12085978927 Read Inbox Phone Incoming
Always(GMT-4)

09/08/10
12 +13156818434 *Edda/M 20:51:11 +12085978927 Read Inbox Phone Incoming Imsorryhoney! Butu always

have me(G MT-4)

09/08/10
Size has nothing 2 do with it13 +13156818434 * Edda/M 20:54:42 +12085978927 Read Inbox Phone Incoming
in the movement(GMT-4)

09/09/10 Both hurting but i dont want u14 +13156818434 * Edda/M 16:33:27 +12085978927 Read Inbox Phone Incoming 2 hurt eachother. Do u
(GMT-4) understbnd what rn saying?
09/08/10

U want 2 start something rn15 +13156818434 * Edda/M 20:58:12 +12085978927 Read Inbox Phone Incoming
noti 2 mess with(GMT-4)

Sick of hurting myself and
09/08/10 others! Need somebody 2 by16 +13156818434 Edda/M 21:03:19 +12085978927 Read Inbox Phone Incoming me and respect me. Do u
(GMT-4) understand what im talking

about?

09/08/10
17 +13156818434 Edda/M 21:06:19 +12085978927 Read Inbox Phone Incoming Rwe going somewhere we

domt want 2 go?(G MT-4)

09/08/10
Where do want 2 go with this?18 +13156818434 * Edda/M 21:08:57 +12085978927 Read Inbox Phone Incoming

(GMT-4) Im ready 2 b happy and U?

09/09/10
We need 2 take things verj19 +13156818434 Edda/M 17:18:12 +12085978927 Read Inbox Phone Incoming
slow(GMT-4)

09/08/10
20 +13156818434 * Edda/M 21:28:07 +12085978927 Read Inbox Phone Incoming U still coming out?

(GMT-4)

09/08/10
21 +13156818434 * Edda/M 21:29:59 +12085978927 Read Inbox Phone Incoming See u soon

(G MT-4)

09/08/10
22 +13156818434 Edda/M 21:56:50 +12085978927 Read lnbox Phone Incoming Ru close or no?

(GMT-4)

23 +13156818434 Edda/M 09/09/10 +12085978927 Read Inbox Phone Incoming Want2 go forward but it is so
17:54:58 hard! U of all people know tha
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(GMT-4)

+13156818434 * Edda/M
09/08/1 0
21:59:13 +12085978927 Read
(G MT-4)

Page 290

Inbox Phone Incoming K see u when u get here

26

27

28

29

.30

31

32

33

34

‘35

36

37

38

09/09/10 Think of my soft lips givingu÷13156818434 tEdda/M 08:37:15 +12085978927 Read Inbox Phone Incoming kiss and i hope u have a beti(GMT-4) day!

+13156818434 * Edda/M 18:02:07 +12085978927 Read Inbox Phone Incoming Your tight. Wish i could turn
(G MT-4)

09/09/10
+13156818434 Edda/M 18:10:11 +12085978927 Read Inbox Phone Incoming What do u want? Honestly(GMT-4)

09/08/10 Hurt 2 go away! But that
+13156818434 * Edda/M 22:12:07 +12085978927 Read lnbox Phone Incoming

( -

andu.donthaveanythinghe
09/09/10 Ru taken the kids this+13152893D40 * Baby 19:03:47 +12085978927 Read Inbox Phone Incoming weekend? Call goes to debs(GMT-4) on sunday.
09/1 1/10

+13153806889 N/A 14:10:00 +12085978927 Read nbox Phone Incoming Bonfire tonight my house( G MT-4)

09/12/10 Im not goin to do the coach
+13152893040 * Baby 1112:30 +12085978927 Read Inbox Phone Incoming IabYII( - )

jens van for her
09/09/10

+13156818434 * Edda/M 22:49:10 +12085978927 Read Inbox Phone Incoming Where u b?(GMT-4)

09/12/10
+13152893040 *Baby 11:16:10 +12085978927 Read Inbox Phone Incoming Amostoverwere( G MT-4)

09/12/10
+13152893040 * Baby 11:18:50 +12085978927 Read Inbox Phone Incoming UalmostwerefGMT-4)

09/09/10
+13156818434 * Edda/M 23:03:08 +12085978927 Read Inbox Phone Incoming Need a drink please(GMT-4)

09/12/10
+131 52893040 * Baby 11:23:49 +12085978927 Read Inbox Phone Incoming So were t u(G MT-4)

09/10/10
÷13152893040 * Baby 08:40:19 +12085978927 Read Inbox Phone Incoming Yu call me(GMT-4)

09/10/10
+13152893040 * Baby 09:18:28 +12085978927 Read Inbox Phone Incoming Y u call me(G MT-4)

39 +13156818434 1Edda/M

U
09/11/10
09:15:12

+12085978927 Read Inbox Phone Incoming Hi! U up yet? Going 2 b other
fucked up day cant wait
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(GMT-4)
I

09/11/10
What time u want the kids40 +13152893040 * Baby 14:57:07 +12085978927 Read Inbox Phone Incoming
tomorrow(GMT-4)

09/1 0/10 Y U not answerin me id ansv41 +13152893040 Baby 10:20:02 ÷12085978927 Read nbox Phone Incoming tje phone caise Id want to
fGMT-4) argue

09/1 0/1 0
42 ÷13152893040 *Baby 10:44:00 +12085978927 Read Inbox Phone Incoming Willwhat

(GMT-4)

I will always love u and miss09/10/10
to but for teal im only thinkor43 ÷13152893040 * Baby 10:48:13 +12085978927 Read Inbox Phone Incoming
ofmy health sry and i never(GMT-4)
lied to u so fuck off

09/1 0/10 U want them back ill give the44 +13152893040 Baby 10:51:10 +12085978927 Read lnbox Phone Incoming to u holy tucku didnt even Ilk(GMT-4) the fuckin coach
09/1 0/10

45 ±13156818434 *Edda/M 10:52:26 ±12085978927 Read Inbox Phone Incoming Morning! Howru?
(GMT-4)

09/10/10
46 +13152893040 * Baby 10:55:27 +12085978927 Read Inbox Phone Incoming I want my boxes thati brough

over there and the stand to(GMT-4)

09/10/10 I II tranfer it in my own name47 +131 52893040 Baby 1 0:58:51 +1 2085978927 Read Inbox Phone Incoming when i get the money how
(GMT-4) much do i ow on onsurance
09/10/10

As soon as u walk im the48 +13152893040 Baby 10:59:38 ±12085978927 Read Inbox Phone Incoming
kitchen thoses rmine(GMT-4)

09/10/10
49 +13156818434 * EddaJM 11:06:04 ±12085978927 Read Inbox Phone Incoming Stuffing my fat ass tight now.(GMT-4)

09/10/10
50 +13156818434 * Edda/M 11:08:09 +12085978927 Read Inbox Phone Incoming Everything It all taste good

right now(G MT-4)

09/10/10
51 +13156818434 Edda/M 11:11:11 +12085978927 Read Inbox Phone Incoming Home getting ready2finish

lulus room(G MT-4)

09/10/10
52 +13156818434 * Edda/M 11:22:25 +12085978927 Read Inbox Phone Incoming III get ahold of u in while when

im donetalk 2 u then(GMT-4)

09/10/10
53 +13152893040 * Baby 11:58:39 +12065978927 Read Inbox Phone Incoming K

(GMT-4)

09/11/10
54 +13152893040 * Baby 12:19:16 +12085978927 Read Inbox Phone Incoming Didnt quite heat that(G MT-4)

09/1 0/1 0
55 ±13152893040 * Baby 14:40:23 +12085978927 Read Inbox Phone Incoming U want the coach back to(GMT-4)
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160
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62

63

64

65
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67

xmination Report

+13158576718 * Melt
09/1 0/10
16:28:03
(GMT-4)

+12085978927 Read Inbox Phone

Page 31 ol

Incoming U wanna go get etta?

09/1 0/10
Or u wanna watch the gfrks ir+13158576718 *Mell 16:29:39 +12085978927 Read Inbox Phone Incoming hottub?(GMT-4)

09/10/10
So how u doin child support+13152893040 * Baby 17:49:16 +12085978927 Read Inbox Phone Incoming this week(C MT-4)

09/01/10 Love u tted to get dustin
+13152975060 * California 14:18:31 +12085978927 Read Inbox Phone Incoming sponge bon 4 school he threv

(GMT-4) a fit

09/10/10
+13152893040 * Baby 17:51:08 +12085978927 Read lnbox Phone Incoming Kjustcheckin

(C MT-4)

09/10/10
+13152893040 4Baby 17:54:02 +12085978927 Read lnbox Phone Incoming Ok

(GMT-4)
—____

09/10/10
+13156818434 * Edda/M 1 9:50:49 +12085978927 Read Inbox Phone Incoming Troy wants 2 know if u r going

2 bring him some(C MT-4)

09/10/10
+13156818434 Edda/M 19:54:48 +12085978927 Read Inbox Phone Incoming K see u when u get back

(GMT-4)

09/11/10
+13152893040 * Baby 12:33:52 +12085978927 Read Inbox Phone Incoming 0

(GMT-4)

09/11/10
+13152893040 * Baby 12:36:31 +12085978927 Read Inbox Phone Incoming lksry

(GMT-4)

09/11/10 So what time u want the kids+13152893040 * Baby 17:14:08 +12085978927 Read Inbox Phone Incoming tomocrow rn not goin to keep
(GMT-4) askin

09/11/10
+13154600030 * Daniel 23:36:13 +12085978927 Read lnbox Phone Incoming Where u at

(GMT-4)

Well i guess u dont want the
09/11/10 kids u dont want to tell me a8 +13152893040 * Baby 20:09:52 +12085978927 Read Inbox Phone Incoming time huh must b that bike and
(GMT-4) the chick on its mote inportant

thats fine

09/11/10
+13152893040 * Baby 20:20:16 +12085978927 Read Inbox Phone Incoming Ok ill call u in the am

(GMT-4)
09/11/10

t ) +13154600030 * Daniel 23:39:13 +12085978927 Read Inbox Phone Incoming Whenu going to bar
(GMT-4)

L 09/11/10
Hotel or t side. For fun. dc,+13154600030 * Daniel 23:46:09 +12085978927 Read Inbox Phone Incoming

(GMT-4) Something

L
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72 +13154600030 Daniel

73 +13154600030 * Daniel

09/11)10
23:48:17 + 12085978927
(GMT-4)

__________

09/11/10
23:58:34 +12085978927
(GMT-4)

Read Inbox Phone Incoming

Read Inbox Phone Incoming

Hotel. Sounds good. CcalI u
when on way. Hope joe g th
too

Omgthats all i,can say at thi
can ay rightl

ldk will explain laler bto

09/12/10
74 +13154600030 * Daniel 00:02:03 +12085978927 Read nbox Phone Incoming

(GMT-4)

09/12/10
75 +13154600030 ‘Daniel 00:05:54 +12085978927 Read Inbox Phone Incoming K

(GMT-4)
—

Hey momma the boys r fine
09/12/10 they tin a deep steep when

76 +13154156706 N/A 01:01:08 +12085978927 Read nbox Phone Incoming momma me ndj(mmywentt(
go nd check on them they do(GMT-4)
hay a flashlight in the tent jus
in case if

they do need to use the
bathroom and if u do need a09/12/10

77 +13154156706 N/A 01:01:09 +12085978927 Read Inbox Phone Incoming
tide just call my moms cell an
she said tht she would come(GMT-4)
and pik u up thts if u want hei
ok gt

09/12/10
g luv u momma see probably78 +13154156706 N/A 01:01:10 +12085978927 Read lnbox Phone Incoming
2morrofGMT-4)

09/1 2/10
79 +13152893040 1Baby 11:33:20 +12085978927 Read Inbox Phone Incoming Thatim a big girl

(GMT-4)

09/12/10 U dont fuckin think ik what im80 +13152893040 Baby 11:35:55 +12085978927 Read Inbox Phone Incoming doin all the sudden u a super(GMT-4) dad uk it
09/12/10

81 +13152893040 * Baby 1 1:38:05 +12085978927 Read Inbox Phone Incoming Dont start u shit with ur name(GMT-4)

09/12/10
And further more stop texten82 +13152893040 * Baby 11:38:55 +12085978927 Read Inbox Phone Incoming
me(G MT-4)

09/12/10
83 +13152893040 * Baby 11:40:05 +12085978927 Read Inbox Phone Incoming Ans childsuportb nice to so i

can get these kids to school(G MT-4)

09/1 2/10
84 79055 N/A 11:46:01 +12085978927 Read Inbox Phone Incoming jay-(315)243-8007(09/12/IC

11:45 am) SYRACUSE NY(GMT-4)

09/1 2/1 0 melanie - (315) 857-671885 79055 N/A 11:58:13 +12085978927 Read Inbox Phone Incoming (09/12/10 11:58am)(SMT-4) BALDWINSVILLE NY

86 +13152438007 *J
09)12/10
12:05:00
(GMT-4)

+12085978927 Read Inbox Phone Incoming 2 mote weeks and ur girls will
b ready just tucking wait
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÷13152438007 * JIM
09/12110
12:05:44
(GMT-4)

+12085978927 Read Inbox Phone Atleast then youll have bailIncoming
money lol

79055

09/12/10 WIRELESS CALLER -(31 5)88 79055 N/A 12:11:34 +12085978927 Read Inbox Phone Incoming 935-1042 (09/12/10 12:11 pn
(GMT-4) LIVERPOOL NY
09/12/10 MASON GLEN - (315) 561-79055 N/A 12:12:27 +12085978927 Read Inbox Phone Incoming 3728 (09/12/10 12:12 pm)
(GMT-4) OSWEGO NY

N/A

+13152438007

09/1 2/10
12:1 2:47
(GMT-4)

09/12/10
12:12:54
(G MT-4)

+12085978927 Read

*J/M

Inbox

79055

Phone

+12085978927 Read

Incoming

N/A

Inbox

0911 2/10
12:1 8:33
(G MT-4)

Phone

92

94

95

Incoming

WIRELESS CALLER - (31 5),
935-1042: (Heidi?). Ciao. -

Man u sure know how 2 let a
buddy down what the fuck

+12085978927 Read Inbox Phone Incoming
Stevens Richard - (315) 297-
5711 (09/12/10 12:18 pm)
FULTON NY

79055

09/12/10 WIRELESS CALLER - (315)79055 N/A 12:32:25 +12085978927 Read Inbox Phone Incoming 577-2941 (09/12/10 12:32 pm
(GMT-4) WATERLOO NY
09/12/10

Muffin Sheila - (603) 738-10479055 N/A 12:36:33 +12085978927 Read Inbox Phone Incoming
(09/12/10 12:36 pm)(G MT-4)

N/A
09/12/10
12:38:09
(GMT-4)

+1 2085978927 Read Inbox Phone

96

97

‘L)
98

Incoming jay - (315) 243-8007 (09/12/1
12:38 pm) SYRACUSE NY

79055

09/12/10
+13152438007 *J/M 12:39:00 +12085978927 Read Inbox Phone Incoming Heynowthatu gotour

— (GMT-4) attention is anyone dead

09/12/10
79055 N/A 12:48:44 +12085978927 Read Inbox Phone Incoming jay - (315) 243-8007 (09/12/iC

(GMT-4) 12:48 pm) SYRACUSE NY

N/A
09/12)10
12:49:39
(GMT-4)

99

+12085978927 Read Inbox Phone Incoming

09/12/10 Cell Phone NY - (315) 727-79055 N/A 12:51:29 +12085978927 Read Inbox Phone Incoming 4430 (09/12/10 12:51 pm)
(GMT-4) SYRACUSE NY

WIRELESS CALLER - (315)
577-2941 (09/12/10 12:49 pm)
WATERLOO NY

79055 N/A
09/12/10
12:55:56
(G MT-4)

+ 12085978927 Read Inbox Phone

+13156818434

Incoming

* Edda/M
09/12/10
13:57:49
(G MT-4)

WIRELESS CALLER - (315)
577-2941: Hi. I called about th
99 Automobile Silhouette (??).
My name is Emily. If you could
please give me a callback at
414-1241 or 577-2941. Thank
you very much. And again, my
name is Emily and the two
numbers ate 414-1241 or 577-
2941. Thank you. Bye-bye.

+12085978927 Read Inbox Phone Incoming I luv ya please dont do this
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09/12/10
102 +13156818434 Edda/M 14:02:03 ÷12085978927 Read Inbox Phone Incoming need u here with me(G MT-4)

09/12/10
103 +13156818434 * Edda/M 14:1 9:57 +12085978927 Read Inbox Phone Incoming rn here please dont do this( G MT-4)

09/12/10
104 +13156818434 * Edda/M 14:29:03 +12085978927 Read Inbox Phone Incoming Please answer me(GMT-4)

105 +13158576718 MeIl 14:31:14 +12085978927 Read Inbox Phone Incoming CaH mcgraw.. he wants to t
(GMT-4)

09/12/10
106 +13152438007 *]/M 14:32:09 +12085978927 Read Inbox Phone Incoming Call jim 4471655

(GMT-4)

09/12/10
107 +13152438007 *J/M 14:40:16 +12085978927 Read lnbox Phone Incoming Call jim thumper447l65S(GMT-4)

09/12/10
108 +13158634382 14:48:06 +12085978927 Read Inbox Phone Incoming Hey call mea

(GMT-4)

09/12/10
109 +13158576718 *Mell 15:30:45 +12085978927 Read Inbox Phone Incoming I love u thumper..fG MT-4)

1 10 +13153741620
Big

15:31:31 ÷12085978927 Read Inbox Phone Incoming
Come on bud.., at least let rnDave/H

(GMT-4) in n talK with me...

. 09/12/10
111 +13153741620 Big

15:31:42 +12085978927 Read Inbox Phone Incoming Orjust text meDave/H
(GMT-4)

09/12/10
1 12 +131 54200501 * Thumper 1 9:03:22 +12085978927 Read lnbox Phone Incoming That are u doing(GMT-4)

09/12/10
113 +13154200501 Thumper 19:07:36 +12085978927 Read Inbox Phone Incoming Whatthe Fuck are u dong kid(GMT-4)

09/05/10
114 +13152975060 * California 16:43:59 +12085976927 Read Inbox Phone Incoming Cool i love u(GMT-4)

I dont understand i have not
done any thing but want to be
with my family y do we have
lose becaus ather pepal dont115 -i’13152893040 * Baby N/A +13123149810 Sent Sent Phone Outgoing want us to be tocether maks r
cens dos it i lose for loveing n
famile to mutch dont make
cens to me i love u and alway
will

Yes your health shoud b
number 1 priority but his family
doing this is like saying he is
just look how he ackted when
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wanted to start this with me
vicki he wanted to control u F
had the wheels so he thout
had the control so u got minE
and the fucked up calls start<
u now me i look at the situati

116 +13152893040 1Baby N/A ÷13123149810 Sent Sent Phone Outgoing fromeveryangelanditallsa
the same thing I just wich u
could see it I willalway love u
lam going to try to back away
from the situation and hope L
choise are family i love u vic

—

_____________ _________ ________ _____________ ______ ______ _______ ________

steen and always will

117 +13156818434 Edda/M N/A +13123149810 Sent Sent Phone Outgoing but It hurts so bad

— know kid am goinng to need
18 + 13156818434 * Edda/M N/A + 13123149810 Sent Sent Phone Outgoing more than Just a fined to get

over this and know your
situation

Dont know how we can hurt
each ather the way thay r119 +13156818434 * EddaJM N/A +13123149810 Sent Sent Phone Outgoing hurting us kid butthats ok st
love u allways kid

Little120 4200501
Chuckle/H N/A +13123149810 Sent Sent Phone Outgoing Call me

If it feels so tong than wat r w21 +13156818434 * Edda/M N/A +13123149810 Sent Sent Phone Outgoing
doing dont do it k

3154200501 Thumper N/A +13123149810 Sent Sent Phone Outgoing Call me
‘

Slow kid we have knowen eac
other for 18 years I dont think
we r going to find out eany
thing we aireadydont know
dont be scard i would never
hurt you take a chans i know23 +13156818434 * Edda/M N/A +13123149810 Sent Sent Phone Outgoing stil love him just like i love her
but thay r the ones that dont
care we both have so much
love to give and we both want
to b loved see nothing butç good from this what ever u

[___ want to do kid just let me knov

Like said u still love him I still24 ÷13156818434 * Edda/M N/A +13123149810 Sent Sent Phone Outgoing love her but itdont mean that
we should suffer dose it

We will all way love them we25 +13156818434 * Edda/M N/A +13123149810 Sent Sent Phone Outgoing have kids with them thare will

[__
always be a bond thare kid k

We aiwas will we have kids26 +13156818434 * Edda/M N/A +13123149810 Sent Sent Phone Outgoing
with them

127 3156577088 Brade
N/A +13123149810 Sent Sent Phone Outgoing U stiil upArnald

28 +13152438007 *J/M N/A +13123149810 Sent Sent Phone Outgoing Notyetbutsoondad mao
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Well wil I will leav u alone like
i said just cant stop thinking
about u better than ather shit
have agrate day

129 +13152438007 J/M N/A +13123149810 Sent Sent Phone Outgoing I know worred I mit have a

Al most to byren daire130 +13152438007 *]/M N/A +13123149810 Sent Sent Phone Outgoing

131 +13152438007 *J/M N/A ÷13123149810 Sent Sent Phone Outgoing Your crazy kid
132 +13152438007 *J/M N/A +13123149810 Sent Sent Phone Outgoing Sorryretarted

Ok ill call u in the am so whe
133 +13152893040 Baby N/A +13123149810 Sent Sent Phone Outgoing u going to call me am almost

over

134 ÷13152438007 *]/M N/A +13123149810 Sent Sent Phone Outgoing Yessir

135 +13156818434 * Edda/M N/A +13123149810 Sent Sent Phone Outgoing On my way b that in fifteen k
136 +13152438007 kJ/M N/A +13123149810 Sent Sent Phone Outgoing K

137 +13156818434 4Edda/M N/A +13123149810 Sent Sent Phone Outgoing nnuth)d

138 +13152893040 * Baby N/A ÷13123149810 Sent Sent Phone Outgoing Will

Iwill only call u about the kids
any more u made your

139 +13152893040 * Baby N/A +13123149810 Sent Sent Phone Outgoing dicethion u did not have to lie
but I gusse thats the viay u r
least i know the truth now ha’.’
a good lie i will miss you

140 +13152893040 * Baby N/A ÷13123149810 Sent Sent Phone Outgoing I

I have no kitchen tabal or141 +13152893040 * Baby N/A +13123149810 Sent Sent Phone Outgoing cotche my permit moves dvd
player

142 +13156818434 Edda/M N/A +13123149810 Sent Sent Phone Outgoing So u not up yet

My liceenis yes pernit tabal th
coche it dont mater just u had
to empty the hous and leav o

143 +13152893040 * Baby N/A +13123149810 Sent Sent Phone Outgoing who is going to pay the
nshurens on your truck u are
the only one that should be
driving it can stay in my name
for as long as it need to b ok

144 ÷13152893040 * Baby N/A +13123149810 Sent Sent Phone Outgoing What boxs

145 +13156818434 * Edda/M N/A +13123149810 Sent Sent Phone Outgoing feelalot beter now how r u

146 +13156818434 * Edda/M N/A +13123149810 Sent Sent Phone Outgoing With what
147 +13156818434 * EddaJM N/A +13123149810 Sent Sent Phone Outgoing Ywareru at

148 ÷13156818434 * EddaJM N/A +13123149810 Sent Sent Phone Outgoing

149 +13152893040 * Baby N/A +13123149810 Sent Sent Phone Outgoing Your tight it is not rite just
come get it to nite k

150 ÷13152893040 *Baby N/A +13123149810 Sent Sent Phone Outgoing Itwasthatsongftee
151 +13152893040 *Baby N/A +13123149810 Sent Sent Phone Outgoing twill havit4usun
152 +13152893040 * Baby N/A +13123149810 Sent Sent Phone Outgoing U could haveit today but buses
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153 +13152893040 4Baby

Phonebook name lookup

N/A +13123149810 Sent

used to retrieve names

Sent Phone Outgoing Sorry kid

Page 37 C

[mages

1 JInformation

c 154 +13156818434 kEdda/M N/A +13123149810 Sent Sent Phone Outgoing Notachanceitonitehew
some

155 +13156818434 * Edda!M N/A +13123149810 Sent Sent Phone Outgoing Be thare in a mm

This is realy hard al I do is156 +13152893040 Baby N/A +13123149810 Sent Sent Phone Outgoing thinkaboutu sorry i will try r
to bouther u k

157 ÷13152893040 *Baby N/A +13123149810 Sent Sent Phone Outgoing lstlhavehopeitrnaybefa!

Jay just found my phone in
mells car thout i lost it in thef truck nothing more imprtin th158 +13152893040 * Baby N/A +13123149810 Sent Sent Phone Outgoing are kids so stop had to give
cusin a ride home sorry i will
get them any time call u in th
morning phone going to die kfjJ +13152893040 * Baby N/A +13123149810 Sent Sent Phone Outgoing K

1 60 +131 52438007 J/M N/A + 13123149810 Sent Sent Phone Outgoing Cani get 1 of them kid from

F
161 +13154028063 N/A N/A + 13123149810 Sent Sent Phone Outgoing Who is this
162 +13154600030 Daniel N/A +13123149810 Sent Sent Phone Outgoing Still atthe partyk

[163 +13154028063 N/A N/A +13123149810 Sent Sent Phone Outgoing Rachal and dave
164 +13154600030 * Daniel N/A +13123149810 Sent Sent Phone Outgoing What bar

÷13154600030 * Daniel N/A +13123149810 Sent Sent Phone Outgoing Hotal

f 166 +13154600030 Daniel N/A +13123149810 Sent Sent Phone Outgoing ????
+13154600030 *Daniel N/A +13123149810 Sent Sent Phone Outgoing Kkid

5 168 +13152893040 * Baby N/A +13123149810 Sent Sent Phone Outgoing Okidontnowhatu rthinking

ci +13152893040 *Baby N/A +13123149810 Sent Sent Phone Outgoing Butmydauterisnt
1170 +13152893040 * Baby N/A +13123149810 Sent Sent Phone Outgoing Nevermalestedorfondald

kids cunt
J171 N/A N/A Unsent Drafts Phone Outgoing Ok ill call u in the am

1 72 +13152893040 * Baby N/A Unsent Drafts Phone Outgoing So bring me my kids and gett your mpne
1173 ÷13152893040 * Baby N/A Unsent Drafts Phone Outgoing So

(Image

I I
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Police seek man who threatened to kill family
By: Web Staff Updated 01/16/2009 01:16 PM

SYRACUSE, N.Y. — Syracuse Police are looking for a man they say threatened to kill his family and himself Tuesday night.

Police say Michael Stevens-Cosgrove, 28, made the threat and then fired three shots at his Marcellus Street home. He’s also accused hitting a nine-year-old
boy in the chest.

Stevens-Cosgrove is six feet tall and 230 pounds. He has 666 tattooed on his neck. Police say he left the house in a light green 1999 Chevy Astro van with a
“Paradise Ink” bumper sticker on the rear. The plate number is DUL1536.

Police say Stevens-Cosgrove has previously been arrested for weapons possession. Police say he has ties to the St. Lawrence County area, specifically
Ogdensburg.

If you have any information, you’re asked to contact Syracuse Police at (315) 442-5222.

In a release from police Stevens-Cosgrove was described as a self-admitted member of what they called the Vicious Circle Biker Gang. We have since
spoken with the president of the biker club. He says it is just that, a “club” and not a “gang”. He says gang” isa word that he says leads people to believe
criminal activity is involved. President Dan Barney says the “club” is out to do good in the community.

This past summer the club says they held their annual bike show and auction in Oswego County. The proceeds, totaling $4,000, wentto Oswego County
Hospice. In 2007, $2,000 was donated to the New Haven Fire Department. Every Thanksgiving and Christmas members of the Syracuse chapter donate to
the Rescue Mission and food pantry. The Carthage chapter is always working to help children in need.

Connect With Us

In The Community

About Us

Quick Links

TWC Links

Reproduction in whole or in part without permission is prohibited.

© 1999-2014 Time Warner Cable Enterprises LLC. All Rights Reserved.

Web design and web development by Tipit (http://www.tipit.net)
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F 3/2/2014 nI.ad.coml38427- 11 1/aU-6/en-us/niI/PrintMessage.aspx

From: Dan Barney <dan_brny@ynhoo.com>

[ To: ‘Craig Freebird Boi’ <freebird_ycmc@hotmail.com>; Bill Vandermark <chain_gang13yahoo.com>; Bill Hickey
<lrnblk©yahoo.com>; Brian Leary<dragster_vcyahoo.com>; Dave Potter <flre51emt@me.com>; dragondci
<dragondcl @msn.com>; Ed Ta1or <jethitj@twcny.rr.com>; Ed Ta,1or <jokervtmc@yahoo.com>; eldridgej59o
<eldridgej590yahoo.com>; greg parker <gregparker47@ynhoo.com>; Joe Maruscsak <JMaruscsakgmaiLcom>;
Josh <jnichola_3ynhoo.com>; RodneyT. <euriskotechnologiesgmail.com>; 223_romad
<vc223romadynhoo.com>; Wayne Priest <angledreamer28@aol.com>; wsmith <wsmithlafcs.cnyric.org>

Date: Sun, May 16, 2010 6:54 pm

U
Brothers, just a quick reminder,we are no longer members of the Vicious Circle

[‘ Motorcycle club. We are now the Seven Gates Motorcycle Club and this means that

U we wear Seven Gates apparel. We do not wear VC anything anywhere for any reason.

No liats,shirts,hoodies or any other thing especially colors. Also,if you have

any VC stickers,pins or paintings on your bike,car,truck,camper,toolbox,house

door or window,garage door or window,toilet,outhouse gunstock,hammerhandle,septictank,knife

or any other fuckin thing that you own Get it the fuck off before going out in

public with it. Shawn McG±licuddy that owns the bowling alley in Mexico removed

all VC stickers from his bar without being told to do so and then told me that

Li he took them down. He’s not even a member in our club and he had the common

sense to know enough to do this. Tatoos are a different story all

together,obviously! If some of you think that this email is ridiculous,it’s only

as ridiculous as

theonesthatactuallyhavetobetold!!!!!!!!!H!!!!!!!!H!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!DB
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1

2 COUNTY COURT OF THE STATE OF NEW YORK

3 COUNTY OF OSWEGO : CRIMINAL TERN

4

5 THE PEOPLE OF THE STATE OF NEW YORK,

6
vs. Indict. No. 94-161

7 Motions/Sentence

8 GARY J. THIBODEAU,

9 Defendant.

10
Oswego County Justice Center

11 Oswego, New York
August 7, 1995

12

13 Before:

14 HONORABLE LEE CLARY,
Judge

15
A p p e a r a n c e s:

16
WILLIAM I. FITZPATRICK, ESQ.

17 District Attorney, Onondaga County
BY: DONALD DODD, ESQ.

18 Assistant District Attorney

19 JOSEPH FAHEY, ESQ.
Attorney for Defendant

20

21

22

23

24

L 25

DEBORAH A. DLUGOLECKI, C.M.,
Senior Court Reporter
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1 Sentence

2 THE COURT: The case of People v. Gary

3 Thibodeau. The matter is on today for motions that

4 have been made and addressed to the verdict, and,

5 first of all, I’ll hear Mr. Fahey.

6 MR. FAHEY: Thank you, your Honor. Your

7 Honor, the defendant has moved to set aside the

8 verdict under Section 330 on two bases, one of them

9 being what I believe to be and for what I

10 articulated in my papers to be a factual

11 insufficiency with respect to the verdict, and I’ve

12 laid out in my papers the nature and extent to

13 which I feel the evidence is insufficient to

14 support the verdict. I don’t think that I’m going

15 to go into that in any great length or any detail

16 this morning beyond that which I have already set

17 forth in papers -- on paper.

18 Secondly, I moved to set aside the verdict

19 because I believe that the presumption that is set

20 forth in the kidnapping statute with respect to the

21 lack of communication on the part of the victim is,

22 I think, so vague as to be void and certainly

23 would, I believe, violate the defendant’s right to

24 equal protection of the law, and for the court’s

25 benefit I’ve set forth an analogous statute set

DEBORAH A. DLUGOLECKI, C.M.,
Senior Court Reporter
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1 Sentence

2 forth in the State Power and Trust Law which

3 contains a very clearly defined presumption with

4 respect to death, and I think that it is

5 constitutionally affirmed for a defendant to have

6 greater protection in a surrogate court proceeding

7 where adjudication of monetary and property rights

8 are being decided than in a criminal court where a

9 penal sanction is about to be imposed of the most

10 serious magnitude of New York.

11 Now, the record should reflect that I’ve

12 served, of course, Mr. Dodd and also served New

13 York State Attorney General’s Office with respect

14 to papers raising these objections on the

15 kidnapping statute. Nr. Dodd replied in a very

16 timely fashion. I’ve had the benefit of reading

17 his response to it. Unfortunately, a brief filed

18 by the attorney general didn’t get to either Mr.

19 Dodd or myself until this morning, and I think that

20 the argument is of sufficient magnitude that I

21 would ask the court to grant us a little bit

22 further time before it makes a decision to the case

23 to submit additional memoranda and additional

24 argument on this particular point so that the

25 record is completely clear as to all parties’

DEBORAH A. DLUGOLECKI, C.M.,
Senior Court Reporter
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L. 1 Sentence

2 considerations in this regard. I will not ask the

3 court to return for additional oral argument on it,

4 but I will ask the court to grant us some

5 additional time in order to review the attorney

6 general’s position with respect to that argument

7 and to be able to respond to it.

8 THE COURT: Mr. Dodd?

9 MR. DODD: Thank you, your Honor. Judge, Mr.

10 Fahey filed a motion asking this court to set aside

11 the verdict returned by this jury relative to

12 Indictment 94-161. The People have submitted a

13 response in opposition to that motion. Basically

14 Mr. Fahey’s application is under CPL Section 330.30

15 and asserts and sets forth two different grounds,

16 if you will, that he submits to the court serves as

17 the basis for the motion.

18 The first ground is that the evidence heard by

19 this trial jury that returned this verdict was

20 legally insufficient. Judge, I’ve set forth the

21 controlling case law that I would ask the court to

22 review in making that determination. I would say

23 that the evidence heard by this jury was legally

24 sufficient in all respects, that the verdict

25 returned by the jury was supported by the facts.

DEBORAH A. DLUGOLECKI, C.M.,
Senior Court Reporter
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c Sentence

2 They returned their verdict in fairly short order

3 given the magnitude of the proof that was heard by

4 the jury, some almost fifty witnesses, and that in

5 all respects, Judge, the proof was legally

6 sufficient, complied with the requirements of the

7 law for the test to be applied in a moral certainty

$ case which is circumstantial evidence

9 instructions.

10 Separately, Mr. Fahey’s argument challenges

11 the constitutionality of presumption portion of

12 kidnapping in the first degree which I will

13 characterize as the death presumption, and I’ve had

14 the benefit this morning, as Mr. Faliey did, to

15 briefly review a memorandum of law that was served

16 upon the court of which neither myself or Mr. Fahey

17 had the benefit of reviewing until this morning

18 setting forth the department of law’s position

19 relative to the constitutionality.

20 In short, Judge, I have argued to the court

21 that in all respects that particular death

22 presumption statute is constitutional, that it does

23 not violate due process, nor does it violate equal

24 protection, that under the applicable law relative

L.. 25 to the tests to be applied in determining that

DEBORAH A. DLUGOLECKI, C.M.,
Senior Court Reporter
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1 Sentence

2 issue, that statute is not void for vagueness and

3 furthermore, Judge, that the presumption, the death

4 presumption, complies with the requirements of the

5 law, that it naturally, logically and reasonably

6 flows the presumed fact, that being the death of

7 the person abducted from the facts that must be

8 proved in the presumption which is that individuals

9 that that abducted person would be expected

10 reasonably to have contact with from the period of

11 time from the abduction through to the trial, that

12 those persons have not had any contact and that the

13 presumed fact of death reasonably flows from the

14 facts that the presumption requires at trial, and

15 therefore in all respects, Judge, I would ask the

16 court to deny that portion of the motion and deny

17 the motion in all respects. Thank you.

18 THE COURT: Well, Mr. Fahey, I’ve read the

19 attorney general’s brief. It’s relatively short,

20 and I’ve read Mr. Dodd’s response which essentially

21 makes the same argument, perhaps not exactly the

22 same cases are cited, but I don’t see that there

23 should be a delay for a delay in responding to this

24 motion based upon that brief because it’s -- I

25 think the issues, in my judgment, are fairly clear

DEBORAH A. DLUGOLECKI, C.M.,
Senior Court Reporter
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L

2 on the statute and what is required to render a

3 statute unconstitutional. I’ve reviewed Mr.

4 Fahey’s motion. I read, of course, the memorandum

5 of law that is attached to the notice of motion,

[ 6 also Mr. Dodd’s response and the attorney general’s

7 brief.

[ 8 Regarding the first part of the motion, there

9 are really two parts, as Mr. Fahey indicated. The

10 first one is to move to set aside the verdict on

[ 11 the ground that the evidence was legally

12 insufficient to support the kidnapping first degree

L 13 verdict returned by the jury on June 19. The cases

14 I think cited generally refer to an Appellate

15 Division’s review of a jury verdict or a verdict,

16 whether it be jury or non-jury, as to

17 insufficiency, but the powers that a county court

18 judge or a trial judge has to review the evidence

19 in the trial are substantially less than the

20 Appellate Division. The Appellate Division has the

21 power to set aside a verdict as being against the

22 weight of the evidence, which I do not have the

23 power to do. My responsibility is to examine the

24 evidence in the light most favorable to the People

25 and determine whether or not with that in mind it

DEBORAH A. DLUGOLECKI, C.M.,
Senior Court Reporter
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1 Sentence

2 was legally sufficient to warrant a jury returning

3 the verdict that it did.

4 The court has reconsidered the trial evidence

5 in this case, and basically I feel that the

6 evidence was legally sufficient, and generally for

7 the reasons that the evidence before the court,

8 the number of witnesses that were at the D&W

9 before, during and after the disappearance of Heidi

10 Allen indicate and satisfactorily to the jury and

11 to myself as the legal fact that Heidi Allen was in

12 fact abducted. She was there early in the morning,

L. 13 six, even before six a.m. and suddenly at about

14 7:40—something she disappears without any reason or

15 any logical inference other than she was —— she

16 removed herself or was removed from that D&W

17 Restaurant. Then -- or D&W Convenient Store.

18 Then you have to consider the evidence of the

19 witnesses which the jury considered, among them

20 Christopher Bivens, John Swenszkowski and a number

21 of other witnesses, Nancy Fabian, Donald Neville

22 and others who indicate in a rather credible,

23 plausible story the sequence of events that Heidi

24 Allen was abducted and that this defendant was a

25 part of the abduction situation.

DEBORAH A. DLUGOLECKI, C.M.,
Senior Court Reporter
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2 Then you couple that evidence of the witnesses

3 who were at the store before, during and after and

4 then who were close to the scene of this incident

5 after it allegedly occurred and the neighbors of

6 the defendant who supplied critical and credible

7 testimony in the eyes of the jury, the abduction

8 was made out.

9 And then you have to consider Mr. Baldasaro

10 and Mr. McDonald’s testimony as to the admissions

11 made to them at the Worcester House of

12 Corrections.

13 The credibility of all of these witnesses is a

14 jury consideration, a jury determination. That’s

15 why they are there. They are the judges of the

16 credibility of the witnesses, and in their

17 judgment, they credited the testimony of these

18 people that I’ve just mentioned and found from the

19 evidence that the defendant was guilty of

20 kidnapping in the first degree. Their verdict was

21 based, in my judgment, on legally sufficient

22 evidence. I feel there was sufficient evidence

23 from which a jury could determine that this

24 defendant was guilty of the kidnapping, and

25 therefore the motion to vacate the verdict on the

DEBORAH A. DLUGOLECKI, C.M.,
Senior Court Reporter
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2 ground that it was legally insufficient which

3 grounded upon legally insufficient evidence is

4 denied, and, of course, counsel, you may have an

5 exception to that court’s ruling.

6 Now, the second argument has to do with the

7 statute that is part of kidnapping in the first

8 degree and that is the presumption of death, and

9 the court has reread that statute and I do not find

10 that statute to be vague. The statute -- the

11 argument seems, to me, that’s being made is that

12 the statute is vague because it does not make a

L 13 definite determination of a period of time that the

14 person must lie missing before there can be a

15 presumption of death as does the state’s Power and

16 Trust Law, but the statute does supply the

17 necessary factors that the jury can consider in

18 determining whether or not to apply that

19 presumption and that is whether or not people who

20 would be extremely likely to be in contact with the

21 alleged victim during this period of time have had

22 absolutely no contact with her, and I think that

23 statute is —— and I’ve read the legislative history

24 of this statute that is contained in the attorney

25 general’s brief, and it is designed to apply to

DEBORAH A. DLUGOLECKI, C.M..,
Senior Court Reporter
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1 Sentence

2 those situations where the victim has never

3 recovered —— is never recovered, and to put a time

4 limitation on how long that victim should be absent

5 or not be in contact with anyone for three years or

6 five years would seem to me to not to be required

7 and would be a serious problem for the criminal

8 justice system because what happens to a defendant

9 who’s facing trial and then makes an argument on a

10 speedy trial motion if nothing happens, if the

11 D.A.’s Office has to wait three years or five years

12 in order to bring back an indictment or in order to

(b 13 bring a person to trial. I think there are

14 substantial problems that could be created by

15 putting a mandatory time period in that statute,

16 and I think for those reasons it is not requIred.

17 You have to look at the language of the presumption

18 to determine whether or not it is constitutionally

19 vague or whether or not it is a reasonable and

20 logical presumption that could be -- that could

21 withstand a challenge on the constitutional ground,

22 and in this court’s opinion the statute does meet

23 the constitutional requirements. It does have

24 factors that allows —- would allow a jury logically

25 and reasonably to conclude that the person abducted

DEBORAH A. DLUGOLECKI, C.M.,
Senior Court Reporter
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2 was dead by virtue of not being in contact with

3 anyone who would be extremely likely to be

4 communicating with that person during a prolonged

5 period of time. Here the period of time from the

6 incident, April 3rd, 1994, to the trial is

7 almost -- well, to the verdict is fourteen and a

8 half months, and to the beginning of the trial was

9 about thirteen and a half months, so I think that

10 the statute is constitutional, it is not —- I might

11 say -— and of course it’s pointed out in both Mr.

12 Dodd’s response and the attorney general’s brief is

13 that there is a presumption of constitutionality of

14 a criminal statute and it can only be declared

15 unconstitutional where there is a clear -- clearly

16 it is vague, indefinite, uncertain and void under

17 the Constitution of the State of New York and the

18 United States’ Constitution.

19 I do not find that the defense has made out a

20 sufficient claim under those requirements to

21 establish that this presumption is void or vague --

22 excuse me —— void for being constitutionally vague,

23 and therefore I’m going to deny the motion to

24 declare that part of the kidnapping first degree

25 statute unconstitutional, and you may have an

DEBORAH A. DLUGOLECKI, C.M.,
Senior Court Reporter
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2 exception to the court’s ruling in that regard,

3 too, Mr. Fahey.

4 MR. FAHEY: Thank you.

5 THE COURT: So the motion is denied in both

6 parts with the exceptions granted to counsel on the

7 two issues raised.

8 Could we meet in chambers, then, gentlemen, to

9 discuss sentence.

10 MR. FAHEY: Yes.

11 THE COURT: And probation report and other

12 items ——

13 MR. DODD: Yes, sir.

14 THE COURT: -- that necessarily might be

15 needed.

16 (A short recess was taken.)

17 (The following discussion occurred in

18 chambers:)

19 THE COURT: Let the record reflect that we’re

20 in chambers with defendant and both attorneys

21 present.

22 Mr. Fahey?

23 MR. FAHEY: Yes, your Honor, the record should

24 reflect that last week by letter to Mr. Dodd I

25 brought to his attention and I have received

DEBORAH A. DLUGOLECKI, C.M.,
Senior Court Reporter
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1 Sentence

2 information that his office or the sheriff’s

3 department was in possession of a diary of Heidi

4 Allen’s and that I believed that that was material

5 that should have been disclosed under Brady v.

6 Maryland to the extent, number one, that it made no

7 reference to Gary Thibodeau or Richard Thibodeau

8 or, number two, that it may have been reasonably

9 calculated to provide us with potential leads

10 concerning the identity of any individuals who may

11 have been involved in her abduction.

12 It’s my understanding that there are in fact

13 now two diaries, one for the year of 1993 and one

14 for the year of 1994, at least that portion of

15 which end -- at the end of March several days prior

16 to her abduction, and it’s also my understanding

17 that neither Gary Thibodeau nor Richard Thibodeau

18 are mentioned in any way in the diaries, and, as I

19 indicated before, I do think that is a matter of

20 exculpatory material in light of the fact that the

21 theory of the prosecution and certainly the

22 argument that was made in closing argument was that

23 there could have or may have been some drug

24 connection between Gary Thibodeau and Heidi Allen

25 which, as I recall the argument, may not have been

DEBORAH A. DLUGOLECKI, C.M.
Senior Court Reporter
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2 even disclosed to the people as close as her family

3 or parents. I think had I had the benefit of the

4 diary and knowing that it didn’t contain any

5 information concerning Gary Thibodeau or Richard

6 Thibodeau, I would have been in a better position

7 to have argued what in fact I was attempting to

8 argue and demonstrate throughout the trial is that

9 there was no connection between Gary Thibodeau and

10 Heidi Allen or Richard Thibodeau and Heidi Allen

11 and certainly no reason for either Gary or Heidi

12 Allen (sic.) to have abducted her.

L. 13 Early on when the matter was still pending

14 before Judge Brandt, I had made a request of Judge

15 Brandt to conduct an inquiry pursuant to People v.

16 Bottoms to in fact review prosecution file and to

17 ascertain for itself what material was exculpatory

18 and what material should have been disclosed to the

19
defense. The manner in which that request was

20 resolved was that a representation had been made

El 21 that virtually everything that had come into

22 possession of the district attorney’s office and

L 23 the sheriff’s department was going to be disclosed

p 24 to both Mr. Walsh and myself, and indeed voluminous

25 material having nothing to do with Heidi Allen,

DEBORAH A. DLUGOLECKI, C.M.,
Senior Court Reporter
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2 Gary or Richard Thibodeau was disclosed to both Mr.

3 Walsh and myself. Apparently the diaries were

4 received by the sheriff’s department. A copy was

5 made by the sheriff’s department and continues to

6 be retained by the sheriff’s department and the

7 District Attorney’s Office, and, as I understand

B it, you know, has never been disclosed to us, and

9 under those circumstances I do believe that there

10 is a significant Brady question at issue here both

11 as to the contents of the diary and the manner in

12 which defense counsel might have been able to

13 utilize the diary had it been disclosed, and I

14 would ask that the court conduct an inquiry

15 pursuant to People v. Bottoms of both the 1993 and

16 the 1994 diaries.

17 MR. DODD: Judge, by letter to us dated

18 Friday, August 4th, 1995, Mr. Fahey requested

19 additional information relative to the identity of

20 an individual that had telephoned his office on or

21 about June 29, 1995, and provided information to a

22 paralegal, a Meg Martin, whether or not our office

23 or the sheriff’s department had any additional

24 information that could be of assistance to him as

25 evidence or information property that may tend to

DEBORAH A. DLUGOLECKI, C.M.,
Senior Court Reporter
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2 lie exculpatory and/or assist him for the purposes

3 of sentence, and in that regard, Judge, by letter

4 to Mr. Fahey this morning, I provided to him a copy

5 of what may be, although I’m not sure, what may be

6 the individual that is described in his letter

7 dated 8/4/95, that being a Patricia Grainger and a

8 certified letter that was received by the sheriff’s

9 department on or about July 21, 1995.

10 Separately, Judge, Mr. Fahey has requested in

11 that letter the disclosure of information relative

12 to a diary belonging to Heidi Allen and in specific

13 what he stated was I’m requesting that you disclose

14 it to me so that I can ascertain whether there is

15 any information in it concerning any interaction

16 between her and Gary Thibodeau or Dick Thibodeau.

17 Judge, the district attorney -- neither the

18 district attorney’s office nor the sheriff’s

19 department is in possession of a diary of Heidi

20 Allen. We had a brief in—chambers conversation,

21 and for the purposes of completeness of the record,

22 I’ll set forth my understanding of the

23 circumstances under which the sheriff’s department

24 came into possession at one time or another of what

25 probably is but no one can say for sure is a diary
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2 or diaries of Heidi Allen. Soon after Heidi

3 Allen’s abduction April 3rd of 1994, Lieutenant

4 Dean Goodsell from the sheriff’s department as part

5 of the investigation made a request of Susan Allen,

6 the mother of Heidi, to see if Heidi Allen

7 possessed a diary, and apparently Mrs. Allen turned

8 over to Lieutenant Goodsell what purported to be a

9 diary of Heidi Allen that Lieutenant Goodsell read

10 that particular item. My understanding is that the

11 sheriff, Sheriff Nellis also may have read the

12 item, that both of these individuals deem that

13 there was nothing in that particular book that

14 would assist the investigation in any respect. No

15 copies were made of it, no notes were made of it,

16 no nothing, and literally what they did was to turn

17 the item back over to Mrs. Allen.

18 Importantly, I would note that at the time

19 that Mrs. Allen turned over that book to review by

20 Lieutenant Goodsell, that she had a privacy

21 concern, the substance or the contents of that

22 particular book not be disclosed by the sheriff’s

23 department nor be utilized so that it could be

24 disclosed by the sheriff’s department in any

(up 25 fashion.
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2 separate and distinct, Judge, and subsequent

3 to that, Investigator Terrence Whipple from the

4 sheriff’s department basically was the lead

5 investigator who’s assigned to keeping track of the

6 records relative to the Heidi Allen investigation.

7 Terry Whipple’s an investigator of some twenty plus

8 years. My understanding is that sometime in

9 October of ‘94, Investigator Whipple requested of

10 Lieutenant Goodsell that Lieutenant Goodsell try

11 and obtain again what purports to be a diary of

12 Heidi Allen. Lieutenant Goodsell went back to

L,. 13 Susan Allen, asked her if she had that book, Mrs.

14 Allen again asserted the privacy issue that she

15 didn’t want it disclosed to anybody, that under

16 those conditions the book was given over to

17 Lieutenant Goodsell. He in turn gave it to

18 Investigator Terrence Whipple. Terry Whipple made

19 one copy of that book, and my understanding is that

20 that was subject to check for year 1993. Terry

21 Whipple asked Lieutenant Goodsell if he would

22 ascertain if there was a 1994 diary. Terry Whipple

23 —- Lieutenant Goodsell spoke with Mrs. Allen, and

24 apparently she looked and found what may

25 additionally have been a diary for 1994 for Heidi
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2 Allen, that that item was given to Lieutenant

3 Goodsell under the same conditions. He then gave

4 it to Investigator Whipple. Investigator Whipple

5 made a copy of it and then the original was given

6 back to Mrs. Allen.

7 My understanding, Judge, is that Investigator

8 Whipple, who was the fellow who was principally

9 charged with the responsibilities of assigning

10 leads, determining whether or not information was

11 important reviewed the specific content of the one

12 copy, and there was only one copy in existence that

13 I know of, deemed that it was not significant

14 enough to even warrant giving it a lead number,

15 never made it part of the Oswego County Department

16 Investigation file or report and literally kept it

17 to himself. As I understand it, he and Lieutenant

18 Goodsell and the sheriff were the only three

19 persons to even know about it in addition to Mrs.

20 Allen.

21 Thereafter, Judge, in preparation for trial, I

22 made inquiry of Investigator Whipple as to any and

23 all documents for the purposes of complying with

24 our discovery responsibility and/or Rosario and/or

25 Brady, and Investigator Whipple advised me that he
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2 had a copy, the only copy of what purports to be a

3 diary. I asked him specifically had he read it for

4 the contents. He told me that he had. I asked

5 whether or not in specific there was anything

6 directly or indirectly written in those copies that

7 he had that made mention of Richard Thibodeau or

8 Gary Thibodeau in any fashion, and he indicated

9 that there was not.

10 To ensure the accuracy of what it is that he

11 had stated to me, Judge, he provided to me the one

12 copy that was in existence, and to the best of my

13 ability to recall it was in April or May of this

14 year, and I specifically reviewed it to see what

15 the content was, and based upon my review of a

16 report to the court that at least half, if not

17 two-thirds, of the writings by whomever appear to

18 describe in some measure of detail sexual

19 encounters between Heidi Allen and her boyfriend

20 Brett or Brett Law, that somewhat explicit -- in

21 fact it is explicit. It’s specific and it numbers

22 sexual episodes, types of sexual encounters, and in

23 addition to that it describes Miss Allen’s working,

24 describes Miss Allen’s school and in no respect at

25 all makes reference to Richard Thibodeau or Gary
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2 Thibodeau. After reviewing it to determine whether

3 or not there was any information or evidence

4 property that may tend to be exculpatory, may lead

5 to exculpatory information, upon my review after

6 having listened to what Terry Whipple told me, it

7 didn’t appear to me that there was, one, Rosario

8 material, two, discoverable property and, three,

9 that it wasn’t Brady, to assure that I spoke with

10 Investigator Whipple to see if any of the contents

11 of it was utilized in any fashion by the sheriff’s

12 department and that it would take -- led them from

13 Step A to Step B that arguably became part of the

14 investigation, and he told me that it had not, and

15 he was the principal investigator assigned to it.

16 Judge, I have the only copy of what purports

17 to be that diary or diaries. I have them with me.

12 I will ask to have them marked as court’s exhibits,

19 provide them to the court. It’s the People’s

20 position that there is nothing that is Brady in

21 them relative to the direct demand that defense

22 counsel had previously made which was a generalized

23 Brady demand followed up on August 4th, 1995, by a

24 specific Brady demand, but gladly will make them

25 available to the court for the court’s review.
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2 MR. FAHEY: Judge, I just need to modify my

3 request especially as I listened to the last part

4 of Mr. Dodd’s arguments about Brady and the request

5 and so on. Since part of my burden under U.S. v

6 Augers (Phonetic) would have to demonstrate the

7 manner in which the material could have proven to

8 be valuable to the defense will be that I will have

9 to make some actual demonstration, I’m going to

10 request of the court direct that the material be

11 disclosed to defense counsel with whatever

12 restrictions the court wants to place upon my

13 utilization of disclosure of it, although otherwise

14 I don’t know that I’m going to be in a position to

15 be able to make the kind of precise argument that’s

16 going to be needed to be made.

17 MR. DODD: Well, Judge, we didn’t disclose it

18 because it wasn’t Rosario, it wasn’t discoverable

19 and it’s our belief that it is not Brady. It’s not

20 Brady material. We received Mr. Fahey’s request

21 August 4th. I would submit to the court in the

22 first instance certainly so that the court can pass

23 on Mr. Fahey’s request, I would request that the

24 court itself initially review the contents of what

Lr— 25 it is that’s set forth in these writings so the
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2 court can make a determination as to whether or not

3 it feels that it should even disclose this matter

4 or information to Mr. Faliey. I submit that it’s

5 not Brady material, but in the first instance we’ll

6 provide it to the court for the court’s own review,

7 and then if the court believes that an additional

B step need be taken, I mean, whatever the court

9 believes is in the best interest.

10 THE COURT: Number one, obviously I’ve just

11 been made aware of this this morning, and I did not

12 know anything about this alleged diary situation

13 until this morning, so I’m going —- I will review

14 it and I will then decide whether or not there is

15 any legal reason to disclose of any of the

16 materials to anyone and that will be that.

17 MR. FAHEY: Judge, just in the interest of

18 completeness, I ask the court to make any letter

19 and attachments of August the 4th and Mr. Dodd’s

20 and attachments as part of the record.

21 THE COURT: You have no objection to that?

22 MR. DODD: No.

23 THE COURT: We’ll do that. I have those

24 copies. We’ll also mark those court exhibits, so,

25 all right, we’ll take a recess, then, if you could
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2 mark --

[ 3 (Exhibit Numbers 1, 2, 3 and 4 were marked for

4 identification.)

Li 5 (A luncheon recess was taken.)

O 6

o
r 9 (AFTER RECESS)

L 10 (The following discussion occurred in

[ 11 Chambers:)

12 THE COURT: Back in chambers. It’s about

[ C, 13 12:30 now, and I read Court’s Exhibits 1 and 2 and

14 I just made a couple of notes. Basically, the

15 exhibits are very short. When I say short, three

[ 16 or four sentences per day and on kind of a

17 dayminder-type of thing that contain her work

18 schedule and essentially what she and her boyfriend

19 Brett Law did that day, where they went, and there

20 is not any other information in those diaries other

[ 21 than if they went to a birthday party or went to

22 somebody’s place to eat or anything but it’s

1] 23 basically what she and her boyfriend did. I don’t

r 24 see anything Brady in there one bit. The trial

25 indicated quite clearly and Brett Law testified
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2 that he and Heidi Allen had been boyfriend and

3 girlfriend for a lengthy period of time, in excess

4 of two years, I’m not exactly sure of the date, but

5 that of course is reflected in the diary. They

6 were boyfriend and girlfriend. They saw each other

7 every day. I think that’s what Brett Law’s

$ testimony was, or almost every day, and that’s

9 reflected in the diary. Other than that, there is

10 no mention of anything, in my judgment, that would

11 constitute Rosario —— excuse me, not Rosario -— but

12 Brady material, and I have been quite, you know,

13 thorough in examining just about every —- I haven’t

14 read every word but darn near every word and every

15 date, and there is just nothing there that would

16 be, in my judgment, anything that would tend to

17 establish the innocence of this defendant, Gary

18 Thibodeau. There is certainly nothing in there

19 that would tend to inculpate him either. It’s

20 a —— I guess to be brief and succinct, it is a

21 short, thirty, forty words at most, usually less

22 than that, fifteen or twenty words per day as to

23 what she and her boyfriend did for that day, where

24 they saw each other and where they went and that’s

25 it, and I think, therefore, there is no Brady.
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2 On the motion to disclose it, I’m going to

3 deny it. This information is, in my judgment, not

4 something that I think should be disclosed any

5 further than has already been done pursuant to the

6 representations of Mr. Dodd, and I found them to be

7 accurate and I just don’t see any legal purpose

8 whatsoever to be served by disclosing it to

9 anyone. The record is replete with the fact that

10 Brett Law was Heidi Allen’s boyfriend, that they

11 went together for a long period of time, they were

12 boyfriend and girlfriend right up until the day of

13 the disappearance, so as far as I’m concerned,

14 there is nothing in there that’s going to be

15 disclosed and nothing that should be disclosed at

16 this time, and the record established their

17 relationship, and I don’t think that anything in

18 Court’s 1 and 2 are going to add or detract from

19 that, so you may have an exception to the court’s

20 ruling, but in my judgment, no Brady.

21 MR. FAHEY: Judge, while you were reviewing it

22 -- and of course I think this came as kind of a

23 surprise to all of us this morning —- while you

24 were reviewing it the last forty-five minutes to an

25 hour, I was giving some thought as to what it might
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2 be useful for in terms of Mr. Thibcdeau’s defense,

3 and then I had cited some considerations I think

4 before we broke in that regard, and of course one

5 of the subjects that we took up this morning was

6 the presumption and my objections to presumption

7 and my thoughts on it as being somewhat vague, but

8 I, for example, have no way of knowing whether

9 there is material as it relates to work, as it

10 relates to school, as it relates to her

11 relationship with her boyfriend in those court

12 exhibits that might have benefited me or even given

13 me a basis to demonstrate that the presumption

14 didn’t apply because she may have left for other

15 reasons, okay, and I also, as it dawned on me

16 insofar as her boyfriend is concerned, I don’t know

17 whether there is material in there that would have

18 been useful for impeachment purposes, I don’t know

19 that, and then so I just think that those are

20 judicial reasons why it would have been incumbent

21 upon me to request disclosure.

22 THE COURT: Well, let me say on the first

23 issue there is absolutely nothing in there that

24 would indicate that there was any other reason for

C,. 25 her disappearing. Heidi Allen and Brett Law had a
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2 boyfriend-girlfriend relationship that was constant

3 and consistent right up until the last entry in the

4 diary, which was somewhere around March 27, I

5 think, so there is no entry after March -— let me

6 get exactly the date -- yeah, March 27. There is

7 nothing in there to indicate any problems at that

8 particular point or any other person or any other

9 incident that would give rise to an explanation for

10 why she disappeared on April 3rd, so I don’t see

11 that at all. I read it, and with that in mind,

12 obviously, and there does not appear to me to be

13 anything in there that would have anything to do

14 with the presumption. She’s working. She’s got

15 her work schedule right up until March 27 and the

16 entry, there is none after that.

17 MR. FAHEY: I guess the last matter I should

18 probably ask for is, aside from the diaries that

19 came in that have been produced this morning, has

20 everything else been disclosed?

21 MR. DODD: All discoverable property has

22 previously been given to you, sir, all of it. All

23 Brady material has been disclosed. All Rosario

24 material has been disclosed. What we attempted to

L. 25 do and did in fact do given the complexity of the
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2 issues in this case and the volume of paper, if you

3 will, for lack of a better term, I know that you

4 and I have met in person on several occasions and

5 we tried to iron out an orderly process and

6 procedure whereby you would get in a fairly easily

7 comprehendible fashion the great quantity of paper

B that makes up part and parcel to this

9 investigation, and in that regard, my best

10 recollection, we have five or six boxes of it that

11 were given to you which constitute the report, and

12 within that, anything that potentially could be

13 Brady, specifically I wanted to make available to

14 you for your own independent determination anything

15 in all of that mass, mass of paper that you

16 believed properly could assist you in your defense

17 as to whether or not it was Brady, and all of that

18 information was provided to you.

19 MR. FAHEY: No. I guess what I’m asking is,

20 is there anything like the diaries that were not,

21 for example, logged in?

22 MR. DODD: None that I know of. The only

23 thing -- well, I mean -- not that I’m aware of. In

24 other words, there were times when the sheriff’s

25 department received telephone conversations —-
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2 persons called, and, as I think I disclosed to you

3 in the past, there are times when information came

4 to them that for whatever the reason didn’t result

5 in a lead sheet being created for that particular

6 bit of information, nor was there anything written

7 down, and in that regard I would have to accurately

8 say that, yes, there must have been at times

9 information that came to the sheriff’s department

10 that never made it into part of an investigation, a

11 report in any fashion for whatever the reason to

12 the extent that some information did come in and

(b. 13 notes were written down, I mean, that became part

14 of an anonymous lead, if you will, and either

15 anonymous lead numbers were given to it or it was

16 made part of the report. To the best of my ability

17 to state to you and I have in the past, I don’t

18 know of anything else.

19 THE COURT: On Court’s 1 and 2, I have

20 examined those, as I indicated, and find no Brady

21 violation whatsoever. I can say that in absolute,

22 You know, assurance, without any reservations

23 about, there is nothing in there that could even

24 approach any Brady material in my judgment, so the

L. 25 motion is denied. Okay.
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2 Can I just see counsel before we go out?

3 (Whereupon, a discussion was had off the

4 record in Chambers.)

5 (The following occurred in the courtroom.)

6 THE COURT: Let the record reflect that we’ve

7 had a presentence conference with both counsel, and

8 I had another conference for matters on the record

9 in chambers, and we’ve had the opportunity, both

10 counsel have had the opportunity to review a

11 presentence probation report prepared by the Oswego

12 County Probation Department.

13 Mr. Dodd, are you moving sentence in this

14 case?

15 MR. DODD: Judge, on behalf of the People of

16 the State of New York, I would move sentence, ask

17 to briefly address the court, Judge. As I

18 indicated in chambers, Susan Allen is physically

19 here in the courtroom. She’s the mother of Heidi.

20 She’s requested an opportunity to address the court

21 and bring to the court’s attention factors she

22 wishes to ask the court consider before sentence is

23 passed on this defendant.

24 After Mrs. Allen is concluded, with the

L 25 court’s permission, I would ask an opportunity to
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2 briefly address the court.

3 With the court’s permission, may I call Mrs.

4 Allen?

5 THE COURT: Just a moment before you do that.

6 Mr. Fahey, is there any legal reason why your

7 client, Gary J. Thibodeau, should not be sentenced?

8 MR. FAHEY: No, your Honor, there isn’t.

9 THE COURT: All right, Mr. Dodd.

10 MR. DODD: Call Mrs. Allen.

11 (Mrs. Susan Allen approached.)

12 MRS. ALLEN: Judge Clary, we feel writing this

13 letter to you is one of the hardest things that

14 we’ve had to do since Heidi’s disappearance. For

15 us to tell you how special Heidi was to us and the

16 impact her disappearance has had we can’t justly be

17 done with a letter. For all who knew Heidi could

18 feel what a special person she was and how she

19 holds a special place in their hearts. Since

20 Heidi’s abduction, there are people who didn’t know

21 her but could look at her picture and lie touched by

22 her. She had that kind of impact on people. We

23 will try to tell you in this letter who Heidi was

24 because it’s important for us for you to know. We

25 feel this is our opportunity to let you know who
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2 Heidi was and we are doing this for Heidi.

3 I think one of Heidi’s most memorable feature

4 was her smile. She had a smile that would melt

5 your heart. Since Heidi was a little girl, she had

6 that beautiful smile. When she’d smile, her eyes

7 would light up with happiness. If you are having a

8 bad day, she could just smile at you and you would

9 feel better. She had that affect on people who

10 knew her and didn’t know her. People would always

11 tell us how beautiful and friendly she was. Heidi

12 was beautiful physically and emotionally.

13 Heidi had lots of positive qualities. She was

14 intelligent, strong, athletic, independent,

15 dependable, compassionate and had common sense and

16 a high moral standard.

17 Heidi was a good student all through school.

18 In school Heidi was always involved and was

19 outgoing. She participated in many things,

20 especially like sports such as soccer and

21 volleyball. At Bishop Cunningham High School she

22 was outstanding in volleyball. She had never been

23 to the sectionals and Bishop Cunningham hadn’t in

24 volleyball until Heidi attended there. She was so

25 good, the media nicknamed her The Tower of Power in
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2 her sophomore year. She was known as a good

3 volleyball player, but I think what the team and

4 the school remembers was she was a leader and a

5 team player. She liked being good at volleyball.

6 It was important to her to let the team know that

7 they were all important to make the winning team,

$ that she couldn’t have been good without them.

9 Ken and I went to all of Heidi’s volleyball

10 games, home and away. We are proud of her not just

11 because she was good at the sport, for the way she

12 cared about all her team members. She kept their

13 spirits going and encouraged them. She was a

14 caring leader of the team and you could tell the

15 girls cared for her.

16 She made Who’s Who in American Sports for

17 volleyball, which she was proud of, but also

18 embarrassed by the attention of it.

19 Heidi was upset when Bishop Cunningham had to

20 close her senior year. She was hoping for a

21 volleyball scholarship to help pay for her

22 college. She also was going to miss the students

23 and the festivities of her senior year, but she

24 didn’t let it get her down. She explored other

25 alternatives.
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2 Heidi then chose to attend O.C.C. She did her

3 senior year and her first year of college

4 together. She realized this would be a challenge

5 to her, but Heidi was committed to work hard at the

6 challenge. She commuted back and forth to

7 Syracuse, everywhere with the car that she had

8 bought and insured herself.

9 She also worked around thirty hours a week as

10 a cashier at the D&W Convenient Store to pay her

11 expenses of maintaining her car, gas for the car

12 and college.

13 Heidi finished her first year of college and

14 received her Bishop Cunningham diploma at the same

15 time. With all this responsibility, she made the

16 Dean’s List each semester at seventeen years old.

17 I think that shows the kind of person Heidi was.

18 She had the same commitment her second year at

19 O.C.C., by working and making the Dean’s List.

20 Heidi was majoring in human services. She

21 thought she’d like to do counseling of troubled

22 teenagers. Heidi had applied to Oswego State to

23 continue her studies. Heidi was a person who

24 always planned ahead and set goals. She had sent

25 out over seventy resumes in March of ‘94. She felt
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2 if she didn’t get a job, she would go to Oswego

3 State full-time and receive her Bachelor’s Degree

4 in another two years. I think that shows another

5 example of who Heidi was. She didn’t sit back and

6 wait for things to happen. She thought ahead to

7 make things happen.

8 When she was in college and working, she did

9 volunteer work at New Haven and at Academy Street

10 Elementary Schools. She did various tasks but

11 mostly worked with the Banana Splits Program which

12 is for children of divorced, deceased or separated

13 families. She really enjoyed working with the

14 children, and the children loved her, too. She was

15 very caring to the children but also very

16 professional with them. Heidi’s abduction affected

17 many children at school because of personally

18 knowing and caring for Heidi.

19 Heidi also worked for several years. She

20 first worked with her sister at Golden Fish

21 Restaurant. She first worked in the summers until

22 her sister went to college. Then she took the job

23 at D&W as a cashier. It was closer to home and the

24 owners are friends of ours.

L. 25 Heidi was always a dependable worker. Ken and
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2 I were always getting compliments from her

3 employers and customers on how nice and pleasant

4 and friendly Heidi was to them. Her employers were

5 proud to have her work for them because she was

6 honest, dependable and the customers liked her.

7 Heidi was raised in a close-knit family.

8 Heidi didn’t like us to worry about her. She would

9 always -— she was always considerate of our

10 feelings and others. With her working and going to

11 college, we would worry about her being on the

12 road, especially in the winter. She was always so

L. 13 thoughtful. She’d call Ken or I and let us know

14 she got to school or work okay so we wouldn’t

15 worry.

16 In August of ‘93 Heidi moved next door to my

17 mother’s to help out. She still stopped every day

18 and she called to let us know her plans, school and

19 work schedules. Heidi was close to us, but she was

20 close to all her family, young and old, from

21 babysitting her cousins to helping take care of her

22 grandmother.

23 You asked what has this impact been on our

24 lives since Heidi’s abduction on April 3rd, 1994?

25 It’s been devastating. We don’t know if we can put
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2 in words how our lives have changed. After trying

3 to tell you what Heidi was, we feel you have a

4 better idea of what we are missing. We think of

5 Heidi every day, and it’s like part of your heart

6 has been ripped out. It hurts to think of life

7 without her. Heidi was full of life. Heidi was a

8 child any parent would be proud of. We are not the

9 only ones who have suffered since Heidi’s

10 disappearance. The rest of the family, her

11 friends, her boyfriend, the children in the

12 community have suffered the loss. Heidi was

13 eighteen years old. She had given a lot of herself

14 to everyone in a short period of life. Think of

15 all the people she was going to touch in the future

16 because of the beautiful, caring person she was.

17 Our lives changed since April 3rd, 1994,

18 forever. Ken has suffered some medical problems

19 that will affect his future. I’ve gone on medical

20 disability and haven’t worked since. Heid’s sister

21 Lisa suffered a miscarriage. With the loss of

22 Heidi, the family has suffered the loss of other

23 families members. Ken’s sister, my two aunts, my

24 brother and most recently the tragic death of my

25 neice. My family has suffered more emotional loss

DEBORAH A. DLUGQLECKI, C.M.,
Senior Court Reporter
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2 in the year and a half than most in a lifetime.

3 Our suffering will not be over. We have lost Heidi

4 and all the joy she would have brought us in the

5 future. We won’t be able to see her reach her

6 goals she had set for herself, graduating from

7 college, getting a job, getting married, seeing our

$ grandchildren. We are proud of Heidi and always

9 will be, but we think of all we are losing because

10 of not having her.

11 What is even sadder is that we still don’t

12 know where Heidi is. We live every day trying to

13 deal with our loss of Heidi, but we can’t even make

14 closure on it. We feel Heid’s rights were violated

15 when she was abducted on April 3rd, 1994. Her

16 rights will still be violated until we find her.

17 This person was found guilty of abducting Heidi.

1$ He has rights, but what about Heidi’s rights? No

19 one should have to go through what Heidi must have

20 gone through. The person -- this person is not a

21 caring person with morals. This is not just

22 punishment for a person who would do this to

23 Heidi. We miss Heidi every day. We will not

24 forget our special Heidi and hope you will not

25 forget her in making your decision.

DEBORAH A. DLUGOLECKI, C.M.
Senior Court Reporter
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2 It is in our opinion that Gary Thibodeau

3 should receive the maximum sentence of one hundred

4 years in prison because he has taken the life of

5 our daughter, and from what we understand, he’s

6 been arrested at least twenty-five times throughout

7 his life. We believe lie has proven to everyone

B that lie is not able to change his ways and live a

9 productive life. And if allowed to go free, he

10 will only commit more crimes against the people of

11 this state or any other that lie resides in. It is

12 for these reasons we feel Gary Thibodeau should be

13 given the maximum sentence in prison so he not be

14 up for parole until lie is of age when he hopefully

15 can no longer harm anyone else.

16 Thank you for your consideration.

17 THE COURT: Thank you, Mrs. Allen.

18 Mr. Dodd?

19 MR. DODD: Very briefly, Judge. Mrs. Allen

20 has just spoken very eloquently to you about the

21 harm that has befallen their family, and you’ve

22 heard a lot about Heidi Allen, you know a little

23 bit about her. She’s a bright young lady. She had

24 her future in front of her. She was attending

25 college. She was working full-time, and in all

DEBORAH A. DLUGOLECKI, C.M.,
Senior Court Reporter
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2 respects, she was a productive young lady who was

3 moving in a favorable, positive direction with her

4 life.

5 The jury has spoken both to this defendant and

6 to your Honor in that they found her to be dead.

7 Her life is over. You now have to decide what

8 sentence is just and fair. You’ve had the benefit

9 of reviewing a presentence investigation report

10 that was prepared that sets forth to you the

11 criminal arrest and/or conviction record of this

12 defendant. I submit to you that Heidi Allen was

L. 13 ripped from her family by this defendant and she is

14 dead and that he should be made to pay and that he

15 should be made to pay by way of this court weighing

16 his interest against her interest and that the most

17 appropriate sentence for this defendant to punish

18 him adequately is to impose the maximum period of

19 incarceration authorized by law. What I ask you to

20 do, Judge, is to sentence Gary Thibodeau upon his

21 conviction to the maximum sentence possible. Thank

22 you, sir.

23 THE COURT: Thank you, Mr. Dodd.

24 Mr. Fahey?

L1,. 25 MR. FAHEY: Thank you, your Honor. I find

DEBORAH A. DLUGOLECKI, C.M.,
Senior Court Reporter
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2 myself in kind of an unusual position for I would

3 normally stand and have stood over the last twenty

4 years representing people in court. Normally at

5 sentencing it would be a time when I would argue

6 equities and facts of mitigation and some way

7 request pardon and ask the court for leniency.

8 That’s normally something that I do on behalf of

9 clients who find themselves before a court for

10 sentencing. I don’t find myself comfortably in

11 that position this morning, and I don’t find myself

12 comfortably in that position this morning because I

L. 13 do not believe that either Gary or Richard

14 Thibodeau is or was responsible for the abduction

15 of Heidi Allen. I know we’ve had a lengthy trial.

16 I know it’s been voluminous investigation. I stand

17 here today telling you that it didn’t make sense to

18 me then. It don’t make sense to me now, and I

19 still have too many questions unanswered to say to

20 you that I think that the verdict is right or that

21 they were responsible for that. I don’t believe

22 they are. I think and I hope and I pray that at

23 sometime in the future events will demonstrate that

24 it’s not the case, that whatever did happen to

25 Heidi Allen will ultimately reveal itself and that

DEBORAH A. DLUGOLECKI, C.M.,
Senior Court Reporter
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2 this nightmare that everybody has been affected by

3 throughout this case and I mean everybody who was

4 affected by this case will end for everybody.

5 That’s all I can offer at this point.

6 THE COURT: Thank you, Mr. Fahey.

7 Mr. Gary Thibodeau, do you wish to say

8 anything personal to the court?

9 THE DEFENDANT: Yes, sir, your Honor. I’ve

10 been praying for the Allen family ever since this

11 started when I was dragged into it, and I still

12 do. I am innocent. I had nothing to do with this,

L 13 and, your Honor, the court, I’d like to take a shot

14 at sodium penethol, truth serum or be hypnotized

15 and let the truth be known that I had nothing to do

16 with this. I read that sign up there that says “In

17 God We Trust” and I feel like Jesus Christ being

18 executed again for something that I had nothing to

19 do with. I’ve been telling the truth all along and

20 still am. I an innocent.

21 THE COURT: Anything else?

22 THE DEFENDANT: That’s it, your Honor.

23 THE COURT: Okay. Well, regarding that claim,

24 Mr. Thibodeau, that claim has been -- that issue

25 has been resolved against you. The jury has heard

DEBORAH A. DLUGOLECKI, C.M.,
Senior Court Reporter
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2 the evidence in this case, and they are the finders

3 of fact in this matter and they found from the

4 evidence and in my judgment was a fairly presented

5 and competently presented by both sides. They

6 listened to a large number of witnesses who

7 testified as to a number of events and incidents

8 that they observed and findings that they made and

9 they made their conclusion, and that conclusion is

10 that you were guilty, you are guilty of the

11 abduction kidnapping first degree of Heidi Allen

12 and that is a conviction for which you stand -—

13 that is the judgment for which you stand convicted

14 and that is the conviction upon which I must pass

15 sentence. I sat, obviously, and listened to all

16 the testimony in this case, and I’m familiar with

17 it. I also reviewed and read the complete report

18 from the probation department. To say this was a

19 serious crime is an understatement, obviously. An

20 eighteen year old girl was abducted April 3rd,

21 1994, at the convenient store and has not been

22 heard of or her whereabouts are to this date

23 completely unknown. For that type of crime and

24 kidnapping and where the victim is judged by the

25 jury to have died is in my judgment a most serious

DEBORAH A. DLUGOLECKI, C.M.,
Senior Court Reporter
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2 crime and deserves the most serious penalty.

3 It is, therefore, the judgment of this court,

4 Mr. Gary J. Thibodeau, that you are sentenced for

5 the crime of kidnapping in the first degree, which

6 is a class A-i felony under the Penal Law of the

7 State of New York, that you are sentenced pursuant

8 to Section 70.00 of the Penal Law to an

9 indeterminate term of imprisonment, the minimum of

10 which shall be twenty—five years, the maximum shall

11 be the rest of your natural life. You are ordered

12 delivered to the custody of the New York State

13 Department of Corrections in accordance with this

14 sentence, to be dealt with in accordance with law

15 and in accordance with the terms of this sentence.

16 There is a felony surcharge of one hundred and

17 fifty—five dollars that is imposed and will be

18 collected by the warden of the institution to which

19 you are committed to serve your sentence.

20 You have a right to appeal from this judgment

21 and from this sentence, from the jury verdict and

22 from the sentence that the court has imposed. In

23 order to preserve your rights, in order to make

24 sure your rights of appeal are preserved, you must

25 file a notice of appeal within thirty days from the

DE3ORAH A. DLUGOLECKI, C.M.,
Senior Court Reporter
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2 date of this sentence, today, and your attorney,

3 Nr. Fahey, will assist you in that regard and will

- 4 advise you how to proceed and will protect your

[ 5 rights by filing the necessary notices of appeal

6 and also any applications for counsel that may or

7 may not be appropriate. That’s all.

fl 8 You may take Mr. Thibodeau. We are adjourned.

9 (Whereupon, the proceeding was concluded.)

U 10 * * * *

11 CERTIFICATE

12 This is to certify that I am a Senior

13 Court Reporter of the Fifth Judicial District; that

14 I attended and reported the above-entitled

[ 15 proceedings; that I have compared the foregoing

16 with my original minutes taken therein, and that it

17 is a true and correct transcript thereof and all of

[ 18 the proceedings had therein.

Deborah A. Dlugolexi, C.M.

p 21

22

[1 23 Dated: March 12, 1996

U DEBORAH A. DLUGOLECKI, C.M.,
Senior Court Reporter
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LAW, for the people - Direct

2 Q. What door did you enter through, Brett, to get

3 intotheD&W?

4 A. The door to the right-hand side which would be

5 the double set of doors.

6 Q. Now, that particular store, did it have a cash

7 register?

8 A. Yes, sir.

9 Q. Where was the cash register located, Brett?

10 A. It was located between the double set of doors

11 and the single door. If you walk through the double set of

12 doors, you’d probably -- you turn directly left and it woul

C 13 be approximately ten to twelve feet probably from you.

14 Q. And did Heidi do anything relative to the cash

15 register?

16 A. Yes, sir.

17 Q. What did she do?

18 A. She went over there and she was pushing some

19 buttons for probably two to three minutes while -- I didn’t

20 really know what she was doing exactly but she was pushing

21 some buttons.

22 Q. Now, approximately what time did you arrive at

23 that store? Approximately.

24 A. 5:55 a.m.

25 Q. Now, I’m going to ask you some questions about

WETA D. HAYDEN
Senior Court Reoorter
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Call rec’d by

Date: fr’/7%% / RE:. (Case facts)
TIME:

_________

LEAD SHEET

Person reporting information:

NE:___________________________

ADD RE S S

P[IONE: (IJonc) /- (Work

____ ____

IEUO c1c1 you see victim?

When did you see victim? (D’ate & time)

Ws victim alone?________ If with someone, do you know other

person? Can you describe other person?____________________

Direction and mode of travel? (i.e. walking, ridincj, driving)

1 ln vhiCl , can you describe vehicle?

___________________________

:hat was the victim wearing?

Did you make personal contact with victim?

I so, what was content of conversation, if any?

What was victim doing when seen?__________________________________

Were you alone when you sai victim?_____ If not, please tell us

who was with you_____________________________________________________

-, you know victim personally, or did you identify from his/her

scription?

other information you can provide us with?____________________
ruverso i C needcl)
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s.’. çl1 rec’d by
- RE: (Case facts)TIME:_________

C
__

___

LEAD SHEET

Person reporting information:

NAME: M f)ôyoJd
ADDRESS: 2j- tô j LC tebL/

PHONE: (Home)

________________

(Work I%OO

Where did you see victim?

___________________

When did you see victim? (D’ate & time)

WaS victim alone? If with someone, do you know other

person?________ Can you describe other person?___________________

Direction and mode of travel? (i.e. walking, riding, driving)

If in vehicle, can you describe vehicle?_____________________

What was the victim wearing?_____________________________________

Did you make personal contact with victim?____________________

ii so, what was content of conversation, if any?_____________

What was victim doing when seen?_______________________________

Were you alone when you saw victim? II not, please tell us

who was with you__________________________________________________

you know victim personally, or did you identify from his/her

•..scription?

_____________________________________________________________

v other information you ce: provide us with?

____________________

re;: ..- F

NE) ECJ S TO IN’ :: :. -
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jJflL now give this statement to

I am scars of age. 1)0111 OIl the . d 1 .

I

t c J 4 7 T ie

LU e, LU 5 n5

i s c
&7 -c- b

TI- 7 . 7
] U 3 7 5 t z

Lv 0 C

T /M -7

I liae read the above statemenL consisting

I understand tlii

Subscribed and sworn to before me this

day of ,

Witness

Comm. of Deeds Notary Public

O&)

qT tOLt t

(LI j fl?cT

r-r 1J

/J) r,c-’

and it was read to me by
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/ t’l. • ‘Call rec’d by

Date:________

TIME: Z( yy
RE: (Case facts)

LEAD SHEET

Person reportir.g information:

NE: SCD //
ADDRESS /3 /

PHONE: (Home) Y3— 7 / Y (Work

A1Y

Where did you see victim?

When did you see victim?fD’ate & time)

_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_

Was victim ace? If with someone, o you know ccher

person? Can you describe other oerson?

-

-

Did you make carsonal contact with victim?______

If so, what was content of ccnversatlOfl, if any?

What was victim doing when seen?

Wsre you alone when you saw victim? If not, please tell us

who was with you__________________________________________________________

•‘ you know vic-_im cersonaI1:, or did you identify from his/her

-

ctncL infcroat.ou you ito us

— ,_. ---
-

—_z —--.-
-__.._

- t.

Li _ c .... n .

_

t _.

1 —

___

—
---

--—
.-‘.

•-
r

What was the victim wearing?
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) IrcseII at ttmc at statementf

I .S.c?, E4.)Y). now give this sta meat to

YNJ.\

I am )Cflt Of age. 11010 ( t..... (lay (tI

iiic at .... .I3....4 ‘.1. .

U EL i tJ- £ ôrc j- 1r,g-

U . . o%

L j 6, C

c.
C (to cK

U 19 bt

I p , 1L ..

U 0

I have read the above statement, consisting of pages, and it was read to me by

I

understand the state efli and swear it ‘ true.

Subscribed at d sworn to before me this
it Signature

.3.... day of ...,l ..t 19.%.

i) Itnes

Gds
) I’L L
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Call rec’d by pjrJ

Date:Og/o/?y
RE: (Case facts)ItE: ji.’ PA7

2;a P4r?i!ff 2ôr 7/5Am- k4

LEAD SHEET

Person reporting information

NAME: I C

ADDRESS: ,ç )

PHONE: (Home) ?2?3 (Work_____________________

)(fC i-I’c-il 5cI/c L

Where did you see victim? ,-r i-Q-E t Ccrc

When did you see victim? (D’ate & time) j5-7’3,’11

Was victim alone? If with someone, do you know other

person?________ Can you describe other person?____________________

Direction and mode of travel? (i.e. walking, riding, driving)

If in vehicle, can you describe vehicle?

What was the victim wearing? rn r

Did you make personal contact with victim? ,Jp

H so, what was content of conversation, if any?

What was victim doing when seen? Qr’

Were you alone when you saw victim? ‘ If not, please tell us

who was with you

you know victim personall’, or did you identify from his/her

.:soription Qs (tJr r

___ _____________________

V OtflCL inrorntJion you Lde us with?

________________________

re’: - :, j

- ;.•. ::_. 10 i\ .:)•Ct
•Ht T’t: ‘\L’
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— Call recd by_______________

RE: (Case facts)

LEAD SHEET

Person reporting information:

NAME : ‘IA h? kY i V 11 d F F
ADDRESS:/?/2 / JOl ( / fl

PDNE: (Home) P3 Y (Work_________________

Where did VQ1J see vctm?

________________________________________

When did you see victim?fD’ace tice)

________________________

Was victim alcne If with screone, do you know other

person?________ Can you describe ocher person?

____________________

Direction and mode of travel? (i.C. walking, ridi, dr:vrnc)

can
you escrbe vehccle?

________________________

What was the victim wcarin?___________________________________

Dd you make personal contact with victim?___________________

so, what was content of conversation, if any?

What was victim doing when seen?__________________________________

Ware you alone when you saw victim?

_____

If not, please tell us

who was with you________________________________________________________

ou know v1CEi Dersonallv, or did von identify from his/her

OtflOt incroa:io: you c:cm.::o .is with?
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t’reseni at time 01 statement

C Il fr ,riI V 1/c) ci now ye this statement to

k..
3q CLI am ycar of age loin o;i the iln ot , 19 /

‘live .. ..7 / i)
. .1 P.

.i Rj)r,1 3, )cJt c /fli L

F m\( To ] ke
L

2 / I n- v
io /6 Lf i / The ,

, ,
,/d ;d

prid t

/ )e5 O i)-i3 /c

C ft t I

c( 5/, C

J tt r/( red

t
Li/ ey

C eso fl e,,7- c,L

.
o fl D / u - c / 1(2(1

PfcnfcI

I have read the above statement, consisting of pages, and it was read to me by

c%_... ..i___ ..
I understand the statement and swear it is true.

Subscribed and sworn to before me this U t
U Signature h. U

dayof 19

I Viiiiess

Comm. of Deeds Notary Public
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now give this s atement to

L., ..+L q..7..
I am . .%/.. )@flI uI age. IO!fl ff11 the . 1....., lay l c.c’_(. i9...t -
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read the ye staemenL. consiMing ol.± pages, and itwasread to me

Subscribed and)worn to before me this .

lgna

day of ... I 19Y.

witness

Cmm-fDds

fr&J Jr5c
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Ca1l re9’

______________

Date: L/ It f9 f
TI RE: (Case facts)

LEAD SHEET

person reporting information:

.

ADDRESS:
j3(

PHONE: (Home) t/- 71 (Work_____________________

‘ihere dd you see victim?_______________________________________

;-- did you see victLrrl?(D’ate time)

_______________________

Was victim al:ne? If with someone, co You oer
Derson?________ Can -iou describe other person?___________________

Direction and mode of travel? (i.e. walinc. r:dinc, frivino)

:f i ven.:e, can you fescrbe vehice?________________________

:7ht was the victim wearing?_____________________________________

Dd you make Dersonal contact with victim?______________________
If so, what was content of conversation, if any?_______________

What was victim doing when seen?________________________________
cre you alone when you saw victim?_____ Ii not, olease tell us
who was with you________________________________________________

‘iou koow Victim Dersonallv, or did you identify from his/her
scripion:’

________________________________________________________

- - •. : othcc 1ntCrraton you c pnviie us with?re’: -
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C

‘
Call rec’d /
Date:

_________

.

. RE. (Case facts)

LEAD S HE E T

Person reporting information:

NE 2

ADDRESS:___________________________

P11 ON E: (t Tom o) — (Work

Where ciLci you see victim?

When did you see victim? (D’ate & time)

Was victim alone? If with someone, do you know other

person?________ Can you describe other person?___________________

Direction and mode of travel? (i.e. walking, ridinj, driving)

I L in vehicle, can you describe vehicle?______________________

What was the victim wearing?_______________________________________

Did you make personal contact with victim?_____________________

f so, what was content of convei-sation, if any?

What was victim doing when seen?_________________________________

Were you alone when you saw victim? If not7 please tell us

who was with you_________________________________________________

Do you know victim personally, or did you identify from his/her

S Cr j Pt ion?

Aiy other information you can provide us with?_________________
Uc reverse IC needed)
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RE:

Person reporting information:

NAME: %U
ADDRESS:

?HOE: (some)

____________________f

Wcrk_________________

ere did You see victim?_________________________________

en dId you see victim? (Date & time)

___________________________

I victim alone?

_______

If 1t:. someone, do vcu. know cther

erson?________ Can you describe other person?____________________

D;recton ar’.c mccc of travel? (i.e. walkinc, ri.nc, dri7inc)

ve,ic.e, can you describe vehicie?________________________

ihat was the vicoim wearing?________________________________

Did you make personal contact with victim?_____________________

If so, what was content of conversation, if any?_______________

what was victim doing when seen?_____________________________

cre you alone when you saw victim?____ If not, please tell us
who was with you_____________________________________________________
‘ you kc.ow victim Dersonall’.’, or did you identify from histher

othoc information you ca:: onvi.de us with?

________________

•‘• re’1: - E
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L_[ 2

, now give this statement to

c

I am Z. ycar oF age. loin on day if .
like at

-
6 t) 0 - - - c ) .

C i)
% \\ \D\ ( ‘
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3 have read the above statement. consisting of .&_ pages, and it was icad to ole by

I

understand the statint and sa4or ikis true.

Subscribed and sworn to before me this

day of

Comm. of Deeds Notary Public
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Call rec’d by 1L1 t2-To—7
Date: -o-V (Case facts)TIME: J 2j

LEAD SHEET

-

Person reporting information:
—

17’7y9C)-fuiA-)

NAME: F ç , 57

ADDSS: rn&.
PHONE: (Home) (Wor

00
Where did you see victim?

When did you se victim?fD’te & time)

Was victim alone? If with someone, do you know other

person?________ Can you describe other person?___________________

Direction and mode of travel? (i.e. walking, riding, driving)

If in vehicle, can you describe vehicle?_________________________

What was the victim wearing?_______________________________________

Did you make personal contact with victim?_______________________

If so, what was content of conversation, if any?________________

What was victim doing when seen?_________________________________

Ware you alone when you saw victim? If note please tell us

who was with you__________________________________________________

‘iou know victim personally, or did you identify from his/her

..:sription?

othoL informaLiori you Cfl 1DOV1de L1S with?

_____________________

- .:‘ i J

— .:[ICN S :S tL: A TO I- EL
1)t T t:,-’ — -
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Call rec y________________
Date:

_________

• ,

TIME: )7-L/
..ase acts)

I

________________________________________

LEAD SHEET

Person reporting information:

NAME: I% .J/

ADDRESS ://I /‘

PHONE: fHome),9 —3J? (Work_______________

Where did you see victim? —‘‘‘

,AI .- ‘-

When did you see victim? (ate & time)

_______________________

Was victim alone? If with someone, do you know other

person?________ Can you describe other person?___________________

Direction and mode of travel? (i.e. walking, riding, driving)

If in vehicle, can you describe vehicle?

What was the victim wearing?_____________________________________

Did you make personal contact with victim?______________________

If so, what was content of conversation, if any?_______________

What was victim doing when seen?________________________________

Ware you alone when you saw victim?_____ If not, please tell us

who was with you

you know victim personally, or did you identify from his/her

.LscripLLori?

v othor informahjon ‘,.‘ou can orovide us with?__________________

. rc\ c f

rYr\ TO
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Call rec’d by LD-4’ft
Dateq:3—q

RE: (Case facts)

LEAD SHEET 1 1) ii
\jcrPfA

Person reporting information:

NAME: Ln,E
ADDRESS: RI fy
PHONE: (Home)

___________________

(Work_________________

Where did you see victim?___________________________________

When did you see victim?fD’ate & time)

________________________

Was victim alone?_______ If with someone, do you know other

person?______ Can you describe other person?________________

Direction and mode of travel? (i.e. walking, riding, driving)

If in vehicle, can you describe vehicle?______________________

What was the victim wearing?_____________________________________

Did you make personal contact with victim?_______________________

If so, what was content of conversation, if any?________________

What was victim doing when seen?__________________________________

Were you alone when you saw victim?_____ If not, please tell us

who was with you___________________________________________________

you know victim personally, or did you identify from his/her

scriptiort?

______________________________________-____________________________

.v cthcc information you cn pcnvide us with?

______________—_____

..‘ rev.; -

‘‘.t\E TO It’t
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Press Release -- For Immediate Release

July 31, 20 14

The Oswego County Sheriffs Department and District Attorney’s Office have concluded
their investigation at the property on Rice Road in the Town Of Mexico.

While there was no reliable evidence indicating the property was related to the abduction of Heidi
Allen, we conducted a thorough and exhaustive search of the property. The Sheriffs Department
devoted considerable resources to this search and made every effort to discover and recover any
remains that may have been there. There is no evidence that any human remains are or ever were at
that site.

The Sheriffs Department worked openly and collaboratively with the District Attorney’s Office, the
Onondaga County Medical Examiners office, and the New York State Police--this truly was a
multi-agency effort to find the truth.

Early this morning, the County Highway Department brought equipment to the site to help us dig.
Ultimately, the search area was approximately 20 feet by 30 feet, and we dug to a depth of
approximately 4.5 feet. Across the site, the ground was intact and undisturbed below the
surface; there was no indication that anyone had ever buried anything in the area.

Although a K-9 indicated at a spot on the property earlier this week, there is no physical
evidence that remains were ever there. While the K-9 handler advised that the dog alerted at a spot,
the handler aLso told us that the conditions were less than ideal for an accurate search.

In news reports earlier this week, it was mentioned that it appeared that the site had recently been
searched. Through its investigation, the Sheriffs Department identified a local couple who admitted
that they were looking through the site after reading recent news reports. There is no reason to
believe the couple is in any way associated with Heidi Allen’s abduction.

The District Attorney’s Office and Sheriffs Department would Like to thank the Onondaga County
Medical Examiner’s Office, the New York State Police, and the Oswego County Highway
Department for their assistance and cooperation throughout this week.

Further, we would like to thank the local residents who made their properties available to our
departments so that we could conduct this investigation. We remind the public that the search site
is private property, and individuaLs who go to the site are trespassing. We ask that everyone please
respect the property rights and privacy of those who live in the area.

If anyone has any information related to Heidi Allen’s case, we ask that you please contact the
Oswego County Sheriffs Department so that all leads may be property investigated. Investigations
need to be handled by trained law enforcement officials who are in a possession to process and
collect evidence. Private individuals should not attempt to independently investigate any site or
structure, as they may alter or destroy evidence.
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Headline: JUDGE SETS DEADLINE TO SHARE EVIDENCE

Subhead: DEFENSE LAWYERS ARE TO KNOW BY JAN. 30 OF AVAILABLE

INFORMATION IN THE hEIDI ALLEN DISAPPEARANCE CASE.

Reporter: By JANET GRAMZA The Post-Standard

Series:

Type:

Day: Friday

Dateline: PULASKI V

Publication 1 2/9’l 994
date:

Text: A judge Thursday set a Jan. 30 deadline for the prosecutor in the heidi Allen case

to give defense lawyers for kidnapping suspects Richard and Gary Thibodeau

evidence to which they’re entitled to prepare for trial.

This includes any information on Allen’s possible work as a police informant.

Chief Assistant District Attorney Donald Dodd said his office has already given

the lawyers access to more evidence than the law requires and that only their

request for photocopies of thousands of documents has delayed the process.

Oswego County Judge John W. Brandt told both sides he wants a report on all

evidence “still outstanding” in the case by Jan. 30, so the defense lawyers can

A.  1283



determine what else they might want to request.

Brandt also granted Gary Thibodeaus Lawyer, Joseph fahey, a hearing to
determine whether statements by two former jail inmates, who claim Gary
Thibodeau told them he kidnapped Allen, can be used against him at trial. The
two men were in a Massachusetts jail with Gary Thibodeau after he was arrested
in May as a fugitive from that state on a misdemeanor charge of cocaine
possession.

And Brandt promised to review a transcript of the grand jury process in the case
to see whether it might have been flawed, as Fahey has claimed.

The Thibodeau brothers have been indicted on charges of first- and second-degree
kidnapping. Fahey is seeking to have the indictment dismissed.

Brandt reserved judgment until Jan. 30 or later on all nine motions Fahey has
made in the case, including a request that Brandt grant the suspects separate trials
so they can testify on each other’s behalf

The defense lawyers spent most of an hour-long hearing Thursday arguing that
Dodd has not made clear how much evidence he will share with them and how
much he may try to withhold under the state Criminal Procedure Law.

Fahey cited a report by an Oswego County sheriffs deputy who said he
recognized Allen’s name as that of a “confidential informant” April 3, the
morning she disappeared from the D&W Convenience store in New Haven.

He asked Brandt to order the prosecution to produce, as part of the discovery
process, any information on Allen’s reported activities as an informant.

Fahey said the issue is important because the two former jail inmates claim Gary
Thibodeau told them he wanted to get rid of Allen because she knew he was
involved with drugs and was going to inform on him.

The sheriffs department has denied that Allen was an informant, saying she had
merely discussed an unrelated drug case with an investigator two years before she
disappeared.

Fahey and Richard Thibodeau’s lawyer, Bill Walsh, said the fact that Dodd’s
office gave them a report referring to Allen as a confidential informant, but no
other information, leads them to question whether the prosecution is withholding
evidence.

Dodd argued that he has offered to allow the defense lawyers to view “the entire
Oswego County Sheriffs Department investigation report” on the Allen case and
request photocopies of any documents they want. He noted that Walsh has already
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obtained four huge file boxes of copied documents from the investigation report.

Walsh said Dodd’s response doesn’t make it clear whether there is other evidence
that is not contained in the investigation report.

“I just want to know if the investigation report represents everything they’ve got,
or if it doesn’t, what are they holding back?” Walsh said. “It’s a simple question.”

Dodd said other evidence besides the report might include statements from
witnesses, which he isn’t required to share with the defense until a week before
trial, and which are currently being used by the sheriffs department in its effort to
determine what became of Allen, who has never been found.

“If there is some material that has to do with the ongoing investigation by the
sheriffs department, I want to comply with the discovery demand and yet not
interfere with the sheriffs department’s ability to follow through, “ Dodd said.

The judge said it would not be fair for Dodd to offer the lawyers access to “an
entire investigation report” and then withhold some of it. He said he wants a
report on any evidence that hasn’t been given to the lawyers by Jan. 30 so he can
determine whether they’re entitled to it.

Members of Allen’s family, who have attended every court proceeding in the case,
said the continued delays are frustrating, but they understand that the district
attorney’s office is bogged down with other trials and can’t focus only on copying
documents on Allen.

“Don Dodd is one person trying to handle many cases, “said Heidi’s mother,
Susan Allen. “The delays are hard on us, because you come here thinking
something will happen and it doesn’t. But we understand.”

The Allen family used the opportunity to show reporters a new Ileidi Allen
cookbook they have produced to spread awareness about missing children. The
family thanked the volunteers who have helped raise a small profit to keep the
Heidi Allen Volunteer Center open until Allen is found.

Sue Allen said the cookbook will sell for $5 at New Haven businesses and the
volunteer center. which is in a trailer on Route 104 and county Route 6 in New
Haven.
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eope s correspondence to defense CoJ”el regardnpossess:on of the thary of h&di Alien dated WD[Jt 7 1°3pages 300-310

(1ff nf tI isirict tftirIlQu
PUBLiC SAFETY CENTER

5 CHURCHILL ROAD
OSWEGO, NW YORK 13126

JAWESG.GPOSE r&EPHoNE1o5)34g.22x

S’CAui.C V M.2UPDOALDi-. DQC
W A:R

AMES P MDRAd

DC.AD TODD

Aec+ 7 1995 SFEj LDINDON
THOM2 BEDETD

Joseph fahey, Esq.
1010 State Tower uilding
Syracuse, NY 13202

Re: People vs. Gary J. Thibodeau
IND 94—161

Dear Joseph:

In response to your letter dated August 4, 1995 (friday) I
submit the following. The DIstrict Attorneys Office is not n
possessicn of that whicn purports to be a diary belonging to e!di
Allen. Th;s office is in possession of a photo copy of what may re
a diary of Heidi Allen,

I have oersonally reviewed this document. There is absolutely
no direct or indirect reference in this writing concerning any
interaction cr contact of any fashion between Heidi Allen and Ga—y
Thibodeau or Dick Thihodeau. The content of the information sct
forth in this writing does not constitute Bra or F.csaro
material.

Relative to the telephone message set foroi in the sworn
statement of your office paralegal, teg Moller, I do not know the
identity of this person. The only female persons that were known
to be in the DeW Convenience Store on Easter Sunday morning were
Heidi Allen, Nary Duel and Pat Granger. Enclosed please find a
copy of the statement of Patricia A. Grar.ger, previously disclosed
to you. Additionally, please fifld a copy of a certifIed letter
sent to the Cswego County Sneriff’s Department and received by ohen
July 21, 1995, ‘.,‘hich purports to be from Patricia A. Grange:.

3
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Joseph Fahey, Esq.
Re: People vs. Gary ThLbodeau
August 7, 1995 = Page 2.

I thank you very much for your attention to this matter.

VeFy truly yours,

/ / P
/

DONALD H. DODD
Assistant District Attorney

DHD:
Enc,

cc: Honorable Lee Clary
William Walsh, Esq.
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Defendants Omnibus Motion with cot-responding Attorney
Affirmation, dated November 21, 1994, pages 11-47

STATE OF NEW YORK
COUNTY OF OSWEO COUNTY COURT

ThE PEOPLE OF THE STATE OF NEW YORK,

Plaintiff, OTXCE OF MOTION
Indictment #94—161

-V...

LL JES1l and GARY J. THIBODEAU,

Defendants.

MOTION MADE BY: : Defendant, Gary J. Thibodeau.

NOTION RETURNABLE : December 5, 1994, 10:00 a,m.
Oswego County Court House

SUPPORTING PAPERS : The Affirmation of Joseph F.
Fahey, Esq., and upon all
prior proceedings, pleadings
and papers had herein;

RELIEF DEMANDED : An Order pursuant to 210.3O(2),
and j. of the Criinp1 Proced-e
, inspecting the grand jury
minutes and dismissing the
indictment herein;

An Order pursuant to 200.40(1)
and 255.20 of the Criminal
Eoceure Law granting the
Defendant, Gary I. Thibodeau,
a separate trial.

An Order pursuant to ?10.20(I of
the Crimina1 oceure Law
suppressing statements made by
the Defendant, Gary J. Thibodeau;

1
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An Order pursuant to 521O.3O(3) of
the riininpl Procedure Lpw
suppressing and excluding any and
all testimony by Robert Baldasaro
and James McDonald concerning
statements and conversations
allegedly had with the Defendant,
Gary J. Thibodeau, upon the trial
of this action.

An Order

_______

of the Crimiril Procedyre Law
for discovery requiring the
prosecutor to provide the
materials requested in the
Defendant, Gary J. Thiliodeau’s,
demands herein;

An Order pursuant to S240.43
of the Criminal procedure Law
directing the prosecution to
disclose prior criminal
convictions and uncharged
criminal, vicious or immoral
acts of the Defendant, Gary J.
Thibodeau, that it intends to
introduce upon the trial of
this action;

An Order pursuant to c24Q.A
of the Criminal procedure Law
directing the prosecution to
produce and disclose all prior
statements nd criminal history
of its witnesses;

An Order providing the Defendant,
Gary J. Thibodeau, any and all
exculpatory materials
pursuant to Brady v,ryaajd;

An Order permitting the Defendant
to make further motions; and

F-4
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For such other and further relief
as the Court may deem just,
equitable and proper.

PLEASE TAKE NOTICE that answering affidavits, if any, are to
be served no later than eight (8) days before the return date of
this motion,

DATED: November 21, 1994.

—

Yours, etc.,

WILB & ?EY
Attorneys for Defendant,

Gary I. Thibodeau
Joseph E. Pahey, Esq., of Counsel
1010 State Tower Building
Syracuse, NY 13202
Telephone: (315) 474—4648

TO: OSWEGO COUNTY DISTRICT ATTORNEY’SOFFICE
Oswego County Public Safety Center
39 Churchill Road
Osuego, NY 13126

3
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STATE OF NEW YORK
COtJNTY OF OSWEGQ COUNTY COURT C

L

THE PEOPLE OF THE STATE OF NEW YORK,

Plaintiff, TTOR.NFY’S AFFIRMATION
Indictment #94-161

——
— and Gl.RY J. THIBODEAU,

Defendants.

STATE OF NEW YORK )
COUNTY OF ONONDAGA ) ss:

JOSEPB E. PAHEY, affirms and states:

1) That I am an attorney duly admitted to practice law in the L
State of New York and am a partner in the law firm of Wiles &

[Fahey, having offices at 1010 State Tower Building, Syracuse, New

York, 13202, attorneys for the Defendant, Gary 3. Thibodeau, [
herein;

2) That on or about the 24th day of October, 1994, the [
Defendant, Gary J. Thibodeau, was arraigned in this Court on all

charges contained herein C
3) That your affirmant makes this Affirmation in support of

the Defendant’s Omnibus Motion made pursuant to Atic1e 25 of the

çjiminal Procedure Law seeking relief as hereinafter set forth. [
C

day of vernber, 1994, [
riV [

1543
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AN ORDER PURSUWr TO cc2lo.30(2) AND fl)
OF THE CRIKIWM ROCEDU Zr7

INSPECTING THE GRAND JURY MIN1JTES AD
IBMISSING THE DICTMENT HEREIN.

4) Pursuant to S2lO.3O(3 of the CximinalPrpcere Law, your

affirmarit moves this c!ót fclr dismissing the Indictnent

herein and each and every Count thereof on the grounds that

dismissal is required because the evidence before the Grand Jury

was not legally sufficient to establish the commission by tlie

Defendant of the offense(s) charged herein or ny lesser included

offense(s) , and your affirmant requests this Court to inspect the

Grand Jury Minutes to further determine his claim herein;

5) That based upon prior proceedings had in the local Court

in the Town of Mexico, on the 9th day of August, 1994, before th

Honorable Gary R. Forbes, Town Justice, the manner of presentment

of the evidence to the Oswego County Qrand Jury which resulted in

the within Indictment, your affirmant verily believes that no

evidence was presented to the Grand Jury which would give

reasonable cause to believe that the Defendant committed the crimes

of Kidnapping in the First Degree and Kidnapping in the Second

Degree as charged in the within Indictment, and that there are

reasonable grounds to believe that the instructions given to the

Grand Jury in considering the charges presented against the accused

were improper, inadequate, insufficient and erroneous as a matter

of law.

6) That on or about the 9th day of August, 1994, during the

course of a preliminary hearing being conducted pursuant to Article

SQ.DO of the Crjmjnl Procedure Lw in the Town of Mexico Court,

5
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E
your affirnant requested production of Grand Jury testimony of the

various witnesses testifying in this proceeding who had also L
testified before an Oswego County Grand Jury considering charges

against the co-Defendant, a “ill as required by j240.44

of the criminal Procedure Law. (j
7) That in response to your affirmant’s request, the Chief

Assistant District Attorney, Donald Dodd, who was prosecuting the U
case, advised the Town Justice, Gary R. Forbes, a non—lawyer, that

the law did not require him to furnish these minutes to the [
Defendant despite the clear mandate of 24O44 of the Criminal r
Procedure aw.

8) That in reliance upon this legal advice, the Court denied

the Defendant’s request, which was renewed after each witness who I

testified before the Grand Jury appeared, and required the fl
Defendant to proceed without benefit of this testimony. A

photocopy of the relevant portions of the record of this proceeding

are annexed hereto, made a part hereof and marked “EXHIEIT A”.

9) That as a result of the Assistant District Attorney’s

legal advice and the Court’s erroneous ruling, the Defendant was [
subjected to a fatally flawed preliminary hearing which

necessitated his comrencing a iabeps Corpus proceeding in New York [
State Supreme Court for Oswego County before the Honorable Robert

Nicholson, J.S.C., on the 16th day of August, 1994. 1]
10) That in opposition to the Defendant’s application for the

Writf Habeas Corpus, the Chief Assistant District Attorney Donald C
Dodd served and filed an Affidavit in which he adhered to what is

6
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a clearly, legally, erroneous and flawed legal position that the

accused is not entitled to a witnesses testimony on the same

subject matter before the Osweyo County Grand Jury, despite the

clear mandates of S240.44 of the riinina1 Procedure Law. A

photocopy of the Affidavit is annexed hereto, made a part hereof

and marked “EXHIBIT B”.

11) That in ruling on the issues presented during the Wrjt of

abeas_Corpu proceeding, the Honorable Robert Nicholson, J.S.C.,,

found that the law required that the prosecution furnish to the

defense the testimony of a witness who appears before a Grand Jury

and testifies on the same subject as mandated by 24O.Ak of the

Criminal Frocdure Law.

12) That in asserting the aforementioned legal position

before the Mexico Town Court and the New York State Supreme Court

in Oswego County, the District Attorney’s Office has demonstrated

that it lacks the most basic understanding of the requirements and

obligations imposed by the jninal Procedure Law, and as such,

there is a reasonable probability that in presenting the evidence

to the Oswego County Grand Jury and instructing them in the law

pursuant to Article. 190.QQ of the Criminal Procedure Law that

further legal error was committed and that the Defendants have been

indicted in an equally fatally flawed proceeding.

13) That pursuant to S2JO.Ot3) of the Criminal Procedure

, your ffirmant moves that this Court release the minutes of

the Grand Jury proceeding in the within action in order that the

Defendant may address the Court on the issues of insufficiency and

7
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C
erroneous legal instruction in order to assist in its determination

of this Motion. L

14) Your affirrnant does not believe that the People or any F’
other party will be prejudiced by the Court releasing the minutes

of the Grand Jury proceeding to the Defendant on this application [
since the People would have been required to release and disclose

those minutes at the time of the Defendant’s preliminary

examination on August 9, 1994 in the Town of Mexico Court and which

would now be available to the Defendant in perfecting his Ii

application before this Court. Your affirmant submits that the

prosecution should not be unjustly benefitted or rewarded in being

able to argue the sufficiency of the Grand Jury presentation
I

because they evaded their responsibility and obligations imposed by

S240.44 of the Crjmi1 Procedure Law through misadvising a non- [
lawyer judge in the prior proceeding. Indeed, in light of this

conduct, it is submitted that the prosecution can articulate no

reason why the defense should not now be given access to the Grand

Jury minutes in order to have effective assistance of counsel on

this motion.
I f

15) Given the poor quality of the evidence believed to have

been offered to the Grand Jury, it is reasonable to assume that
t

instructions given concerning the applicable law were either non- I

existent, inaccurate, inadequate or patently erroneous. Likewise, U
in light of the conduct before the Town of Mexico Justice Court, it

may also be assumed that proper instructions concerning the

presumption of innocence, circumstantial evidence, the burden of [

tc
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standard of proof and applicable defenses were not properly given

to the Grand Jury.

16) If the accused ‘s to truly have the effective assistance

of counsel at this stage of the proceedings to enforce the right to

a fair Grand Jury presentation, the transcript of the legal

instructions to the Grand Jury should be delivered to counsel along

with the testimony of the various witnesses who testified before

the Oswego County Grand Jury, which Judge Nicholson has previously

determined should have been prepared and provided to the defense

counsel at an earlier stage of the proceeding.

17) The prosecution can articulate no interest in keeping

secret the instructions to the Grand Jury except the preserv8tion

of an Indictment that was obtained by concealing or distorting the

applicable principles of law. The burden of conducting this

detailed examination should not fall entirely on the Court, which

may not be as familiar with the contours of this case at this point

of the proceedings as counsel for the accused.

18) That given the extensive publicity surrounding the

investigation into this matter, it is reasonable to believe that

the Grand Jury heard testimony and rendered the Indictments based

upon facts which occurred and which were extensively reported in

the print, audio and video media iust prior to or during its

impanelment.

19) That upon information and belief, the media reports were

loosely based upon conferences and/or interviews with purported

witnesses and police who assisted, conveyed or inferred factually

9
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incorrect renditions of events, facts, circumstances and

associations

20) For instance, a substantial nunber of media accounts

assert by way of multiple hearsay obtained from prosecution

witnesses and police sources, that the Defendant, Gary I. [
Thibodeau, was involved in drug dealing, which was the apparent

imputed motive for the abduction which allegedly occurred and which

forms the basis of Counts One and Two, when in fact the Defendant’s r
sole conviction for any drug offense was a misdemeanor charge in L
the State of Massachusetts, and the victim, Heidi Allen, was not i

and never has been an informant for local law enforcement

authorities. Despite the fact bcth the police and the prosecutors

were aware that this was the true state of facts, they planted and

fostered the aforementioned account, indeed even characterizing

these allegations as “manna from heaven.” (See “EXHIBIT C”)

21) Upon information and belief1 the audio, video and print I

media coverage was so pervasive and extensive that any normal

person, including those on the Grand Jury, would have been exposed

to and prejudiced by those reports.

22) That upon information and belief, the Oswego County

District Attorney’s Office failed to inquire and insure that the

Grand Jury was not prejudiced by outside knowledge of the case or

the aforementioned media accounts. U
23) That upon infcrmation and belief, the evidence presented

to the Grand Jury included inadmissible hearsay, speculation and

insufficient and/or inadmissible identification testimony and U
10
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evidence.

24) That for all of the foregoing reasons, th Grafld Jury

proceeding and Indictment is fatally flawed and should be

dismissed.

WHEREFORE, your affirmarit moves this Court for an Order

pursuant to S2lQ.3O(2) and of the criminal Procedure Iaw

inspecting the Grand Jury minutes, disclosing theEl to defense

counsel and dismissing the Indictment herein.

11
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AN ORDER PURSUANT TO 2OO4Ot1) AND
S255.O OF THE RHINAL ?ROCDURE LAW

GR.7NTING TEE DEFENDANT, GARY J. TRIBODEAU,
A 2EPAiTE TRIAL IN TEE WITHIN ACTION.

25) Pursuant to S200!40(1) of the Crinal Procedure Law, [
your affirmant moves this Court for an Order granting the

Defendant, Gary J. Thibodeau, a separate trial in the within action L
upon the ground that the testimony of his co—defendant, Richard FThibodeau, is essential to his defense to the charges contained in

the Indictment.

26) That on or about the 1st day of November, 1994, the

Defendant, Gary J. Thibodeau, served and filed a Notice of Alibi [
pursuant to jQQ of the Criminal Procedixe Law. Among the

witnesses whom he expected to rely upon in support of his defense U
is his CD-defendant, Richard Thibodeau.

27) That in addition to testimony in support of the L

Defendant’s Alibi defense, Richard Thibodeau would be expected to

exculpate and exonerate both himself and the Defendant from any and

all involvement in the abduction of Heidi Allen, which is the U
subject of Counts One and Two of the Indictment in the within

action.

28) That if the Defendants are tried jointly upon the

Indictment in this action, the Defendant, Gary J. Thibodeau, would

be precluded from calling his co-defendant, Richard Thibodeau, as fl
a witness on his behalf by virtue of the Fifth Amendment

protections guaranteed to Richard Thibodeau pursuant to the

Constitution of the United States and as such, Gary Thibodeau would

U
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be denied his right to due process of law as guaranteed by the

Fourteenth Amendment to the Constitution of the United States.

29) That in addition thereto, upon information and belief,

the Defendant,
- , has a reciprocal right to a

separate trial pursuant to i2OO4Q±fl of the cimina1 Procedure Law

because the prosecution will offer statements by certain witnesses;

namely, Robert Baldasaro and James McDonald, purporting to be

adiissions by the Defendant, Gary J. Thibodeau, inculpating his co

defendant, _I , in the abduction of Heidi Allen as

charged in Counts One and Two of the Indictment.

30) That if such testimony is offered by the prosecution, the

co-defendant,
- ,. would be prevented from calling

the Defendant, Gary J. Thibodeau, to testify about these

statements, or would be prevented from confronting and cross—

examining the Defendant, Gary J. Thibodeau, about these statements

because of the privilege against self—incrimination afforded Gary

J. Thibodeau under the Fifth Amendment to the Constitution of the

United States.

31) That pursuant to the United States Supreme Court holding

in ritpn v. United States, 391 U.S. 123 (1968), the Defendant,

Gary J. Thibodeau, is entitled to a separate trial, and such an

Order should be entered pursuant to S2OO4O(1I of the ç-ijrinai

Pxoccure Lw directing that a separate trial should be held.

13
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AN ORDER PUR8UANT TO 71O.2Ot3) OP THE
CRIMINAL PROCED1RE LAW BPPRESSING AN ORAL STATEMENT

IKTENDED TO BE OFFERED BY ThE PEOPLE IN A TRIAL
OF THIS ACTION.

32) Pursuant to S7lQ.2p(3’ of rocedu the

Defendant, Gary J. Thibodeau, move: for a Order suppressing and [
excluding any and all evidence of an oral statement allegedly made

by the Defendant to a law enforcement official on the ground that
. F

such notice of intent to offer the statement is defective in that

it fails to specify the date, the tim e p1ace, identity of [1
the law enforcement official and the circumstances under which such

statement was allegedly made as required by i1O.3O.QO of the

Crimin1 P-ocedure Iw. I’
L

33) That at the time the Defendant is alleged to have made

the aforementioned statement, the Defendant had criminal charges

pending in the State of Massachusetts and was represented by

counsel and that the aforementioned interview and statement was [
taken in violation of the Defendant’s Sixth Amendment right to

counsel guaranteed by the Constitution of the United States and the

State of New York.

I C
WHEREFORE, your affirmant moves this Court for an Order

pursuant to S7lO,Of3’ of the Crimin1 Pzocedure Law suppressing

the use of such statement upon the trial of the within action.

IC
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AN ORDER P1.BUANI TO £L.O.OLi OF THE
CRIMINAL QCED?.E LAW SUPPRESSING AND EXCLUDING

ANY AND ALL TEBTIMON BY ROBERT BALDASARO AND
JAMES MCDONALD CONCERNING 8ThTEMENTS AND CONVERSATIONS

ALLEGEDLY HAD WITh THE DEFENDANT, GARY J. TRIBODEMJ,
UPON THE TRIAL OP THIS ACTION.

34) Pursuant to i1Q,3Q(3 of the çrimin&. Procedure Law,

your affirmant moves this Court for an Order suppressing and

excluding any and all testimony by Robert Baldasaro and James

McDonald upon the trial of this action upon the ground that Robert

Baldasaro and James McDonald were acting as agents for law

enforcement authorities during the time the Defendant, Gary I.

Thiliodeau, was in testimony in Worcester House of Detention while

being represented by counsel and that such interrogation by

Baldasaro and McDonald at the instance and request of law

enforcement authorities deprived him of his Sixth Amendment right

to counsel as guaranteed by the Constitution of the United States

and the State of New York.

35) That on or about the 25th day of May, 1994, the oswego

County Sheriff’s Department and the Federal Bureau of Investigation

caused the Defendant, Gary J. Thibodeau, to be arrested on a Bench

Warrant issued by a District Court in Massachusetts because of his

failure to appear on a misdemeanor Possession of a Controlled

Substance charge pending in that Court resulting in his being

transported to the Worcester County Jail, Worcester, Massachusetts.

36) That between the dates of May 25, 1994 and July 25, 1994,

law enforcement authorities caused or arranged for the Defendant to

be housed near inmates Robert Baldasaro and James McDonald in the

Worcester County Jail.

15
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37) That throughout that period of time, the aforementioned

Baldasaro and McDonald were acting as agents and informers for law [
enforcement authorities, and at their request repeatedly

interrogated, interviewed and questioned Gary J. Thibodeau about

the charges contained in the Indictment at law enforcement

authorities’ request, despite the fact the was represented by

counsel on charges pending in Massachusetts during that period of

time.

38) That the aforementioned conversations, interviews and

interrogations by Baldasaro and McDonald at the request of law

enforcement authorities violated the Defendant’s Sixth Amendnent

Right to Counsel, and your affirmant moves this Court for an Order
$

suppressing and excluding any and all testimony by Baldasaro and

NoDonald upon tfle trial of this action.

WHEREFORE, your affirmant moves this Court for an Order

pursuant to 71Q.Q of the dwjnpl Pro cure Law, suppressing and
I [

excluding any and all testimony by Robert Baldasaro and amnes

McDonald upon the trial of this action. [

16
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AN ORDER PURSUANT TO
24O.4O OF TEE CRIMINAL PROCEPUREJW

FOR DISCOVERY REQUIRING THE PROSECUTOR
TO PROVIDE TEE MATERIALS REQUESTED

IN THE DEFENDANT, GARY I. TEIBODEAU’S,
DEMANDS HEREIN.

39) Pursuant t S240.40 of the Criminal Procedure law, your

affirmant moves this Court for an Order requiring the prosecutor to

provide the materials requested in the Defendant, Gary J.

Thibodeau’s, discovery demands previously served and filed in the

within action.

40) 240.40 of the Criminal Procedure Iaw specifically

requires disclosure of the items requested in the Defendant’s

demands for discovery made pursuant to 5240.0 of the Criminal

Procedure Law, in addition to those items required to be disclosed

pursuant to the various Court decisions, such as Peoplev, Puqj,

107 AD2d 521 (4th Dept, 1985), and the People can articulate no

prejudice to them in giving the Defendant adequate discovery of the

items sought in the discovery demands previously served herein.

Moreover, any refusal to provide such information would be sciely

to retain tactical advantage at the expense of the Defendant in

violation of the prosecution’s duty to fairly adjudicate the

matter.

41) The above requests to nothing less than assist the

defense in guaranteeing the integrity to fact—finding process.

42) All of the information requested in the discovery demand

is the type of information which will either be disclosed during

the course of the litigation or which rust be disclosed prior to

trial in order to allow the Defendant to effectively prepare for

17
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trial. The People can articulate no prejudice in having tliis

information supplied at the present other than to create or

perpetuate undue tactical advantage at the expense of the defense.

WHEREFORE, the Defendant moves this Court for an Order

pursuant to S240.40 of the Criinina1Proceur Law directing the

prosecution to provide to the Defendant those items sought in its

discovery demands served and filed on the 16th day of November, B
1994.

CT
U
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AW ORDER PUR8t1AWT TO 5240.43
OF THE CRIMIN7L PRQCDURE LAW

DIRECTING THE PROSECUTION TO DISCLOSE
PRIOR CRIMINAl1 CONVICTIONS AND UNCHARGED

CRIMINAL, VICIOUS OR XKMORAL ACTS
OF THE DEPENDAN7T, GARY J. THIBODEAU,

TEAT IT IN’TENDS TO INTRODUCE UPON
THE TRIAL 0? ThIS ACTION.

43) Pursuant to S240.43 of the Criminal Proeur L,pw, the

Defendant, Gary I. Thibodeau, moves this Court for an Order

directing the prosecution to disclose prior convictions and

uncharged criminal, vicious or immoral acts that it intends to

introduce upon the trial of this action.

44) In order for the Defendant to maJe an informed decision

whether to exercise his right to testify upon the trial of the

within action and to fully prepare for such testimony, the

Defendant requests, demands and is entitled to notice from the

prosecution of the potential use of any prior convictions of the

Defendant or prior uncharged criminal, vicious or immoral acts that

the prosecution intends to use at trial for purposes of impeaching

the credibility of the Defendant.

45) That the Defendant requests a hearing pursuant to People

y. $doypl, 34 NY2d 371 (1974), for the purposes of ascertaining

and determining whether or not such prior criminal convictions or

prior uncharged criminal, vicious or immoral acts should be

introduced by the prosecution to impeach the Defendant’s

credibility should he elect to exercise his Constitutional right to

testify upon the trial of the within action.

46) A hearing pursuant to Pepe V. spndovp1 34 N12d 371

(1974), should be held to determine these issues prior to trial

19
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fi
since the Defendant should be afforded the maximum opportunity to

make a determination of whether to testify and to fully prepare for F
such testimony upon the resolution of this issue.

WHEREFORE, your affirinant moves this Court for an Order -

pursuant to 24D.4 of the Critninal ?roceure Law requiring the

prosecution to disclose to the Defendant any prior convictions or

prior uncharged criminal, vicious or immoral acts it intends to f
introduce upon the trial of this action.

F

1:
B
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M ORDER PURSUANT TO 54O.4S OF THE
CEIMINAI, PRQCDRE tAW DIRECTING THE PROSECUTION

TO PRODUCE AND DISCLOSE ALL PRIOR STATEMENTS
A.ND CRIMINAL HISTORY OF ITS WITNESSES.

47) Pursuant to 24O,45 of the Criminal Prpcedure Law, your

affirmant moves this Court for an Order directing the prosecution

to immediately produce and disclose any and all prior state:rents

and criminal history of the witnesses it intends to call upon the

trial of this action.

48) S4O.4, paragraphs 1(a), (li) and fo), require the

prosecution to produce and disclose any and all written or recorded

statements of witnesses it intends to call upon the trial of this

action together with records of convictions and the existence of

any criminal charges pending against any of its witnesses.

49) That in order for the Defendant to fully and completely

exercise his right to the effective assistance of counsel pursuant

to the Sixth Amendment of the Constitution of the United States and

the State of New York, this Court should direct the prosecution to

produce and disclose for the Defendant any and all written or

recorded statements of the witnesses it intends to call upon the

trial of this action, together with records of criminal convictions

or the existence of any criminal charges now pending against such

Witnesses.

50) That as is more fully discussed in paragraphs 6 through

11, much, if not all, of this material would already have been

disclosed had the prosecution fulfilled its obligations under

24O,44 and Pop1e y Malinsy, 15 IY2d 86 (1965) nd its progeny,

and Pgple y. Noy, 70 NY2d 490 (1987) , at the time of

21
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the Defendant, Gary J. Thibcdeau’s, preliminary hearing held in the

Town of Mexico Justice Court on the 9th day of August, 1994,

51) That the prosecution can articulate rio prejudice in

having this information produced arid disclosed at the present time

other than to create or perpetuate an undue tactical advantage at

the expense of the Defendant.

WHEREFORE, your affirmant moves this Court for an Order

wursuant to 24O.45 of the Criminal Procedure Law directing the

prosecution to immediately produce arid disclose copies of all prior

statements, written or recorded, by the witnesses it intends to

call upon the trial of this action, together with criminal

histories of such witnesses.

1]

IC
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AN ORDER ‘ROVIDING TEE DEFENDANT, GARY I. TH5ODEAU,
ANY AND 1L EXCULPATORY M.ATERIALS

PU1SUANT TO RDY v. KARYLAND, 373 US 83.

52) The Defendant repeats, realleges and repleads each and

every allegation Bet forth in paragraphs 6 through 12 and 1$

through 23 of this Affirmation as if fully set forth herein.

53) Your affirmant respectfully requests disclosure of all

evidence in the actual or constructive possession, custody or

control of the Oswego County District Attorney’s Officer the Oswego

County Sheriff’s Department or any law enforcement agency or

agencies, which have acted at its request or direction or with whom

it has communicated with, the existence of which is known to the

Oswego County District Attorney’s Office or the Oswego County

Sheriff’s Department, or should be by the exercise of due diligence

become known, which material may be favorable to the Defendant or

bear upon or could reasonably weaken or effect any evidence

proposed to be introduced against the Defendant, which evidence or

information is relevant to the subject matter of the Indictment, or

the investigation leading to the charges in the Indictment, and

which evidence or information may lead to any other exculpatory

material or would, in effect, in any manner aid the Defendant in

the preparation of an adequate and proper defense. The items

Bought are any papers, reports, testimony, statements or other

tangible items which may result in the discovery of exeulptory

materials which would tend to show or disprove that the Defendant
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did not commit the offenses charged in the Indictment.

54) That the People bring to the Defendant’s attention and

produce for Defendant’s inspection and allow Defendant to copy at

his discretion any and all evidence or information of any kind in

the actual or constructive possession, custody or control of the

People or any of the aforementioned agencies or any witness thereof

which is favorable to the Defendant or will be of significant

benefit to the Defendant in his preparation for trial, including

but not limited to:

a) all documents, papers and tangible objects or portions or

copies thereof favorable to the Defendant;

b) the names and addresses of any and all potential witnesses

known to the People who might give information or testimony

favorable to the Defendant;

C) the names and addresses of any and all persons interrogated

by the People in connection with this case whom the People do not C
plan to call as a witness at the trial;

d) any relevant, written or recorded statements made by the

Defendant or a copy thereof within the possession, custody or

control of the People! the existence of which is known by the

exercise of due diligence may become known to the People, any 1.1
substance of any cra]. statements which the People Intend to offer

in evidence at the trial made by the Defendant or Co-Defendant to

a law enforcement agent or official or anybody now acting in

concert with or as a witness of the People; and

LI
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e) copies of any and all records of convictions,, records of

arrests, NYSIS computer records of criminal charges pending against

any witness intended to be called by the People at trial, together

with the disposition of such crininal charge;

55) To produce and disclose any and all written statements

made by the witness who has been i.riterviewed by the prosecution or

any agent of the People in connection with the subject matter of

the Indictment and whom the People presently do not intend to call

at trial regardless of whether such statements have been signed or

otherwise adopted or approved by said witness or any stenographic,

mechanical or other recording or transcription thereof which is a

substantial verbatim recital of oral statements made by said

witnesses to any agent of the People or prosecution and recorded

contemporaneously with the making of such oral statements.

56) A list of all witnesses the People do not intend to call

in support of its case.

57) A statement of those witnesses whom the People do not

intend to call in support of its case.

58) A complete recitation and disclosure of any agreements,

promises of leniency or recommendations which were made or will be

made concerning any and all criminal charges now pending, were

pending or potential criminal charges which might be brought

against any witnesses to be called by the People upon the trial of

this action, including any conmunicaticns, written or oral, by and

between the Oswego County District Attorney’s Office and any other

prosecution or law enforcement agency in this State or any other

25
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C
jurisdiction concerning such agreements, understandings or

recommendations previously described pursuant to people v.

70 NY2d 490 (1987).

59) Any and all lead sheets made or kept by the Oswego County

District
Attorney’s Office, the Oswego County Sheriff’s Department

or any other law enforcement agency during the course of this

investigation concerning any other individual, subject or suspect

t who was reported to be involved in or have knowledge of the

abduction
of Heidi Allen pursuant to People v Puh, 107 AD2U 521,

4th Dept. (1985). [60) Any and all records, documents or memoranda of written

communications, telephone communications, FAX transmissions and any

other type of communication by and between the Oswego County

Sheriff’s Department or the Oswego County District Attorney’s

Office and the following agencies: The New York State Police, The I

Dswego City Police, the Onondaga County Sheriff’s Department, the

Monroe County Sheriff’s Department, the Monroe County District

Attorney’s Office, the Herkimer County District Attorney’s Office,

i the Federal Bureau of Investigation, the Federal Bureau of U
Investigation Behavioral Sciences Unit, the Sara Ann Wood Task

Force, the Carey Poulton Task Force, the Sean Googin Task Force,

the Christine Narkey Task Force, the Oneida Police Department, the I

Madison County Sheriff’s Departhent, the Madison County District U
Attorney’s Office and any other law enforcement agency concerning I

the investigation into the disappearance of Heidi Allen, together

with copies of any and all records, documents, memoranda, written U
26
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Communications, telephone communications, FAX transmissions or

other wire communications received in response to such inquiries.

If no written inquiry or response was made or received, then the

substance of any oral communication concerning such inquiry made by

or between any of the aforementioned agencies.

61) Because of the egregious nature of the conduct set forth

in paragraphs 6 through 12 and 18 through 23, your affirmant

further requests that this Court, exercising its supervisory

function, conduct its own independent inquiry, analysis and review

of the prosecution’s files in this action pursuant to Peopje V.

ttois, 76 Misc.2d 525, Sup. Ct., WI County, (January 4, 1974), to

insure that the prosecution is fulfilling its obligation to

disclose all of the evidence and information required by tJce

240.O0 of the Crimin1 Proceur Law and the mandates of rgdyy.

Maryland, 373 US 83; p&o1e v, Rpsprj, 9 NY2d 296 (1961); eopje

V. Iovoa, 70 NY2d 490 (1987) and People v, Pugh, 107 AD2d 521 4th

Dept. (1925), so that the Defendant is not deprived of such

evidence and unfairly prejudiced by the prosecution’s failure to

meet its obligation under these mandates.

WHEREFORE, your ffirmant moves this Court for an Order

directing that the prosecution provide to the Defendant any and all

exculpatory materials pursuant to radv V. arvland, 373 US 83; and

further, submitting to the Court its complete investigatory file

for an in er inspection pursuant to Reople v, Bottoms, 76

Misc.2d 525.

27
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F
OTHER MOTIONS F

62) Affirmnt further requests that an Order be made on this -

Zloticn containing a diretive that the Defendant may make further [
motions within a reasonable time prior to trial if the District

Attorney produces information or evidence which requires further C
motions or hearings; r

63) With respect to the items demanded in the preceding

parts, no previous application has been made for the relief

requested herein;

WKEREFORE, affirmant requests an Order of this Court granting [
the Defendant the relief requested above, and for such other and

further relief as the Court deems ‘ust, equitable and proper. C
DATED: November 21, 1994.

Yours, etc.,

WILES & FA1EY
Attorneys for Defendant, [j

Gary J. Thibodeau.
JOSEPH E. !AEEY, Zag., of Counsel
1010 State Tower Building
Syracuse, New York 13202
Telephone: (315) 474—4648

TO: OSWEGO COUNTY DISTRICT ATTORNEY’S OFFICE rOswego County Public Safety Center
39 Churchill Road
Osweo, New York 13126 [

r
C
C
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Heidi Allen was exposed as confidential drug informant on card cop lost be... Page 1 of 4

syracuse.com

Heidi Allen was exposed as confidential drug informant on card cop lost before
teen was kidnapped

Loading Photo Gallery

John O’Brien I jobrien@syracuse.com By John O’Brien I jobrien@syracuse.com

Fallow on Twitter

on July 30, 2014 at 5:45 AM, updated July 30, 2014 at 11:51 AM

OSWEGO, N.Y. - Sometime before Heidi Allen was kidnapped in 1994, an Oswego County sheriff’s deputy accidentally exposed her as

his confidential drug informant.

Allen was working with Deputy Chris Van Patten, who’d carried a 3 x 5-inch index card with him that listed her as a confidential

informant, and he clipped a photo of her to the card, according to a report he wrote in 1994.

On some date, Van Patten didn’t know when, the investigator unknowingly dropped the 3 x 5 card and Allen’s photo while using the pay

phone at the convenience store where Allen worked -- the place where she was kidnapped.

Van Patten was off-duty when he got a call from another deputy saying a store employee had found the lost confidential material and

turned it over to the deputy, the report said.

That revelation is among the most startling new allegations an attorney included in court papers to be filed today that seek to overturn

the conviction of a man imprisoned 20 years for kidnapping Allen.

Below: the sheriff’s reports on the dropped index card

Prosecutors did not turn over Van Patten’s Dec. 9, 1994, report about the index card to the lawyer for Gary Thibodeau before his trial

in 1995, alleged Thibodeau’s new lawyer, Federal Public Defender Lisa Peebles. She plans to cite that today as one reason why

Thibodeau’s kidnapping conviction should be overturned.

In his one-page report, Van Patten did not say what date he lost the index card or when it was recovered.

“At an unknown time, this reporter used that phone at the D&W Store located at the intersection of STR 104 and 1045,” Van Patten

wrote in the one-page report. “During this time frame, unknown to this reporter, I dropped the 3X5 index card and the photo of Heidi.”

In her court filing today, Peebles also plans to cite new evidence that others kidnapped Allen.

The exposure of Allen as an informant would’ve presented Thibodeau’s lawyer, Joseph Fahey, with a possible defense, Peebles said.

Fahey could’ve argued that drug dealers kidnapped her, Peebles said.

Peebles, along with a Syracuse.com reporter, discovered the index card report among seven boxes of documents that Thibodeau’s

brother, Richard, provided to them. Prosecutors had turned over the report to Richard’s lawyer after Gary was convicted, Peebles said.

But Fahey told Peebles last week he never saw or heard of the report or the dropped index card until recently, Peebles said. She plans

http://blog.syracuse.corn/news/print.html?entiy/20 I 4/07/heidi alien exp... 10/20/2014
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Heidi Allen was exposed as confidential drug informant on card cop lost be... Page 2 of 4

to file an affidavit from Fahey with her court papers

seeking to overturn Gary’s conviction.

Fahey, now an Onondaga County Court judge, said he

could not comment because judicial rules bar him

from discussing pending cases.

The Thibodeaus’ prosecutor, then-Assistant District

Attorney Donald Dodd, denied Tuesday that he

withheld any evidence from Fahey that could have

benefited the defense.

“That material was scrupulously and exhaustively

provided to the attorney representing Gary Thibodeau

at the time,” said Dodd, who’s a lawyer in private

practice.

Maria Brose I The Post-Standard
He said he would have to review Peebles’ filing to

comment on whether the Van Patten report

specifically was given to Fahey.

Van Patten, who’s no longer a deputy, could not be reached for comment.

Fahey did raise questions before Thibodeau’s trial about whether Allen was a drug informant for the sheriff’s office, according to The

Post-Standard’s archives.

Sheriffs officials said at the time that Allen had talked to sheriff’s investigators in 1992 about possibly informing on a drug deal

involving a friend, but the case never went anywhere, and the information she gave was never used. The information did not involve the

Thibodeaus, those officials said

In pre-trial hearings, Dswego County Judge John Brandt directed the district attorney to disclose to the Thibodeaus’ lawyers all

information about Allen’s possible activities as an informant, the archives show.

Then-Undersheriff Reuel Todd said at the time that the sheriff’s office had no formal “confidential informant’ file on Allen because Allen

was not really an Informant, according to the archives.

Members of Allen’s family also told reporters in 1995 that as far as they knew, Allen was not a police informant.

After one jury convicted Gary Thibodeau that year, another jury acquitted Richard Thibodeau. The report on the dropped index card

didn’t surface in Richard’s tnal, according to archives of The Post-Standard. Richard Thibodeau said Tuesday the issue never came up in

his thai.

New potential suspects

Peebles’ filing will also argue that Gary Thibodeau’s conviction should be overturned based on newly discovered evidence that points to

three other suspects.

A witness told sheriffs investigators 17 months ago that James Steen confessed to her that he helped two other men Roger 11
Breckentidge and Michael Bohrer - kidnap and kill Allen and disposed of her body in the floorboards of a cabin. All three men have

http ://blog.syracuse. com/news/print.html?entry=/20 1 4/07/heidi_allen exp... 10/20/2014

View full size

Oswego county SherifFs Office Deputy christopher Van Patten, shown in a Pie photo
from 1999, was the officer who accidentally lost an index card identifying Heidi Allen as a
confidential drug informant sometime before the 18-year.oid was kidnapped in 1994.
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denied any involvement in Aliens disappearance and have not been charged.

Bohrer, however, did mention the dropped

confidential informant index card to a Syracuse.com

reporter during an interview last month.

Sitting outside his trailer in Parish, Bohrer told the

reporter that he spent a lot of time investigating

Allen’s death and believed she was abducted by drug

dealers, not the Thibodeaus.

‘That was weird to suddenly come up with that ID

card in the parking lot,’ Bohrer said In a recorded

interview.

“Oh, you saw that?” the reporter asked.

“Well, it was in the news,” Bohrer said. The reporter

told him that it had not been.

“It may have been - no, I don’t think that was,”

Bohrer said. The reporter told him it never came up in the trials either. Bohrer, who said he’d read through all the police reports and
transcripts, agreed that the Index card didn’t come up in the trials.

So how did he hear about something that even Gary Thibodeau’s lawyer did not?

‘Word of mouth,” Bohrer said.

Con fact John O’Brien atjobrien@syracuse.com or 315-470-2187

Oswego County sheriffs reports on dropped Heidi Allen informant index card

Michael eohrer Is one of three men who allegedly kidnapped and killed Heidi Allen In
1994, according to a statement a woman gave to the Oswego county Sherifrs Office.
Bohrer has denied any Involvement and has not been charged with any crime. He spoke
with syracuse.com reporter John O’Brien about the case on June 25, 2014.

John O’Brien I jobrlenilsyracuse.com

http://blog.syracuse.com/news/print. html?entry=/20 1 4/07/heidi alien exp... 10/20/2014A.  1321
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F Facts of Sunday April 3 1994 (Easter Morning)
1]

At approx. OClOhrs. I woke up. I laid in bed listening

r to the kids look for their easter baskets for a minute or two

[ and then got up. I had a bran muffin and a cup of coffee.
I Decided to go to Nine mile and exercise. I realized that the
clocks had not been changed.

fl 0637-0638 my wife, Mary reset the clock while I got my sneakers
on and left the house. The New time was now 0737-0738.(my home
clock time) I Walked across the yard - petted the geese, backed

F out and drove to D&W convenience store. No one was on the road
at my

- I rnmber because I was cicious ot the geese
fllawin€ ‘‘- I Pulled intö the lot uw. i rememer
tht no one was in the lot because I pulled right past the front
steps and parked at the bottom of the ramp.This whole episode
of leaving and arriving was later timed by mv. Hall and myself
to ake 3 - 3-i- min.s. this mkcc mt ,r’yiT11 tHm, LJ-h cFnre

! 41 hrs.(my hame clock time) I walked in the store picked
u a Sunday newspaper and laid down $1.50. I almost left but
stayed to tell the clerk what the money was for. At this time

fl another man entered, bought a paper and left exact change.

Li Another man came and bought a paper - He left $2.00 - taking
50 off the counter. These people wouldn’t have suspected
anything was wrong because I had told them “I thought the clerk

U was in the bathroom and I would tell her about the papers” This
all occurred in about 1-2 mins. I waited a few minutes for
the clerk. I remember hearing something in the back room to

fl the left. This sound reassured me that someone was there and
I waited patiently for the clerk. After a couple of minutes
I began wondering “How long it took for someone to use the

ç bathroom”. Everything in the store looked normal: the meat slicer
had been used, the clerks car keys were on the back counter,
there was coffee on the burner, the cash register was secure
and showing a number of $1.38fpresumeably change due) and there
were no vehicles outside. I checked the bathrooms, cooler and
backroom. I also called out “HELLO” several times. No-one
was visable. I don’t remember in what order that I heard the
noise or checked the bathrooms. I also remember thinking “that
I didn’t want to wander around the store in-case the clerk
appeared and thought I was up-to-something” I remembered that
Peggy Cullen worked at the store and thought of calling her.
I hesitated a minute or two because I didn’t want to get the
obviously inattentive clerk in trouble. About this time Pat
Granger arrived - bought $5.00 of gas and came in the store.
I Know Pat from work and talked at the door for a minute. I
said I could not find the clerk and did not want to just leave
- incase (she) had fallen. About this time a New Haven fireman
arrived - He was carrying a bag of Cans to return. We began
to look through the store again - more thourougly. We checked
the aisles in the store and in the cooler, the backrooms and

ci behind doors etc. This took a few minutes. The only thing

L out-of-place to us was the Palladium times laying on the floor
behind the counter. I walked outside to check the clerks car
and around the building. I got as far as the car and then spotted
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C
alSherrifs car at: the corner of 104 and 104W. I flagged himin. I remember looking at my watch - it was about 0758. My watchwas later determined to be 3 min.s slower than my home clock.My_home clnrk w 1.-er de rm±ncd to be 2 min.s faster thanthe store wall clock. (this was on Thursday)But this clock hadsince been reset to the new time. —
I believe I arrived IN the store at 0741(my Home time) Theproblem is - the store register is turned off each evening andwas not compared with my clock until Thursday 7 April.There was a previous transaction on the register at 0742(cashreg.time) Ifthe clerk set- t-he register by the clock on thewaii of th s±0re - that would make my time of arrival In thes..tore O739fstore-wall clock time). If the store clerk set thecash register time upon her arrival - She was in errorfas flcompared to the store wall clock time). This may be due to Lthe distortion of looking at the clock from behind thecounter.This distortion is greatest on the hour.(She may haveset the clock when she arrived at about 0600). The cash registerwas later opened by the Owner and Police. If this time wasknown and compared to the ‘open’ transaction or if the exacttime of any earlier customer is known it could be compared withmy home clock -this may help with the problem of clock error.I do not conciously remember any vehicles on the way tothe store, or leaving the lot during my arrival.

( --
/t_ [

-
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Ijust read “Where’s Heidi”. It seems the first few minutes after 0742 on April3td 1994 were a little vague
in the book. Maybe they were vague in the courtroom. But they weren’t vague to me...

At 0742 on April 3t 1994 Richard Thibodeau bought two packs of cigarettes. The cash register said so.
But the cash register was broken or at least turned off every night. The time needed to be entered every
morning. Heidi must have set the time herself that morning. I know that because Investigator Hall came to
me a few days later. (April 7th) He said, “you need to be better with your time”.

I stuck by 0741. I was pretty sure of the time that I had gotten to the store. But] didn’t know what he
was driving at. He told me there had been a transaction at 0742. We reenacted my actions of Easter
morning and went to the store expecting to compare clocks. The cash register time was now completely
wrong. The clerk hadn’t reset the time that morning.

Easter morning was the day we had reset the clocks. Heidi must have set hers, and my wife had set ours
literally as I walked out the door. As I remember it, Officer hall and I were both very confident that I had
gotten to the store at 0741. That is what I testified to.

On Easter morning I had driven to the store for a newspaper. There were only two cars in the lot; one
white ford out-by-the road for sale and one red station wagon where an employee would park. There were
no customer cars in the lot. I paid attention to that because it was raining and I zipped by the front steps and
parked close. I entered the store, grabbed a paper and set $1.50 on the counter. I thought that the clerk must
be in the bathroom - the door was closed. As I checked the paper for coupons and a tv guide, to make sure it
was all assembled, another man walked in, grabbed a paper and set down $1.50, then another.

I said, “ I think she’s in the restroom, I’ll tell her”.
I was stuck; I’d have to wait and tell the clerk that she’d sold 3 papers. I waited a minute or two. I called

out. I checked the restroom, between the aisles... Nothing. Everything looked normal; there was coffee on
the burner, meat on the slicer, car keys on the counter, (probably a woman’s - there was a picture fob).
$1.38 showed on the cash register. The only thing out of place was a pall times newspaper on the floor,
behind the counter. I hesitated to search on the employee side. I didn’t want to look like I was up to
something if the clerk popped back in. Maybe she had gone down cellar for stock or next door. A few
minutes passed before the next customer arrived. It was Pat Granger. I knew her from work. Another man
showed up. I told them I couldn’t fmd a clerk and we began to search the entire store: the cooler, out
back.. .Nothing. I started outside to check the car and behind the store.

Yes, I was that observant. But, still not alarmed. There was no panicked urgency. No running and
screaming. No change pile on the counter (before I got there) - as described in her sisters book. We were
searching calmly, looking for a clerk that must be busy somewhere. Or at the worst injured. There was
nothing out-of-place, no reason to suspect robbery or worse. Not in New Haven (a small town “without
even a stop sign”) on a sleepy Easter morning that still felt like 0642. I’m afraid minutes had ticked away.

Just as I started outside, I saw a sheriff’s car at the stop sign. I flagged him in. It was Officer Rick Curtis.
I used to work with him at the Plant also. It was now about 0758. (by my watch) Later, The “on incident”
time later turned out to be 0755.

More Police arrived. The owner arrived. The cash register was opened. There hadn’t been any robbery,
but the clerk was definitely gone... and now identified. Somebody had abducted Heidi Allen, possibly (an
investigator later told me) with a weapon concealed in the newspaper I had seen behind the counter.

As the Investigation went on, all the transactions were accounted for. The $1.38 showing on the register
was change due for Richard Thibodeaus’ two packs of cigarettes at 0742. He had been the last customer,
and I had been the next. But, in the difference that two people set their clocks, I had arrived and seen
nothing.
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Memorandum

To: Lisa Peebles, federal Public Defender

From: Thomas Kubisch, Investigator

Date: October 22, 2014

Subject: Gary Thibodeau

On October 21, 2014 body measurements were taken of Gary Ihibocleau at
the Clinton Correctional facility in Dannemora, NY.

Ihe tollowing are the results of those measurements:
Height: 5’7” — shoes on

5’G ½” — shoes oH’
Neck: 14”
Waist: 38”
Chest: 38”
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OFFICE OF THE FEDERAL PUBLIC DEFENDER
NORTHERN DISTRICT OF NEW YORK

Albany - Main Office Syracuse - Branch Office
39 NORTH PEARL ST. 4 CLINTON SQUARE
5Th FLOOR 3 FLOOR
ALBANY, NY 12207 SYRACUSE, NY 13202
(518) 436-1850 (315) 701-0080
(518) 436-1780 FAX (315) 701-0081 FAX

Lisa Peebles, Federal Public Defender

RESPOND TO SYRACUSE OFFICE

October 24, 2014

Hon. Daniel King
Acting Oswego County Court Judge
Oswego County Clerk’s Office
25 East Oneida Street
Oswego, New York 13126

RE: PEOPLE V. GARY THIBODEAU
INDICTMENT NUMBER 94-161

Dear Judge King;

Enclosed please find the Defendant’s Exhibit G-1 which we received on today’s date. It is
a Cadaver K-9 Search report by K-9 Handler Kathryn Bamford. The search was conducted on
October 23, 2014 on Rice Road at the Cabin in which suspect James Steen admitted he took Heidi
Allen’s body. As you will note, the report reveals that K- 9 “Hawk” alerted to the presence of
human remains multiple times. A second handler, Dana Mallaber, conducted a second search
with his K-9 “Libby,” who also alerted to the presence of human remains in the same area. We are
currently waiting for Mr. Mallaber’s report and will forward it as soon as it is received.

We believe that the fact that two separate human remains detector dogs alerted to the
presence of human remains in the exact location where Suspect Steen admitted he took Ms.
Allen’s body is corroborative and reliable evidence that a body was buried there at one time. The
fact that a body was not actually discovered at that location does not detract from the fact that one
was clearly there at some point in time. It is significant to note that although the prosecutor has not
provided the defense or the Court with a report, it is our understanding that the New York State
Police also conducted a Cadaver K-9 search with their dog at the same site and this dog also alerted
to the presence of human remains. See People v. Rornero, 120 A.D.3d 927,213 (4th Dept. 2014)
(an alert by a well-trained K-9 Unit provides adequate probable cause to support issuance of a
search warrant). A canine sniff alone can supply the probable cause necessary for issuing a search
warrant if the application for the warrant establishes the dog’s reliability. See United States v.
Lingenfelter, 997 F.2d 632, 639 (9th Cir. 1993).
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Very truly yours,
OFFICE OF THE FEDERAL PUBLIC DEFENDER

By isa A Peebles, Esq
Federal Public Defender

LAP:vlb
Encs.

cc: Oswego County District Attorney’s Office
Gary Thibodeau
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CADAVER K9 SEARCH REPORT

REPORT NUMBER:

______________

DATE: 10/23/14 TIME: 1:46pm-I:58pm

INCIDENT OR CRIME: Missing Person

VICTIM’S NAME: Heidi Allen ADDRESS: Mexico, NY

LOCATION: Rice Road, Mexico, NY PREMISE TYPE: Open Woodlands, depression located
at the site where a structure once stood.

Area to be searched:

______

vehicle

______

residence __building (dirt foundation)
xfieldorwoods Wind direction: N/NE Wind Speed 7-10mph Temperature 51 de2rees F

Humidity

Weather: clear x cloudy

_____

rain x daylight dark

Terrain:

______

Field

______short/med

grass

______

tall grass
x Woods

_____

thin

_____

thick

______

Marsh

______

Water
Flat

_____

Hilly

Evidence Found:

(1) Indication I Location: 18T0407566 4809355 Time: 1:47pm

(2) Indication 2 Location: 1$ T 0407 569 4809 353 Time: 1:50pm

(3) lndication3 Location: 1$T0407570 4809357 Time: 1:52pm

All coordinates are in UTM. The Datum is WGS84.

Individuals Present: Lisa Peebles, Randi Bianco, Kathryn Bamford

Narrative: At the above listed date and time I met with Lisa Peebles and Randi Bianco to conduct a search with
my cadaver dog K9 Libby. The area was at a location set in open hardwoods south of Rice Road in Mexico, NY.
The search location consisted of a shallow depression where soil had been removed. Around the depression was
an assortment ofjunk and debris. To the west of the depression was a small stream.

The search started with Kathryn Bamford and her cadaver dog K9 Hawk searching the site. K9 Libby and I
staged at a location out-of-sight of the first search of the site.

At 1:44pm I received a radio transmission that K9 Hawk had completed the search of the site and that I could
proceed to enter the area and begin my search with K9 Libby. At 1:46pm I gave K9 Libby her search command
and she began to work from the south side of the site. K9 Libby worked from South to North. When she entered
the shallow depression she performed her trained indication (consisting of a “down”) noted above as Indication
1. K9 Libby also performed 2 more trained indications noted above by Indication 2 and Indication 3. These 2
indications were also located in the shallow depression. At 1:58pm I finished my search of the site and removed
K9 Libby from the search area.

K9 Handler: Dana Mallaber K-9: j!jy

Signature: Date/Time Submitted:
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CADAVER K9 SEARCH REPORT

REPORT NUMBER: na____ DATE: 10/2312014 TIME: 12:45 ZONE: na

INCIDENT OR CRIME: Abduction/Homicide

VICTIM’S NAME: Heidi Allen ADDRESS: Rice Rd

LOCATION: Mexico, NY PREMiSE TYPE: Debris pile or collapsed outbuilding in woods & immediate
surroundings

Area to be searched: vehicle residence building field or woods

Wind dircction: Wind Spccd Temperature 50 Humidity: Mod

Weather: clear cloudy rain — daylight dark

Terrain: Field short/med grass tall grass
X Woods thin thick

Marsh Water
Flat Hilly

Evidence Found:

(1) Alcrt_ Location: 18 0407574 E, 4809351 N (Datum = WGS84)

(2) 1(9 Alert Location: 18 0407570 E, 4809357 N

(3) 1(9 Indication Location: 18 0407567 E, 4809358 N

Individuals Present: Lisa Peebles, Randi Bianco, Dana Maltaber

Narrative: I was requested by Lisa Peebks to conduct a search at the above time and location with my human
remains detector dog, K9 Hawk After a brief survey of the area, I started 1(9 Hawk searching the area at 1325. A
few minutes into the search he showed an alert that he was in the odor of human remains by a change in his direction,
slowing and casting his head high and along a tree trunk He continued to search down from this location and along
the ground moving NE where he stop and pawed at a piling of soil near a large tree branch. He stopped and sniffed
intensely at the ground and then performed his trained indication that he had detected the odor of human rehiains
(his trained indication is a down). I noted the location and commanded him to continue to search the area. I detailed
his search among the various piles of debris. When he re-entered the flattened area below the tree noted above, he
started to dig into the soil and sniff intensely. From this alert he again moved NE and returned to the pile of soil near
the tree branch and again downed. 1(9 Hawk contthued to search, but there were no other alerts or indications. 1
completed the search at 1340. 1 noted the locations of the two alerts and one indication by UTM coordinates (see
above).

Attached is a map of the area searched with my tracks and the alerts and indication, and two photos showing the area
where the alerts and indication occurred.

1(9 Handler: Lb yn Bamford 1(9: Hawk

Signature: 2J2!!%.L Date/Time Submitted: tO)2Y/1ft OOO
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
NORTHERN DISTRICT Of NEW YORK

*********************************************

PEOPLE Of THE STATE OF NEW YORK,

-v AFFIDAVIT OF SERVICE

GARY THIBODEAU,

Defendant.

TNDICTMENT NO. 94-16 1

I hereby certify that on October 24, 2014 , I served, by hand delivery, a copy of

Defendant’s Letter dated October 24, 2014 with K-9 Report and Letter dated October 23, 2014

with Affidavit to be included in Exhibit NN upon the Oswego County District Attorney’s Office.

Richard L. Haumann

Sworn to before me this

24th day of October 2014.

Notary Public

VALA ! BRUNI
Notr’ ib!ic in th f New Ynrk
Q;d in Qnn. Co. k. ‘‘

My Gnrnisio: Expires 3;

1

I 11 E

(1 OCT 24 2014 I
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STATE Of NEW YORK
COUNTY COURT

LEWIS COUNTY COURTHOUSE
7660 North State Street AON

Lowville, New York 133674396

Bart R. Pleskach, Chief Clerk Deborah W. Earl
Tel: (315) 376-5380 Sr. Court Office Assistant
Fax: (315] 376-1656

November24, 2014

Lisa A. Peebles, Esq., Federal Public Defender
Office of the Federal Public Defender, N.D.N.Y.
4 Clinton Square, 3rd Floor
Syracuse, New York 13202

Re: People v. Gary Thibodeau; Indictment No.: 94-161
- Confirmation of Telephone Conference on 11/21/2014

Dear Ms. Peebles:

By letter dated November 18, 2014, you requested certain relief in the
referenced matter. This Court conducted a telephone conference with you and Gregory
S. Oakes, Oswego County District Attorney, on the record on November 21, 2014.

The Court confirms the following resolutions regarding your letter, pursuant to
the referenced conference:

1. First Paragraph - You may review the contents of the “box taken from Michael
Bohrer by Investigator Pietroski”, now located at the Oswego County Sheriff’s
Department, upon arrangement with either Dale McDonald or the District
Attorney;

2. Second Paragraph - Your Office may investigate whether Michael Bohrer has a
daughter, and any related issues, at your expense. The District Attorney’s Office
is not obligated to investigate further;

3. Third Paragraph - The District Attorney will assure that New York State Trooper
Bender submits a written report regarding the cadaver dog search near Rice
Road, which you will receive on or before December 11,2014;

4. Fourth Paragraph - These issues are to be resolved by and between you and the
District Attorney.

HON. DANIEL IL KING
County Court Judge
Keith A. Lyndaker

Court Attorney
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Please feel free to contact the Court with any question.

Very yours,

Hon. Daniel R. King

Copy: Gregory S. Cakes, Esq., Oswego County District Attorney
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OFFICE OF THE DISTRICt ATTORNEY
Pvntrc SAPEff CgNTEZ. 39 C &rmcm,xz ROAD • OSWEGO, NY 13126

•TEL)PEoNE: (315)345-3200 • FAX: (3.15)349-3212

Marfcllfoody
FIRST ASSISTANT

Djswcr An0RNEY

ASSISTANT DISThIcT

S,nesM: IQicholson
MailhewJfleU
Robert A Genant
4!llsón M O’Neill
Courtney H Pert/i
Thomas W Christopher
CRarlesH C?tszesM

4i*V

•ONflDENTIALITY STATE1SNT

v

Cc: 1iovi. ]% i-7 ,‘ej ,€4-if (7a—/d)

u-t C/er/s

I

Ire infonnuSort contaLned in ThL facsimile message iv pMteged ad confidentiaL and Intended for the rise of the

f&es’see fisted abo-pe.jjyou are not the intended reclpirn4 you me hereby norCfled that any dfscloswe, cop$n2

vrrThurlon, or fire taking ofany action hi reliance on the cot tents ofthia tefecopy infonnadon iv sfflct1yprohThitet ifyou

rye received this’ refecogy in error, pleusi inunediately not4 P us by telEphone to arrangefor the retran of the origInal

‘cumentiorcs .

Gregçny 3’. Oafces
DcrAnopty/.
COkONER

314Th: ho/,ç’.
TO: — pZ4t4

WOM:y-j1 aht
FAXNO: -7o/-Ocflf

ATtENTION: L1
NUMBER OFEAGE QNCLVDNG COVER): 7

COMME TS:

TrtvESTIGATORS
Eathteen Ji MeaPherson

SToP DWI COOBDUaT0R
ROssnL Uonrndn

2
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TELEPHONEI31 5) 3493200

Office of the District Attorney
MARK M. MOODY GREGORY S. r)AKES ASSISTANT

FIRSTASSIS rANT DISTRICT flORNEY I CORONER DISTRICTATrORNEVS

DISTRICT ArrORNEV JAMES M. NICHOLSON

KATHLEEN M. MACPHERSON ROBERT F GENANT
INVESTIGATOR Janua’y 10, 201’ ALLISON M. O’NEILL

COURTNEY E. PEflIT
THOMAS W. CHRISTOPHER

Lisa A. Peebles, Esq.
CHARLES H. CIESZESKI

Federal Public Defender’s Office
4 Clinton Square, 3rd Floàr
Syracuse, NY 13202 Via Fax

Re: People v Gary Thibodeau - 94-16 1

Dear Usa:

One of the lead sheets that I providEd to you yesterday was Lead # 1557, which relates to a

call from Ronald Clark of 477 County Rowe 4. MexF;o, NY (tel. 592-8728). Enclosed is a copy of

that lead, as well as the statement that Mr. (lark prov Lded.

In that statement, Mr. Clark recouni 5 a prior cnversation(s) with James Steen in which be

discussed Heidi Allen and stated that your ;hent was wrongfiuly accused. According to Mr. Clark,

Steen also told him that Heidi Allen was 10 ag gone to Canada.

Given the volume of material provi led yesterday, I wanted to make sure that you did not

miss this item since it is arguably Brady material. I am therefore highlighting it for you now.

Also attached is a copy of the e-ma Is that I sEnt to you this afternoon on this information.

As set forth therein, I spoke with Mr. Clari: moments ago, and he expects that you (or an

investigator) will be contacting him, and b.c’s willing to speak with you. Thank you.

1)istrict ttomey

cc: Hon. Daniel King (via fax)
Oswego County Court Clerk’s Offize (via fax)
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Call received by Deputy Tei&e

Date: iO22/2ON TimeJ700

1e: Case Pacts

Heidi Allen Case. Cafled received in dispatch and caller stated he knew James Steen and James mentioned
that he knew about !ThIdi when be was working fcr he Clarks.

LEAD SHEET
Person Reporting, Information:

Name: Rjnald Clark

Address 477. Co Rt 4 Mexico Ny 13114

Phone (kome): 315-592-8728 (Work)_

Where did you sec the victim?:

-

When did you see the victim? (Dare & Time) Can not rcmember

Was the victim Alone?NQ If no, did you know the other person(s)?_____________
Can you describe the other person(s)? - tfyes, describe:

Direction & Mode of Travel:

Describe vehicle(s) used: Unknown

?lLte#. State:__________

What vaa the victim wearing?UflknOWfl

Did you make personal contact with the victim?

______

If yes, what was the content of the conversatiou:

What was the victim doing when seen?_____
Were you alone when you saw the victim?NO if no, lvfth who:

Is there any other information you can provide? Xamcs Steen worked lhr rue and mentioned the lieidi
Allen cac lyeam agc -—
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Statement
State of New York

10/30/2024 — 1245 hours
County of Oswego

Date and time of Statement

Town Of —-_Mexico
— Deputy Caster/Ronald P.. Clarke

Present at time of Statement

——

_____

now give this statement to
DeputT Caster of the Oswego

County Sheriffs Office

________ ____________________________________

Jam 52 vearsofagebomonthe _j2th day of Jarwary — 1962 —

I live at 477 County Route 64 Mexico, 13114 (315-5924728)

I believe James Stein, who we called thumper. might have information hi regards to Heidi MIen. Pvc knownjames stein for manyyears. James worked for my family as well, I knew how J mes sounded when he was joking or being serious. About a few years afterHeidi Mien went missing. lames bad come over to my house at 27 Dwthess Lane, flilton. NY, 13069. lames was taRring to my kidsand I about the safely of riding bikes late at night. lames s. tarred with Its that he didn’t feel it was safe because of what bad happenedto Heidi Mien. James was talking to us and sounded seriot a. James continued to share that he knew more about the Heidi Allen casethen the Oswcgo County Sheriffs. lames also said that the flubodeaus nothers were wmnjlh accused. lames fiffilter said thatHeidi Allen was long gone to Canada, It sounded h)te he n cant Heidi v;as dead, He was basically laughing at the Sheriffs because hethought they didn’t know what they were doing, He told tb’ boys they should not be out on a late night bike ride.
I have talked to lame’s mother about the murder case. She ins said I should go talk to blat. I really think James would talk to tntbecause I have known Mm and his family a Iot* tune. I want to help if I cap. I am a father and know that the family of Heidi Aliendeserve to know what happened to Heidi., I guess it bit me he most when I was watching the eleven o’clock new-s on 10/21/20 14. Themedia said that James Stein was hing about the Heidi Ale i case. At filLs point it hit me even harder because of what he had told me.about 15 years ago- Maybe he really does know something I cannot see why he would lie about that all those years ago. Especiallycause when he talked to us. it seemed like he reath’ needed to get something off Ms chest. lames seemed like he wanted to tell Lis whodid it. but seemed to struggle to sa more. I thirk lie niight ivenbe a part of it. Because he used to mick junk vehicles to Canada forCrosby Mill.

This was not really the first time he said it to me. He also tcld me about Heidi Allen’s missing and that the Thibodeaus didn’t do ft.This was about a month before the time I just mentioned at ttly house. Again lain tsitg help.

I have read the above statement consisting f j_, pages. and . t w’a’ me t’Deputy 3. Caster1 understand the statement and swear it is true.

Subscribed and sworn to before me this -

30th day of October 2014

_____

Deputy Sheriff

_________________________

Comm. Of Deeds Notary Publiii Winiess

Verification of this deposition is made pursuant to Section 100.30(d). of the Criminal Procedure Law and I know. that a falsestatement herein is punishable as a Class A misdemeanor pt rsuant to Section 210.35 of the Penal Law’ of the State of New York:.

Affinnd under penalty of perjury this 30th

day of —. October

_____

- 2014
-
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111012015 Os’vego County iv - Brady Materla

Oakes, Gregory <goakesoswegocounty.com>

Brady Material
2 messages

Qakes, Gregory <goakesoswegooounty.com> Sat1 Jan 10, 2015 at 4:17 PM
To: Usa Peebles <Lisa_Peebles@fd.org>
Cc: “klyndakecnycourts.gov” <k lyndake©nycourt .gov>, Any Fox <alfox@courts.state.ny.us>
Bcc: Mark Moody <m moodyoswegocounty

,
‘takes, Greg” <goakesoswegocounty.com>

Lisa:

One of the lead sheets that I provided to you yeEterday wau Lead # 1557, which relates to a call from Ronald
Clark of 477 County Route 4, Mexico. NY (tel. 5S2-8728). I’ve attached is a copy of that lead.

Enclosed as part of that lead is a statement fran Mr. Clark In that statement, Clark recounts a prior

conversation(s) with James Steen in which he discussed Heidi Allen and stated that your client was wrongfully

accused. According to Clark, Steen also told him that Heici Allen was long gone to Canada.

Given the volume of material provided yesterday, I wanted to make sum that you did not miss this item since it

is arguably Brady material. I am therefore highlihting it for you now.

I tried calling Mr. Clark today at the number provided. No cne answered, but the voicemail indicates that it
belongs to the Clark family.

Very truly yours,
Greg

GregotyS. Oakes
District Attorney

Oswego County DA’sOfftee

39 Cburchifl Road
Oswego, NY 13126

(316) 349-3239

This in essaga was sentfrom a gcvertment e-mail account If ycr i believe you ivert sent this measa5c in errorand/or donotbelieve you were the

intended recipient, please send a reply measage indicaUn the ame and ther ‘promptly delete the message. Your cooperation is greatly appreciated.

Thank you.

1557.pdf
616K

Oakes1 Gregory <goakesoswegocounty.com> Sat, Jan 10, 2015 at 4:31 PM

To: Lisa Peebles <Lisa_Peebles@fd.org>
Cc: “klyndakenycoufts . gov” <klyndakenycouIs .gov>, Amy Fox <alfoxcourts.state.ny.us>

8cc: Mark Moody <mmoodyoswegooounty.com>, “Oakes, Greg <goakesoswegocounty.com>

Lisa:

I lust received a call from Ronald dart He confirmed to ne what he said in his statement. I told him that I had

passed along his information to you and that I nxpect that you (or an investigator) would be contacting him, I

asked him to please take your call and speak with you or your representative.
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Additionally, he confirmed that the number I gav you (592.8728) is the best number to reach him. If he does
not answer, he said you can call his son Andrew at 592-85’ 4, as they are often together. Thank you.

-Greg
[Quoted text Ndderq
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OFFICE OF THE D[STRICT ATTORNEY

ITJBLTC SArY ENThR 39 OxJRcutL ROAD. OSWEGO, NY 13125

‘TELEPHONE: (3i5)349-32OO a FAX: (315)349-3212

Gregory S. Cakes
DISTRIcT ATTORJEY/.

CokoNn

MarkMoody
FIRST ASSISTANT

DjsTRxcAflopjy

M&stucu DISTPICT

ATxopgys
tarneshi MchcLson
Maffliew 3 Bell
RobertS Centrist
4llith hi O’Neill
Courtney R Petdt
V/wares W Chrlstop1zer
Char%egH Cieszeski

KathThen hi MuaPherson

STop DWt CoORDiNATOR

RorrJ LICETS%LL

DONErnENtiLITY SflThMENT

,4*&Iq

v.

tt% 9Lfer/f

cc: (r76-/acs)

Ocv &‘t c;vt

rlze informatiOir contained in this facsimile message is ürivlleged md confidential and Intendedfor the use of rite

rddressee listed above Ifyou are ni, the intended rec,ient, you are hereby not(fled that any &sclosun, copying,

or The taking ofany action in reliance on the c ;zrtents’ ofrids telecopy infonncrtion is strictlyproizThitei Ifyon

ape received this’ telecopy in error, please immediately m 4(j’ us by e%ephone to anangefor the return of the original

imAiiftnuv -

- -

• DATE: /11 /1%
TO: L%& Jcbk,
nO 4-as, o4h
FAXNO; 7okre/
ATTEND ON: Ltse Thebks r 11T/rE41r

NUMBER OFEAGES GflVCLUDINQ COVER):

or

I
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PUBLIC SAFETY CENTER S TELEPHONE: (31$) 349-3200
39 CHURCHILL ROAD j 7 FAX: (315) 349-3212

OSWEGO,NEWYORKI3I2B

Office of the District Attorney
MARK M. MOODY GRE GORY S. OAKES ASSISTANT

FIRSTASSISTANT DISTRICT AflORNE? I CORONER 0/S TRICTATTORPJEVS

015 TA/CT ATTORNEY JAMES M. NICHOLSON
MAUHEW .1. BELL

KAThLEEN M. MACPHERSON ROBERT E. GENANT
INVESTiGATOR ALLISON M. O’NEILL

COURTNEY E. PEflT

URGENT -- PLEASE REAM IMMEDIAEIELY THOMAS W. CHRISTOPHER

RE: B RADYMATERJAL
CHARLES H. CIESZESK1

January 11,2015

Lisa A. Peebles, Esq.
Federal Public Defender’s Office
4 Clinton Square. Third Floor
Syracuse, NY 13201 Via Fax

Re: People v. Gary Thilwdeau -- Indictrr[entNo. 94-16 1

Dear Lisa:

Please see the attached e-mail, whith I sent to you a short while ago. I’ve also sent you a

couple of texts and have called twice.

I just learned of an individual who advised a Sheriffs Investigator that Roger Breckenridge

admitted that he worked with others to tak I-{eidi Allen to a scrap yard, killed her, burned her, and

put the stove containing her remains in a ti uck that was scrapped and moved off property.

Please call me upon receipt. Than]; you.

Ver uly yours,

District Atkrney
Enc.

cc; Hon. Daniel King (via fax)
Oswego County Clerk’s Office (vik fax)
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i/i 112th5 O ‘ego Ocunty MaiL - Brady MateriaL

E-’ 0 Oakes, Gregory <gnakes©osweyocounty.com>

Brady Material -

Oakes, Gregory <goakes©oswegocounty.com> Sun, Jan 11, 2015 at 4:32 PM

To: Lisa Peebles Lisa_Peeblescfd.org>
Cc: “kIyndakenycourts.gov” <klyndakenyoourts .gov>, Amy Fox <alfoxcourts.state.ny.us>

8cc: Mark Moody <mmoody©oswegocounty.corn>, takes Greg” <goakesoswegocounty.com>

Dear Lisa:

I spent several hours with mv. Pietroski yesterday, going through the case file for every lead, report, and

statement from 2013 to today. I wanted to personally make sure that I have everything so that you have

everything. At the end of the night, we could nct locate LEad 1529.

Today I spoke with the OlD Lieutenant so that I could obtain Lead 1529. The CID Lt. called the investigator, who

was off-duty, I told them that I needed the lead sheet, but In the interim, I wanted an e-mail from the

Investigator (Andrew Rucher) detailing what the lead was bout and what he did.

Attached is the e-mail that he sent to the Lt., which was btught up to me around 3:30 pm. Upon reading the

last line, I pulled the SJS report to see if there were additional details. Attached is a copy of his SJS entry for

this lead, with the important information highligtted.

As you can see, a man named Chris Combs cWims that Roger Breckenridge admitted that he and others took

Heidi to Murtaugh’s scrap yard, killed her, burrwd her, and put the stove containing her remains in to a truck that

was scrapped and moved off the property. As you see, the investigator spoke with him on July 28, 2014.

Upon reviewing the report, I drafted up a subpo’?na for Mr. Combs for tomorrow morning at 8:30 am so that he is

available as a witness to you and so that your investigator’ may speak with him first thing. It’s my understanding

that the Sheriff’s department has located him aid will be a erving a subpoena upon him tonight. Attached is a

copy of the subpoena. As you can see, it directs him to c:ontact you upon receipt. (I’m sony to give out your

cell number, but I know this is urgent.)

Further, it’s my understanding that he is willing to come ic the Sheriff’s Department tonight to speak with

investigators. If you would like to have Mr. Haiman present, or if Mr. Hauman would like to speak with Combs

privately, I will make any accommodation.

I make no excuses for Investigator Bucher. Although he advised me that he spoke with Mr. Combs by phone a

few times since July, he simply did not do his job. His failure to follow through on this important lead, and his

failure to advise my office of this important material, is simply inexcusable.

I will work with you and the court to make this ‘natter right. Thank you.

Very truly yours,
Greg

[Quoted text hidder’]

1529.pdf
K..J 2201K
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Oswgo County Mail - Case 14-13391 ref lead 1±29 Page 1 of 1

4os6ego
Moskal, Robert <rmoskalosweqocountycom>

Case 14-13391 ref: lead 1529

Bueher, Andrew <abucheroswegocounty.com> Sun, Jan 11,2015 at 1:25 PM

To: Robert Moskal <rrnoskal©oswegocounty.com>

LT,

This summer I was approached by Deputy William Taylor whc had information regarding an acquaintance named

Chris Combs. Deputy Taylor said that Combs had information referencing Heidi Allen. Deputy Taylor supplied with

with the name and phone number of Combs. I cortacted Combs who said that he had in the past worked alongside

Roger Breckenridge. Combs said that one time Brackenridge stated to him that Heidi Allen was burned in a stove

and the stove was placed into a vehicle that was tt en scrapp€d. Combs stated on several occasions that he would

meet with me, but never made himself available.

See SJS incident 30400 for more details

Thank you,

Andrew Bucher

Criminal Investigator Andrew Bucher
Oswego County Sheriffs Office
Criminal Investigations Division
39 Churchill Rd
Oswego, N V 13126
Phone:(315) 349-3340
Fax: (315) 349-3311
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4 CLThXON ST
A.’FTV NY 13202

LAWYER PEEBLES, LISA
r315) 701-OQSO

PERSON MAUMAIffi. RICHARD 4 ailEroN ST

INTERViEWED — SYRA’DUSE NY 13202 -

(3151701-0080

PERSON OERmN, JOHN 220 SC 13TH WARREN ST

INTERVIEWE)) —— SYRADUSENY 13202 (470-2187

PERSON REEVES, LEAH 4780 IVCKLEY ROAD RIVADA APTS @) 530-2375

REPORTING -

—
— APIS LIVERPOOL NY -

PERSON WESCOU, WILLIAM E 08/1711961 98 SH!EPSKW RD (315) 480-2192

INTERVIEWED
—

ALTh 1303)

PERSON POWERS, NICOLEE 01/19/1982 US Kill (315)625-0021

INJE’IEWED BLDG 2SO3PARISHNY 315)591-318I

PERSON ELLIS. LISA A 10(23/1970 155 O)UNfl ROUTE ISA (315) 598-7374

INTERVIEWED —
-.

—_____ PU4 )NNY 13069 - —

5) 706-1504

PERSON DENNTh,WLLIAMH 12:04/1959 155 O)UWW ROUTE 3SF. (315) 598-7374

INTERVWVJD —

— FULTONNY 13069 015)436-6808

PERSON BERTOLLINI, MARY K 183 RICE RD 315) 6257043

INTERVIEWED —____ PARflHNY 13)31

PERSON BERTOLLIM, ROBERT A O8 03/1946 183 R (CE RD (315) 625-7043

INTERVIEWED —— PARNHNY 1313]

PERSON aisz, JASON 09 29/1966 MON IROSE AVE (315) 395-0433

—.____ BLDG 626 SYRACUSENY

PERSON HAYES,fl1ER 0324/19 DUTGHHII±RD (315)436-3980

INTERVIEWED —-

— BLDG137WESTMONRQFWI31S7 —.

PERSON ORAThI, MARK A 05 03/1959 14 SI-AMY CREEK RD (315) 676-0065

INTERVIEWED --
—- CEW’RALSQUAREW 13036

PERSON cORAZZO, PAULA 1011/1955 328 E /ST AVE (315) 3834033

INTERVIEWED EASy SYRACUSE NY 13057

PERSON COMEES, CI-IWSTOPNER L 02 ‘08/1980 44 MJCK RD H (315) 529-9082

_TtflERVIEWEO
— HANNIBALNY 13074

LAW BIR4RDL KEVIN
ENFORCEMENT NY (315) 442-5200

— OFFiOSK
PERSON DANN, DOUG (315) 727-1252

I VIEWED
-—

()4G3-6950

PERSON VECCHIO, DEBORAH A 44 mCE RD (315) 532-2428

INTERVIEWED - —____ PMSHNY 13131

PERSON VECCHIO, DAVID A t /11/1976 26 3R01 LN BlD 14 APT 4 (315) 3X532

RVIEWED - BLD 14 APTEOSWEOO NY 13126

PERSON VECC-TIO,DORSSEA 0!’/1I(1981 833 CORT2S (315)382-0533

INTERVIEWED -—
-.

PERSON VECCHIO. DAERON A 11V15/1977 3028 US RI 11 (315) 52-0429

INTERVIEWED -
— PARENNY 13131

Pago4Gf3O
01/10/2015 11:53:18
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Rd. T/New Ylaven, NY.

Interview with the above mentioned person was recorded using my dig ml voice recorder On this same date I ftansftrred the interview recording from my digital

vojcc recorder to DM5. From DM51 nnafcncd the recording a ODe; smiting it origisal and securing it into evidence this sWat date, T made an additional 2

copies onto 2 separate CDa for this case file,

On 12-21-14, Liv. James Pierrosici and! met withJonathan Saddey in he parking lotcfthe Cent-al Square Police Dept in my car, unit #5046. Prior to meeting

with Baddey I activated my digital voice recorder tn record mode. Re kr to die recorded interview for details.

On 12-23-14 I transferred the interview recording from my digital vale recorder to Dl IS. From DM8 I tansfitrrd the recording a Cils marking it original and

securing it into evidence this sante date. I made an additional 2 copies ante 2 separate CDs for this case file.

On 01-0815, Lw, James Pictoaki and I met with Candy Shortaleeve a 416 Sherman Pd. in the Town of Riebland, Prior to meeting with Shortsleeve I activated

my digital voice recorder to record mode, left the digital recorder in my shirt pocket Refer to the recorded interview for details,

On 01-08-15, Lw. James Pienaski and I met with Michael West at 2291 US RI II in tic Town ofHastings. Prior to meeting with West 1 activated my digital

voice recorder to record mode, I left the digital recorder in my shift p’ ‘clcet. Refer to the recorded interview for details.

On 01-08-15, Liv. James Pietroski and I met with Allen Breekeraidge a my car, unit #5046. I was parked in the driveway ofhis residence located at the S & F

Trailer Park lot #4 in the Town of Hastings, Pj-iorto meeting with Bre ;kenridge I actuated my digital voice recorder to record mode end left in in my shirt pocket.

Refer to the recorded interview fOr derails.

On 01-08-151 transferred the recorded interviews with Candy Sbortstr we, Michael W sat and Allen Ereekenridge from my digital voice recorder to DMS in Cm.

From DM8 I canafraved each recording to a separate CD marking asaf one original an I securing them io evidence on this same date. I made three additional

copiaofeachCflontosrparathCflsibrfllecopies,

Date of Action Data Wriftan Officer Nsmc & Rink -

07/28/2014 07/29/2014 BUCFrnR ANDREW (U1VES1IGATI

Narrative

On 07/28/20141 was asked by LT Moskal to locate mad speak to Dan-co Vecchio, who is a former resident of Rice Rd and is believed to be the builder of the

wooden sthtctwe found in the woods along Rice Rd in the Town of M’ acteo, I then contacted Deborah Vceehio and was provided with a phone number for Dajeon,

Deborah is Darron’s mother. I then contacted Danan by phone and he stated that he wrked for the Mousing Authority in the City of Syracuse and that I could

speak to him there.
I then, along with Investigator Price, responded to the Syracuse Ho sing Authority romplex on That Street in the City of Syracuse. There, we spoke with Dacron

who slated that he and a childhood friend, Wayne Maicheic construetel the fort in app oximatcl’ 1989 Darron said that the fort was made with pallets for a floor,

2x4’a for support and covered with available sheets ofwood, such as C SB 2nd plywoo I, for the walls and roof. Dantn also said that the roof was covered with

rolled roofing and may have had a metal section. Dan-on said that the bi-t was two part, one part was the previously described part and another was a picnic table

covered by a rootand having no floor below it Dan-ott then provided ne with a drawing of the fort and it’s location relative to Rice Rd and a creek in the woods.

At approximately 0940 bra I began to take a three page written stat ment from Dan-an regarding the same.

I then, along with Investigator Price, responded the Ptalnski Health ‘cnter, located t 61 Delano St in the Village of Pulaski There we spoke to Darron’s

younger sister Dorese Veechie, Dorese said that she remembered the on that Darrots tad build and that in spproximatoly 1996 or 1997 she went to see the fort and

the roof had been collapsed from the centcr Dorese said that prior to i hat she had on]> been to the fort a 1kw times.

At approximately 1254 bra T began to take a one page written staterient from Dorese regarding the same.

I then, along with investigator Price, responded to the Oswego Beh vioral Health fidility located at 7 Bututer Street in the City of Oswego. Upon arrival, we

spoke with David Vecchio, David is the oldest brother of Dan-co and I’oresa. David said that he was present for some ofthe forts eonttttction arid believed it was

constructed in approximately I 992. David said that in approximately 9% he noticed ihat the bridge that was used to access the fort was no longer there, but he

said he could see the fort from the other side of the creek and he belin ad it to stiu be i tract at that time. David said that he again saw the fort when out in the

woods in approximately 2001 he saw the fort from the other aide of th’ creek and he obaerved the motto be caved in and the walls ft still be standing,

At approximately 1420 hra I began to take a one page written stater lent from David
Later. I was contacted by Deputy Taylor who informed .me that ‘Cl’ris Combs’ had contacted him stating that he had some information regarding Heidi AlIen

was then provided with ‘Chris” phone number and contacted him, “Thria” told me that more than 7 years ago he wan speaking with Roger Ereckinridge and that

Roger had told him that he was responsible for Heidi Allen’s lddnappb Sand murder. ‘Chris’ said that Roger said that he and other people took Heidi to

Muftaugha acrap yard located on Flood Dr in the Tower of Volney and killed her, humid her, and put the stove containing Heidi’s remains into a truck that was

subsequentty scrapped and transported off of the property ‘Chris” ag ted to meet wits me at a later date to diecuas this mailer in persoi

I took no further action on this date.

Date of Action [Pate Written Joffleer Name & Rnnk -.

07/29/2014 Fo7/2rnol 1uCIfER, &4DREW qmWESTIGAT)

Narrative

On 07/29 I responded to Rice Rd in the Town of Mexico and there wa instructed by Lwesttgator Piettaki to take photographs of the scene. At approximately

0830 bra I completed a report of photos taken and began to photogapi the scene whic i was located southwest of the driveway to 61 Rice Rd in the Town of

Mexico,
While on scene, I observed members of the Oswego County Sherif ‘s Office, Onon’isga County Medical Examiner’s 0111cc, and the Oswego County District

Attomey to all be On scene. The scene was the location of the fort thsr was eonsthjele’l by Dan-on Veechio and Wayne Maichek, I observed the fort to now be

collapsed. I observed the creek to the west of the fort. I observed no i tins of evidenti as’ value while on scene.

Alter cleaiag the scene I responded to the Public Safety Center and copied all imag rs to the DM5 and to a PVD and secured the DVD in evidence locker Dl. I

also completed a Photographic Evidence Log regarding the same.
I took no forther action on this date, -

Date of Action Date Written IOf&er Name & Rink

07/28/2014 07/31/2014 -. IPRJ,WflLIAMjWESTIGAfl_

Narrative

Page 13of30 01/10/2015 11:53:18
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IN THE NAME OF THE
PEOPLE OF THE

STAFE OF NEW YORK

-. ———IL

.

SUBPOENA
I

(REGORY S. OAKES
. DisfrictAttorney

. Oswego,N.Y.

For failure o attend you will be deemed guilty of

;t contempt f court, and liable to pay all loss and

damages sustained thereby to the party aggrieved’

:uid forfeit EJFfY DOLLARS and in addition

thereto you we subject to having criminal charges

rought agaiast you.
(PLo 215.50)

Bring thiisubpoena Ticket with you and present

to the SSerLff, that yew attendance may be Imown.

I
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0.

COUNTY COURT OF THE STATE OF NEW YORK
COUNTY OF OSWEGO: CRIMINAL TERM

THE PEOPLE OF THE STATE OF NEW YORK

Respondent,
SUPPLEMENTAL AFFIRMATION # 2

-vs- IN SUPPORT OF DEFENDANT’S
MOTION TO VACATE CONVICTION

GARY J. THIBODEAU, Indictment No. 94-161

Defendant-Petitioner.

STATE OF NEW YORK )
COUNTY OF ONONDAGA) SS.:

LISA A. PEEBLES, attorney for the defendant herein, being admitted to practice before

the Courts of this State, with offices located at 4 Clinton Square, Floor, Syracuse, New York,

13202, affirms the following under the penalties of perjury this supplemental affirmation in

support of defendant’s motion to vacate his conviction:

1. On July 30, 2014, the defense moved pursuant to Article 440. 10(1)(b), (g), and (h)

to vacate the judgment of conviction against Gary Thibodeau for Kidnapping in the First Degree,

in violation of New York State Penal Law § 135.25, which was entered on the 7th day of August,

1995.

2. Since the date of the original filing, Gary Thibobeau has filed a supplemental

motion, the prosecution has filed a response, and this Court has granted a hearing to be held

January 12, 2015.

1
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3. As set forth in greater detail below, Gary Thibodeau files this supplemental

motion and asks for the requested relief, including the granting of the motion without a hearing,

in light of the prosecution’s egregious failure to timely disclose critical new Brady material along

with its inclusion of deliberate misrepresentations in its responsive papers. The averments herein

are made upon information and belief based on a thorough examination of the court records in

this case, an independent investigation, interviews with witnesses, the attached exhibits, and a

memorandum of law, which was previously filed and made a part hereof.

THIS COURT SHOULD GRANT THIBODEAU’S MOTION WITHOUT A
HEARING ON THE BASIS OF EGREGIOUS PROSECUTORIAL
MISCONDUCT.

4. In a pretrial conference, the District Attorney’s Office assured this Court and the

defense that it would timely submit additional discoverable material prior to the scheduled

hearing on January 12, 2015. At the District Attorney’s direction, Richard Haumann, an

Investigator with Federal Public Defender’s Office, traveled to the Great Northern Mall in Clay,

New York at approximately 5:10 p.m. on Friday, January 9, 2015, to retrieve the discoverable

material.

5. Included with this material was a letter from District Attorney Gregory Oakes

addressed to the undersigned counsel, to which was attached a list of discs. (Exhibit A).

6. In total, this disclosure amounted to 6.66 gigabytes of information, comprising

2,645 pages of documents, 816 pictures, approximately 13 hours and 23 minutes of audio

recordings, and 8 hours and 43 minutes of video recordings.

7. Evidence included in this disclosure spans from before the District Attorney’s

June 2013 letter to Randi J. Bianco up to January 2015.

2
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8. At approximately 4:31 p.m. on Saturday, January 10, 2015, District Attorney

Oakes sent an email to the undersigned in which he, acknowledging “the volume of material

provided,” “highlight[ed]” a report from Ronald Clark that is “arguably Brady material.” In the

Report, Clark informed Oswego County Sheriff’s Office on October 30, 2014 that James Steen

told him that Steen knew more about the Heidi Allen case than the Sheriffs, that the Thibodeaus

were wrongly accused, and that Allen was long gone to Canada. This was the only document

highlighted by Cakes.

9. Since receiving the material on January 9, 2015, the undersigned, along with four

staff members of the Federal Public Defender’s Office, have been reviewing the material. Given

the sheer volume of material disclosed, the defense has not been capable of reviewing the entire

disclosure. However, the defense has mined the following additional Brady material buried and

not highlighted by the prosecution:

a. Chris Combs. In an undated report, Chris Combs informed law enforcement

officers about admissions made by Roger Breckenridge. In particular,

Breckenridge admitted taking Allen to the scrap yard owned by Richard Murtagh,

burning her in a stove and placing her remains on a tractor trailer for scrapping.

(Exhibit B).

b. Charles Pisik. In a signed statement of July 28, 2014, Charles Pisik confirmed

that Jennifer Wescott and Roger Breckenridge lived on Rice Road. (Exhibit C).

c. Michael A. Depaolo. In a signed statement of August 21, 2014, Michael

Depaolo related hearing from a friend in 1996 that Michael Bohrer had killed

Heidi Allen and buried her in a swamp under a bog behind D&W. (Exhibit D).

3
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d. Jennifer Wescott. In a videotaped interview with District Attorney Oakes and

Investigator Rojak on August 4, 2014, Jennifer Wescott said that Roger

Breckenridge admitted that Heidi Allen was burned in a wood stove and “taken

care of in a van.” (Exhibit E). Wescott also informed law enforcement officers

that she was told by Breckenridge’s sister to “keep [her] mouth shut” about his

involvement in Allen’s disappearance, that she had never met the Thibodeaus, and

that she was not drunk during her recorded telephone conversation with Tonya

Priest. In response to questions asked of Wescott during a polygraph

examination on August 11,2014, law enforcement officers concluded she was

being deceptive when disclaiming knowledge about and involvement in Allen’s

abduction. (Exhibit F).

e. Jonathan Barkley. In a recorded interview, Jonathan Barkley confirmed that a

text message, “Heidi? Ciao,” was sent from his phone to James Steen after Steen

committed a double murder in 2006. (Exhibit G)

10. In addition to the evidence contained in the disclosure of January 9, 2014, the

District Attorney’s Office separately disclosed the following material during the week of January

5, 2015:

a. Jessica Howard. On January 7, 2015, District Attorney Oakes informed the

defense that Chief ADA Mark Moody discovered an e-mail that was sent by

Oswego County Sheriffs Deputy William Price on August 15, 2011 pertaining to

Jessica Howard’s knowledge of Heidi Allen’s disappearance. (Exhibit H)

Attached to the January 7, 2015 letter was the email from William Price detailing

conversations he had with Howard in which she reported knowing family secrets

4
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about the Breckenridges, including knowing that Heidi Allen was buried in a field

behind a shed and who the real killer was. In a subsequent interview of Jessica

Howard conducted by Investigator Richard Haumann, Howard disclosed that

Allen was abducted by Roger Breckenridge, burned in a stove, and her remains

were transported to Canada.

b. James Steen. In a letter dated January 4, 2015, District Attorney Oakes

informed defense counsel that in an unrecorded interview conducted on December

29, 2014, James Steen informed law enforcement officers that Roger

Breckenridge hinted to him that Heidi Allen’s remains were part of the load that

was taken to Canada. (Exhibit I)

c. Tracey Breckenridge. In a letter dated January 4, 2015, District Attorney Oakes

informed the defense that Tracey Breckenridge made statements contradicting

ones she previously made to law enforcement officers. In particular,

Breckenridge admitted that she never personally purchased marijuana from Gary

Thibodeau, that she had no first-hand knowledge that Roger Breckenridge ever

purchased marijuana from Gary Thibodeau, and that she never personally heard

Gary Thibodeau make threats against Heidi Allen. (Exhibit I)

11. In his original motion and first supplemental motion, Gary Thibodeau moved for

a new trial under Section 440.10 of the New York State Criminal Procedure Law. In particular,

he argued that the prosecution failed to comply with its discovery obligations under Brady v.

Maryland, 373 U.S. 83 (1963), by suppressing material evidence, that new evidence introduced

at a new trial rendered likely a more favorable verdict, and that the prosecution obtained

Thibodeau’s conviction through fraud and misrepresentations. The prosecution’s recent conduct

5
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serves to further support the grounds for Thibodeau’s motion and necessitates the favorable

resolution of his motion without a hearing.

12. In our system of criminal justice, a prosecutor plays a special role. He is “a

minister of justice” and is not simply an “advocate.” N.Y. Rules of Professional Conduct § 3.8,

comment 1. In that role, the prosecutor must ensure that a defendant is guaranteed procedural

justice. Id. To that end, Rule 3.8(b) of the New York Rules of Professional Conduct requires a

prosecutor to make “timely disclosure” of evidence to defense counsel. Id. That obligation does

not end once a defendant is convicted. Indeed, when “a prosecutor knows of new, credible and

material evidence creating a reasonable likelihood that a convicted defendant did not commit an

offense of which the defendant was convicted, the prosecutor shall within a reasonable time.

disclose that evidence to the defendant unless the disclosure would interfere with an ongoing

investigation or endanger the safety of a witness or other person, and a court authorizes delay for

good cause shown.” Id. By waiting months (and in some cases over a year) to disclose evidence

until the eve of the hearing for no good (or any) reason, the prosecution has blatantly violated its

ethical obligations.

13. further in this connection, the sheer volume of material turned over to the defense

on the eve of the hearing amounts to a non-disclosure. There is simply not enough time to

review and analyze the volume of information disclosed. In the absence of any explanation for

the failure to timely disclose the material, the prosecution’s conduct can only be viewed as being

undertaken for tactical advantage in an attempt to ambush the defense and deprive Gary

Thibodeau of the effective use of exculpatory evidence.

6
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14. What is more, by identifying a single report in the thousands of disclosed

documents (and waiting 24 hours to do so), the prosecution has attempted to mislead the defense

into the false conclusion that only the identified report can be deemed Brady material.

15. The prosecution’s representations and egregious misconduct do not end there.

Instead, the prosecution intentionally withheld exculpatory evidence and misled the Court in its

response to Thibodeau’s motion to vacate. At the time of its response, the prosecution had in its

possession a four-hour interview of Jennifer Wescott, in which she implicated Roger

Breckenridge. Notwithstanding the prosecution’s possession of this evidence since August 2014,

District Attorney Oakes filed a misleading (if not perjured) affirmation in this Court in an effort

to convince the Court to deny Thibodeau’s motion without a hearing. At several places in his

affirmation, District Attorney Oakes stated that his Office had concluded that Tonya Priest was

not credible. See, e.g., Oakes Affirmation at ¶I 33, 40, 45, 79, 149. At other places, District

Attorney Oakes affirmed that Wescott’s taped conversation with Tonya Priest was not reliable,

not corroborated, and amounted to hearsay, speculation, and conjecture. Id. at ¶ 138, 139, 141,

142, 150, 153, 190, 196, 198, 202. Oakes further led this Court to believe that Breckenridge’s ‘

admissions were not reliable and that his ex-wife, Tracey Breckenridge, provided an alibi for

him. In addition, Oakes claimed that there was no reason to believe Wescott had any personal

knowledge regarding any material fact. Id. at ¶ 198. All of this despite the fact that both he and

Investigator Rojak expressed to Jennifer Wescott their firm belief that Tonya Priest provided a

good start to their investigation, that the three names James Steen, Roger Breckenridge, and

Michael Bohrer keep popping up, and that they believe Wescott was telling the sober truth about

Heidi Allen during her recorded conversation with Tonya Priest.

7
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16. District Attorney Oakes further misled this Court by arguing that Tonya Priest’s

credibility was undermined by her failure to come forward prior to 2013 and by failing to attempt

to share her knowledge with law enforcement officers prior to going to defense counsel. Id. at ¶

193. This argument is premised entirely on a misrepresentation. As District Attorney Oakes

well knows, Tonya Priest has been attempting to share the content of James Steen’s admissions

since at least 2011 and first attempted to do so by contacting the National Center for Missing and

Exploited Children (NCMEC). (Exhibit J)

17. The District Attorney’s conduct makes plain that had this Court not ordered a

hearing, the exculpatory evidence identified above would have never surfaced.

18. As a result of the prosecution’s misconduct, this Court should grant Thibodeau’s

motion without a hearing. Short of that, this Court should consider the prosecution’s

misrepresentations and disclosure violations when assessing Thibodeau’s 440 motion,

particularly his claim that the prosecution violated subsection 440.10(b) by achieving

Thibodeau’s conviction through fraud and misrepresentation and violated subsection 440.10(h)

by suppressing Brady material. This prosecution’s more recent misconduct demonstrates a

disturbing pattern of flagrant disclosure violations. In the event this Court declines to grant

Thibodeau’s motion without a hearing, he reserves the right to reopen the hearing and recall

witnesses in light of the prosecution’s untimely disclosure.

19. In addition, because the prosecution suppressed evidence obtained well before its

June 2013 letter to defense counsel, and only recently disclosed the evidence this past week, this

Court should decline to consider the prosecution’s due diligence argument concerning

Thibodeau’s motion for a new trial on the basis of newly discovered evidence. See Oakes

Affirmation ¶1I 29-50. Further, this Court should find that the prosecution has waived any

8
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argument concerning due diligence by conducting additional investigation and thus creating new

evidence.

20. While counsel acknowledges that a failure to timely disclose evidence might

ordinarily be remedied by an adjournment, defense counsel respectfully requests this Court

proceed with the hearing on January 12, 2015. Several considerations militate against an

adjournment. Defense counsel has become aware that many witnesses have been threatened by

the newly discovered suspects and remain fearful. Obtaining their sworn testimony is critical to

achieving a just resolution of Thibodeau’s motion. Secondly, defense counsel has made travel

arrangements for several witnesses. Adjourning the proceeding would come at great expense.

Finally, it cannot be forgotten that Gary Thibodeau has remained imprisoned for the past twenty

years for a crime that ever-increasing evidence demonstrates he did not commit.

WHEREFORE, for these reasons stated herein and in the annexed affidavits, exhibits,

and the legal basis outlined in the accompanying Memorandum of Law, this Court is urged to

reverse Gary Thibodeau’s conviction. (U.S. Const. amend. V, U.S. Const. amend. XIV, § 5,

N.Y. Const. art. I, § 6).

Dated: Syracuse, New York
Januaryll,2015

Lisa A. Peebles, Esq.

9
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PUBLIC SAFETY CENTER TELEPHONE: (315) 349-3200
39 CHURCHILL ROAD FAX: (315) 349-3212

OSWEGO, NEW YORK 13126

Office of the District Attorney
MARK M. MOODY GREGORY S. OAKES ASSISTANT
FIRSTASSISTANT DISTRICT ATTORNEY I CORONER DISTRICTAITORNEYS

DISTRICTATTORNEY JAMES M. NICHOLSON
MATTHEW 1. BELLKATHLEEN M. MACPHERSON ROBERT E. GENANT

INVESTIGATOR ALLISON M. O’NEILL
January 9, 2015 COURTNEY E. PEUIT

THOMAS W. CHRISTOPHER
CHARLES H. CIESZESKI

Lisa A. Peebles, Esq.
Office of the federal Public Defender
4 Clinton Square, Third floor
Oswego,NY 13126

Re: People v. Gary Thibodeau -- Indictment No. 94-161

Dear Lisa:

Enclosed is a copy of police reports, statements, and interviews generated by during the
recent investigation of the above-referenced case.

Also attached is a CD containing a digital copy of the same items. Due to the volume of
information, I have separated the reports in to 16 discovery files, number 1 through 16. It is labeled
“Discovery #1-16.”

The report that you requested relative to the search of approximately 1.1 miles of woods in
August of 2014 is labeled #15.

The Onondaga County ME’s Office also issued a report relative to their search on Rice Road
on July 29-30, 2014. That report is attached as #16.

Also enclosed is a series of labeled CDs / DVDs, which are described and set forth in the
attached list. If you have any problem opening any of these items, please let me know.

VtruIy yours,

/ 1%t>

GREQORY S. OAKES
Enc. District Attorney

cc: Hon. Daniel King
Oswego County Court Clerk’s Office
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List of Discs

Tip #1 533

Interview with Jonathan Barkley 12/21/14

Interview with Jennifer Wescott 3/3/13

Audio-Video Interview with Jennifer Wescott

J. Wescoff Poly Rec’d From mv. Cortiz (misspelled) on 8/26/14

Search Re: Heidi Allen on 8/23/14 and 8/24/14 143 photos

Phone Search by Brian Blake 3/7/13 of Jennifer Wescott’s phone

2 Audio Interviews with Jennifer Wescott 8/4/14

Interview with Loretta Oakes 9/24/14

Poly Interview by mv. Curtis Jennifer Wescott

Interviews with Gus Rossi and Kelly Robinson 8/28/14

Monitored Phone Call w/ Tonya Priest to Jennifer Wescott on 3/2/13

Interview with Edward and Trisha Bartlett 9/24/14

Interview with Tracy Breckenridge 8/14/13

Interview with Lorraine Bartlett 9/9/14

Audio w/Elaine Jotka 4/9/13

Audio Recorded with David Maynes and Karen Soya

Audio Recorded Interview wfFrank & Charlotte Link 8/25/14

Interviews with Jarnison Bartlett 9/24/14

Interviews with David and Sandra Rivers 8/25/14

Audio recorded Interviews w/Earl Russell 12/3/14

Recorded Interview w/Dan Barney 10/27/14

Photos 1-51 taken by mv. McDonald 7/27/14

Photos Rice Rd. 7/30/20 14 taken by mv. Price
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Photos Rice Rd. 7/31/2014 taken by mv. Price

Rice Road Scene Photos 7/31/2014 63 photos taken by mv. Rojek

Rice Road Paperwork Photos taken by mv. Bucher 8/21/14

Rice Road Area 8/23/14 photos by mv. Bucher

Search Re: Heidi Allen 8/23/14 & 8/24/14 145 Photos

Rice Road 7/29/14 Photos by mv. Bucher

Rice Road 8/1/14 Photos by mv. Bucher

Rice Road 8/2/14 Photos by mv. Bucher

PSC Interview with Jessica Howard 1/8/15

Interview w/ Allan Breckenridge 1/8/15

Daniel West Interview 1/6/15

Andrew Howard Interview 1/8/15

Interview with Michael West 1/8/15

Interview with Candy Shortsleeve 1/8/15

Audio Recorded Interviews with Dawn Delacruz & Richard Murtaugh 8/28/14
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STATEMENT

STATE Of NEW YORK 6 7 /e,%’ Y/6’ô i’M.
COUNTY Of OSWEGO Datt and d’me of statement

-

_________________________

esent at time of statement

i, 4/? now give this statement to

lam

_________

years of age, born on the e%/’5lay of

______________________________________,

I live at ti i{// /7i4ii’ /7 /7/il ,44 9f20fO
J7j d23

6-k 1A/ ‘ Ja
thfr,( J%A - 2/t l&cari j

F77e
4

(tf. -‘t

&4tie’ Aor 1? CL/Cf ,1221h .jvukI,%C.
/uIv4

__

‘ -4fr

4g
(/-h’Jl3A,L.Q

Ar

__

J,r

t

&
Tht

4 1
w41 ?OkWJ //% n4 4 1/€f Ctf6

‘‘ -‘

I have read the above statement, consisting of / pages, and it was read to me by

1]V I understand the statement and swear it is true.

Subscribed and sworn to before me this
-

(7 5Signatur’
dayof__________________

_____

Comm.of Deeds NotaryPublic. Witness

Verification of this Deposition is made pursuant to Section 100.30 (d), of the Criminal Procedure Law and I know that a false
statement herein is punishable as a Class A misdemeanor pursuant to Section 210.45 of the Penal Law of the State of New
York.

Affirmed under penalty of perjury this (, kJ
day of

__________________________‘

(ti 1 Signature

ImageNow 800-345-9110
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Date:’’/ ,/,y Time i-ooJ ‘

Re: Case Facts

LEAD SHEET
Person Reporting Information:

Name:

Address 1 O . eo

Phone (Home)55’ 7—t,
c /? (Work)______________

Where did you see the victim?:____________________________________________

When did you see the vicdm?(Date & Time) -

Was the victim Alone? If no, did you know the other person(s)?______________

Can you. describe the other person(s)?_________________ If yes, describe:____________________________

Direction & Mode of Travel:

Describe vehicle(s) used:

Plare#_______________ State:

What was the victim wearing?________________________________________

Did you make personal contact with the victim? Ifyes, what was the content of the conversation:

What was the victim doing when seen? -

Were you alone when you saw the victim?_______ If no, with who:______________________________

Is there any other information you.can provide?_____________________________________________________

P91
A.  1371
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Statement
State of New York

County of Oswego

City Of Oswego

08/21/2014 1200 hrs

Date and time of Statement

Deputy R Lawton

Present at time of Statement

Michael A. Depaolo

Tnv. Pietroski of the Oswego County Sheriffs Office

now give this statement to

I am 51 years of age born on the 1st day of July 1963

I live at 108 Catfish Dr. Oswego, NY 13126 Ph#(315)591-4519

During the summer of 1996 Guss Rossi and his girlfriend (dont remember name) were living with me in a mobile home on Sr
104b north of Mason Road, I thinic the house number was 760 or close to it. One afternoon Guss and his girlfriend came home to my
house and said that they were over to Michael Bohrers house and that Michael Bohrer had told them that he killed Heidi Allen and
buried her in a swamp under a bog behind the D&W. I took this with a grain of salt until seeing Mike Bobrers name posted on the
news recently. When the name came on the news it reminded me of what Guss had told me back then. I have never met or spoken
with Michael Bohrer.

Back around 1996 I did file a report with the Oswego County Sheriffs about Al Yablonski. During 1996 I was marrind to Renee
Yablonski who was Als ex-wife, during the time I was married to Renee, she told me that Al worked on Gaiy Thibodeau’s van a
week prior to the kidnapping of Heidi Allen and he had threatened her by telling her that he was going to make her do a Heidi,
meaning that he was going to make Renee disappear like Heidi Allen. I have no further knowledge or information relating to the
disappearance of Heidi Allen.

I have read the above statement. consisting of 1 pages. and it was read to me by Myself
I understand the statement and swear it is true.

Subscribed and sworn to before me this

21 day of August

James Pietroski mv.
Comm. Of Deeds Notary Public

Verification of this depoiition is made pursuant to Section 100.3 0(d), of the Criminal Procedure Law and I know, that a false
statement herein is punishable as a Class A misdemeanor pursuant to Section 210.45 of the Penal Law of the State of New York.

Affirmed under penalty of perjury this 21

day of August

2014
Signature

2014

Signature
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Date:

__________

Time

Re: Case Facts

LEAD SHEET
Persod Reporting Information:

Name:

Address: t( C’c ,‘

Phone (Home):

_____________________________

(Work)___________________

Where did you see the victim?:_________________________________________________

When did you see the victim?(Date & Time)_______________________________________________

Was the victim Alone?__________ If no, did you Imow the other person(s)?______________

Can you describe the other person(s)?_______________ If yes, describe:_________________________

Direction & Mode of Travel:_____________________________________________________

Describe vehicle(s) used:

Plate#________________ State:_________

What was the victim wearing?_________________________________________

Did you make personal contact with the victim? If yes, what was the content of the conversation:

What was the victim doing when seen?__________________________________________________
Were you alone when you saw the victim?_______ If no, with who:______________________________

Is there any other formation you.can provide? &itJJ/%
i,ere uí/??t 4),Q j.icr o. A’f’h 1?; s’k/d7%

J /65 F!-/te. “I /i’ ‘.e ,-d’ø/ &Jr’r5 /Ose uhr’ 3’t’rh7,r MfJP/ )J At J’P tt L Sc&L J2
I r
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Polygraph exam of Jennifer Wescott, August XX, 2014.

Examiner: I’ve been doing this 13 years, polygraph. Polygraph school in Pa, for 3 months, at a military
base. For fbi, paramilitary, state police. So you know the exam is a prfsl exam, is going to be accurate, is
going to be able to tell if you’re telling the truth or not. I like to tell people that, right now, there’s one
person in this room who knows what the truth is, and that’s you. But when we leave here today, there’s
going to be two people who know that.

The polygraph’s going to bring that out for sure. ... it’s very accurate. It’s just as accurate as diagnosis
you’d get from your doctor.

Jw. Great! You can check me for heart disease. Ha ha.

I think after tonight, it’s gonna change my whole life. I just want this crap done and over with. I can’t
understand really..

q. why are we here?

Jw. We’re here to discuss the lies that I said... in regards to the Heidi allen case. I told tonya all kinds of
lies. That’s one bad thing about lying, you can’t keep them all straight.

q. the polygraph will clearly show the truth.

— Jw. I want it out here, and I want it out there, because I’m a bad person in new York state right now.
haha.

q.

jw. People harassing me, text, lb. phone. Harassing my dad, my sisters.

It’s hard to cover up a lie. .. That’s why I asked pietroski, can I please have a lie detector? I may not get
out of it, but at least I’ll know what I’m saying to myself and everybody else is the truth.

q. and we’ll know that for sure, when we leave here tonight. We’ll have those things worked out. and on
the other side, if you’re not being truthful in the questions I ask you, it’s going to show that too.

jw. Right.

(jump ahead to 10:15)

iw. All my lawyer said was if you don’t feel comfortable, Jennifer, please just ask them to stop and call
your lawyer.

q. this is voluntary. You can leave at any point.

Jw. I’m doing this for myself and my kids.

q. learning the truth is what we’re here for.
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iw. Right. At least if I can get -- I think I got the county on my side anyways, but at least if I
can show them that, yeah, ien’s really not lying no more, I’ll get a lot further ahead.

I got to enroll my kids in fulton schools this year and I’m petrified, because of their last name. the public
humiliation is terrible.

Kids are senior, sophomore and kindergarten.

(jump to 26:30, where examiner talks about how lie detectors work)

q. ...it’s digital now. it’s the most scientific way to do a polygraph. Much more accurate. Much better for
you as someone taking the exam. So you are confident the truth’s going to come out each and every
time.

pressure cuff. Might be tighter on arm than at doctors office. the other wires will be attached to your
fingers. These tubes go around your upper and lower chest. They measure your breathing.

Not only will I be observing the reactions, but the computer will be doing the same thing. So it’s a very
accurate form for determing whether someone’s telling the truth.

We need to make sure we’re telling the truth 100 pct of the time. if you get a 95, that’s not passing.

31:30. Examiner: pple go on the internet to try to beat the polygraph.

() Jw. I’m not looking to beat anything.

q. some people put a tack in their shoe to cause pain, to beat the polygraph. That pad assists me In
determining whether you’re trying to beat the polygraph.

Some questions will be based on FBI profilers. To give us an idea if you’re the type of person who would
lie to us about the incident, or the type of person who would participate in something like the HA
disappearance and trying to cover it up.

iw. If you look at my record, the only thing on my record is lying to the police.

(jump to 1:13:38)

q. theyre looking for a story and they don’t really care how it comes out.

jw. John o’brien even sent me a letter and said if you don’t cooperate, you will lose control of the story.
so I make an interview with him, and I interview with him and I still didn’t get no...

q. so he didn’t put any of that out there, that you talked to him, that you said things..

jw. He said I ditched the interview when he was right in my house, talking to me and my kids.

q. oh really.
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Jw.Yeah.
(

q. he didn’t publish any of that?

jw. No. yeah. that’s ok though. It may work out for me.

*******;4:40 q. did you have anything to do with the disappearance of Heidi alien?

1w. No.

q. did you have anything to do with roger, Michael and james and the Heidi allen disappearance?

Jw. No.

q. did you live on Rice Road?

iw. No.

q. did those three come over to your house, whether it was rice road or some other place?

Jw. Not together.

q. did you have any involvement with those two and HA?

Jw. No.

q. any direct knowledge of what happened to HA?

Jw. No.

q. any direct knowledge that came from anybody else?

iw. No.

q. any direct knowledge that you witnessed yourself?

iw. No.

q. any knowledge of anybody having any involvement in the disappearance of HA?

iw. No. just the van.

q. do you know who was involved in HA’s disappearance?

iw. No.

(jump to 2:17:50, he explains how the polygraph works.)
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q. if you tell a lie.... Those types of things are out of your control. Blood pressure, heart rate. The body
reacts to you telling a lie. If you do lie, those reactions will occur.. and we’ll know you’re not telling the
truth. Ever lie to a person of authority?

iw. I was arrested for lying to the police.

(he straps her in)

q. Regarding Heidi Allen, Do you know for sure if those three men were involved?

Jw. No.

(jump ahead)

(2:33:40) Jw. Did I do a good job lying? Haha.

q. regarding the disappearance of Heidi allen, do you know for sure if those three men were involved?

Jw. No.

(he goes through the questions multiple times, so jump to the end).

*********3:17:40, examiner returns to room with the results.

q. All right, looking over these charts, there’s a couple questions that showed a stronger reaction.
Specifically, two of them were related to the disappearance of HA: Do you know for sure who was
involved, and do you for sure if those three men were involved in the disappearance of HA.

Is there any trouble with those questions, or what we talked about?

iw. I don’t think so. I didn’t even know any of them at the time of the disappearance of HA, so..

Q. we could separate those people out and ask you specifically..

iw. The answer’s not gonna change. I didn’t know any of them. and I’m sure my father is livid out in
that truck. I can’t keep my 75 yo dad sitting out there...

(he leaves and she pulls off the straps).

Q. I’ll go over the charts, and pietroski will see if there’s any followup.

iw.Ok.
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uswego uounty ivian - r wit; rieiui IiIlëil ).‘ctSe . a .1 1

C

%Oswego
Pietroski James <jpietroskioswegocounty corn>

-/ V.

Fwd: HekiiAIIeui case ‘V V V V V V

I message V

. V

V Pitcher, kenneth <kpitcheroswegocounty.com> V Mon, Aug 15, 20ff at 7:21 AM
To: James Pietroski <jpietroskioswegocounty.com>, Randy Pitcher <rpitcher@oswegocounty.corn>

V V V

V

V

Jim

As time permits please look into this

Thanks,.. .•.
V . V V V

•V

Forwarded message V

V

V

V V

V• .

V

V

From Price William <wpriceosweOocountv corn>
Date: Mon, Aug 15, 2011 at 1:46AM ... V

..:.V
V .

V •, V•

:: .•

Subject: Heidi Allen case •. . V V.V

V

V

V

V V

To: Kenneth Pitcher <kpitcherosweocoun,com> V V

V V

V

V V

Lieutenant,
:‘

t
..

: •:. .
. :‘:

V’

. . ..

.
V V

On 08/14/2011 I responded to a domestic dispute at 134 County Route 43 in the Town of New Haven. While securing a statement from the
complainant, Jessica L. Howard, she stated that she is afraid of her mother-in-law. Jessica stated she is afraid because Jessica knows
family secrets that her mother-in-law has told her. I asked Jessica what she meant by this. Jessica stated that her mother-in-law had told
her secrets abocit the Heidi Allen case, including that Heidi was buried in a field behind a shed and who the real killer was. I asked Jessica

V

what her mother-in-law’s name was. Jessica stated that her last name was Breckenridge and that she lived with Andrew (Jessica’s hUsband
V and the suspect in the domestic) at 190 Green Road Mexico, NY but would not tell me anything further. I asked Jessica if she vould be .

V V

V willing to speak to an investigator regarding what Ms. Breckenridge has told her but Jessica would not give me an answer. Jessica told me
V ‘ that she believed that Heidi Allen’s body was found but I told her that that was not true and that the investigation is on-going. After that,

.,

‘

• whenever I mentioned the Heidi Allen case or Ms. Breckenrtdge further Jessica would avoid the questions or change th subject. don’t V

V

V

V
•:•‘

V

V

know how accurate any of this may be but I wanted forward it to you for review. I have placed acopy of my SJS report from this incident •
• . ..

(11-17143) in your mailbox. If you need anything further please let me kno . ThanKs.: .

V

:_7—

Depu William Price
i /

Oswego County Sheriffs Office Se , ‘,
‘en— ito c,J3 c

39 Churchill Road
Oswego NY 13126 / ,--

(315) 349 3411 (Office) 5j I -‘

(315) 349 3303 (Fax)
wonce(oswegocountv corn —

)‘5L( .o[&i
Confidentiality .stfcc
This e—mail message including any attachments is for the
Sole use of the j.stendd recipientis) and may contain confid..ntial
and privileged in ormation ?ny unauthor_zed review use
disclosure Vor distribution is prohibited. If you are not the : .

V

V

V• ‘
V

V

V intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e—mail and •: •. .

. . . ..
V

V ::
destroy all copies of the original message. V V ‘ V

V’ . . •. ‘
. V •:. . : ..: .

• - V •V V
V ‘ .-. •• :

V

V

Lt Kenneth D Pitcher
Oswego County Sheriffs Office
Cnminal Investigation Division
Desk 315-349 3318

Confidentiality Notice: ‘ V V

V ‘
V V

.
V

V

V

V

V

Vt This e—mail message, including any attachments, is for the
V

.:V. : V
V

V
V

V
V

Sole use of the intended recipient(s) and nay contain.cnnfidential
V

V

.
V

V and privileged information. . )‘ny unauthorized review, use, V
V V• V

V
V ‘

V

V

V
‘ V

V disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the V V

V

intended recipient,
V
please contact the sender by reply e—mail and V

V
V

V destroy all copies of the original message.
V,

V

V . .

V V

V

https I/mail google com/maW?ui=2&ilc=c3a137th1f&view=pt&search=mbox&th=13lcd 12/21/2011A.  1384
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1. I PL 240.26 01 I I v I 2 I c JHARASSMEI.IT2ND-PHYSICALCONTACT 1 1

ASSOCIATED PERSONS

25
TYPE Naies dt1e- 1)03

CHILD HOWARD, NATALIE E 02/20/20 10 134 COUNTY ROUTE 43

ME)UCONY 13114

CHILD HOWARD, ALEXANDER M 03/13/2007 134 COUNTY ROUTE 43

MEUCONY 13114

CHILD HOWARD, AUSTIN L 03/30/2006 234 COUNTY ROUTE 43

MECLCONY 13114

CHILD HOWARD, ANDREW JR 03/09/2004 134 COUNTY ROUTE 43

MEXICO NY 13114

VICTIMJCOMELMN HOWARD, JESSICA 03/12/1985 134 COUNTY ROUTE 43 (315) 402-4720

ME)GCONY 13114 (315)591-0891

SUSPECT HOWARD, ANDREW I SR 12/20/1982 190 GREEN ROAD (315) 963-2671

MEXICO NY 13114

VICTIM
Name 27. DOB 28. Age 29. Gender 30. Race 31. Ethnicity 32. Handicap 33. Residence Status

HOWARD, JESSICA 03/12/1985 26 FEMALE WHITE NOT HISPANIC NO RESIDENT

Victim DID receive information on Victim’s Rights and Services pursuant to New York State Law 0 Yes U No

I2IJs4Ilc1 Il I

Page 1 of3 01/06/2015 15:01:02A.  1385



ADMINISTRATIVE

74. Inquiries 75. NYSP]N Message No. 76. Complainant Signature

vw
77. Reporting Officer Signature (Include Rank) 78. ID No. 79. Supervisor Signature (Include Rank) 80. ID

9084 3460

INVESI1GAT WILLIAM PRICE LIEUTENMT CHARLES ATKINSON

81. Status 82. Status Date 83. NotifiedffOl
CLOSED BY INVESTIGATION 08/15/2011

Page 3 of 3 01/06/2015 15:01:02A.  1386
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01/07/15

On Tuesday, 1/6/15 Mark asked me to try and locate a Jessica Howard in regards to the
Thibodeau case. I ran a check of NYS driver’s license and found that she only had a non-
driver ID that expired in 2009. I ran her thru TLO and found that her last address was
5350 SR 104 Lot 36 Oswego. I went to the trailer park on 104 and went to lot 36 — an
older woman there said she did not live there and she had never heard of her. I went to
the manager’s office at lot 46 and spoke to the manager and his wife but they had never
heard of her. They said there was a Jessica living at lot 5 with some kids, so I went there.
The young female who answered the door said that she had never heard of Jessica
Howard and that Jessica (Nolan) I think was the name lived there.

I called the two numbers listed on the police report - 402-4720 — and left a message. A
woman called me at home and told me that was not Jessica’s number and she had never
heard of her. I called 591-0291 — it was not accepting calls at this time. TLO gave
number of 343-1464 — not in service.

I ran Jessica thru TLO and she has not first, second or third degree relatives with the
name of Breckenridge that I could find. I also ran her husband, Andrew Howard thru
TLO and he has no relatives with the last name Breckenridge. I also ran his father, Randy
Howard and he has no relatives with the last name Breckenridge. I was not able to
determine from the list of relatives who was Andrew’s mother or who was Randy’s wife
as none of the names seemed to be a first degree relative with the appropriate age to be
his mother or wife.
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PUBLIC SAFETY CENTER
39 CHURCHILL ROAD

OSWEGO, NEW YORK 13126

TELEPHONE: (315) 349-3200
FAX: (315) 349-3212

Office of the District Attorney
MARK M. MOODY
FIRSTASSISTANT

DISTRICTA7TORNEY

KATHLEEN M. MACPHERSON
INVESTIGATOR

GREGORY S. OAKES
DISTRICT ATTORNEY I CORONER

January 4,2015

ASSISTANT
DISTRICT ATTORNEYS

JAMES M. NICHOLSON
MATTHEW J. BELL

ROBERT E. GENANT
ALLISON M. O’NEILL
COURTNEY E. PETTIT

THOMAS W. CHRISTOPHER
CHARLES H. CIESZESKI

Lisa A. Peebles, Esq.
federal Public Defender’s Office
4 Clinton Square, 3rd floor
Syracuse, NY 13202

Re: People v. Gary Thibodeau Indictment No. 94-16 1

Dear Lisa:

Via fax & Mail

On January 1, 2015, I met with Tracey Breckenridge to prepare for the upcoming hearing.
At that time, Ms. Breckenridge made statements that conflict with allegations that she made during
the August 14, 2014 interview with Sheriffs investigators, which was attached to the People’s
motion response as Exhibit 10.

Specifically, Ms. Breckenridge recently told me that she never personally purchased
marihuana (or any other drugs) from your client. She also told me that she has no firsthand
knowledge of her ex-hushand, Roger Breckenridge, purchasing any drugs from your client.

Additionally, Ms. Breckenridge advised me that she never personally saw your client at a
party that took place shortly before the abduction of Heidi Allen. Accordingly, she never personally
heard your client make threatening statements about Heidi Allen.

Ms. Breckenridge explained that her statement to the investigators was based upon
information she had heard from a third party rather than her own personal knowledge.

Therefore, in the interest of fairness and in conformity with my ethical obligations, I’m
advising you and the court of the conflicting statements in advance of the hearing. Further, I am
respectfully asking the court to disregard those portions of the People’s response that relied upon the
above-referenced statements of Tracey Breckenridge.
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further, I am writing to advise you of statements made by James Steen during a meeting on
December 29, 2014. Chief ADA Mark Moody, as well as Sheriffs Investigators James Pietroski
and Andrew Bucher, were present with me throughout the interview. The interview was not
recorded. No written statement was taken.

During the interview, Steen confirmed that he used to haul junk vehicles for Richard
Murtaugh. Steen told us that at some point after Heidi Allen’s disappearance, although he was
unsure of the date, he hauled a load of flattened vehicles to a scrap yard near Toronto, Canada.
According to Steen, he was advised to take the shipment directly to the shredder at the facility.

In response to questioning, Steen told us that at some point Roger Breckenridge hinted to
him that Heidi Allen’s remains were part of the load that was taken to Canada. Steen plainly told us
that Breckenridge never actually said Heidi Allen’s name or directly stated that she was in one of the
hauled vehicles, but Steen claims that Breckenridge made comments that made him believe her
remains were in the shipment. Steen claimed that he could not recall the precise words used by
Breckenridge. Nor could he recall when Breckenridge made the remark.

Steen denied being involved in the kidnapping and murder of Heidi Allen, He likewise
denies directly (or knowingly) participating in the disposal of her remains.

While Steen’s recent comments are seemingly based upon inferences and speculation, I
wanted to inform you of the same in the interest of full disclosure.

Additionally, I am writing to raise a concern about a potential conflict of interest.

In a letter dated August 15, 2014, I mentioned that you previously represented Dan Barney
for an Assault 3rd charge from 1996 in the Town of Palermo. In a response dated August 19, 2014,
you wrote, in part, that you have “no independent recollection of the facts underlying Mr. Barney’s
1996 misdemeanor charge and no longer have his file.” Based upon your response, I concluded that
your prior representation of Mr. Barney was limited to that one case.

Today, Mr. Barney advised me that in addition to the Assault 3rd charge from 1996, you
previously represented him on a number of different matters over a period of several years.
Although he could iiot recall the precise dates of your reoresentation, he told me that you
represented him in a DEC case in which he was accused of illegally killing deer.

Further, Mr. Barney states that you prepared all of the paperwork for apro se 42 U.S.C. §
1983 civil rights claim that he filed against the New York State Police. The suit involved members
of the NYSP from the Pulaski barracks.

further, Mr. Barney claims that you handled a bankruptcy matter for him.

Further, Mr. Barney states that you helped him secure a certificate of relief from disabilities.

In addition to these matters, Mr. Barney advised me that you handled multiple V&T tickets
for him. He told me that you often did not charge him on the traffic cases because he referred a
number of other clients to you. In Mr. Barney’s words, you were his “personal attorney” for several
years.
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Although he did not directly state that he feared you disclosing confidential
communications, Mr. Barney expressed a concern that you would cross-examine him about his prior
bad acts and convictions.

If Mr. Barney’s description is true, it seems that you provided significant legal representation
to him over a period of years, even if such work was performed on a pro bono basis or behind the
scenes. I am concerned that the nature and extent of your prior representation of Mr. Barney creates
a real conflict of interest, and I believe the issue must be formally addressed prior to the hearing.

By copy of this letter, I am respectfully asking the court to please scheduled a telephone
conference to address the potential conflict of interest as soon as possible.

Thank you for your attention to this matter.

Very truly yours,

GREGORY S. OAKES
District Attorney

cc: Hon. Daniel King
Oswego County Court Clerk’s Office
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Fwd: TONYA priest - jpictroski@oswegocounty.crn Oswego Count’ Mail Page 1 of 1

You ate using a version of Internet Exploret which Oswego County Mail no longer supports. Some features may not Work correctly. Upgrade to a modern browser, such as
Chrome. Dismiss

+You Search Images Mit Drive Calendar Sites Groups Coritacts More

jplefrosidoswagocouniy.cnrn

Mail Mete 3of77

COMPOSE Fwd: TONYA priest loWe s Oskes, Greg
goekesoswegocounly.com(17) Oakes, Greg goekesoswngocounty.com> 7:00 PM (15 hours ago)

Started
tome

Important
Shaw detsils

Sent Mail -Forwarded message ——-—

Drafts From: Tonya Priest
Dale: Tuesday, February 26, 2013

Follow up Subject: TONYA priest
Priority To: GOAKESosweaocountvccm
More

In April of 20111 did send a detailed massage about Heidi Mien to Michael.Moeiteleone of
• albany, NY...So I have attempted over the years to get shaM of someone in reguards to this, I
• .

- even sent a detailed map of where she Is, and every one of their pictures and Information.
esrrt, e le — nothing ever came of It, I would wait then report it again to the exploited chlldrens network. SO

I have tried repeated times, no one ever took the time to check Into anything.
Ken Fletcher
lois

Lisa Trumble . .. . .. . . .. . . . ... ._ . - -. . - .

Monroe, Gory - iwh hereint or Forward
Brian blake
Cox. John

https://mail.google.com/maWu/0/?shva=1 3/1/2013
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NCMEC Lead Report
The National Center for Missing & Exploited Children is a national clearinghouse that gathers information about missing and sexually
exploited children for law enforcement use. NCMEC neither investigates nor vouches for the accuracy of the information reported to itself.

NCMEC forwards all information unedited to law enforcement agencies for investigation and disposition pursuant to its congressional

mandate to operate as a clearinghouse.

Law enforcement may obtain caller identity if provided by caller, from NCMEC Case Managers at (703) 224-2150 or (800) 843-5678 or via

NLETS/NCIC ORI VA007019W. Please refer to lead number when contacting NCMEC.

LAW ENFORCEMENT OFFICIALS PLEASE BE ADVISED: PLEASE DO NOT RELEASE CALLER INFORMATION (IF AVAILABLE) TO

THE SUSPECTISUBJECT/PARENT ASSOCIATED WITH THIS LEAD.

Child: Lead Date: 04/22/2011 10:35:54 PM

Heidi Marie Allen Case Number: 1157260

Case Manager: Robert Russo

Lead Number: 505278

CaseType: Infile Lead

Operator: Gretchen Hine

How caller knew the child was missing: Other-Knowledge of Case

Narrative:

Date: 412212011 10:36:09 PM

The caller did not see the child. The caller believes the two listed suspects, Jason and Michael, murdered the child.

Jason and Michael are both involved in drug trafficking. Jason is currently in the Oswego County Correctional Facility.

Both suspects, on different occasions, told the caller that the child was killed in a cabin. Jason told the caller that the

i child was going to rat out good people and that’s what happens to snitches. The caller advises that the cabin is 3 miles

into the woods behind a residence owned by Roger Breckinridge. The Breckinridge residence is located at 592 Kipp

Road, Parish New York 13131. The cabin is past railroad tracks and is in isolation in the woods. Both suspects stated

that the child was cut into pieces. Some body parts were put in the oven and the rest were buried underneath the floor

boards.

Child Information For: Heidi Marie Allen

Missing Date: 4/3/1 994 Counti: United States

Missing From: jyj New Haven State: NY Zip Code:

Child DescriDtion As ReIorted By Caller:

Alias Name (First): Nick Name:

Alias Name (Middle): SSN:

Alias Name (Last): Eye Color:

Date Of Birth: Hair Color:

Perceived Age: Hair Style:

Female Complexion:

Race: Teeth:

Height: 0 Build: DEFENDANT’S

_____

0 lbs WorklSchool: EXHIBIT

Health Notes:

Page 1 of 4
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Case Number: 1157260

Scars Marks Tattoos:

C Marks Description:

Child Was Last Seen At This Address:

Address:

State: DatelTime Last Seen:

Zip Code: Had Prior Sighting: No

County: Will See Again: No

Country: United States Child Not Seen: Yes

UK. CAN or MEX:

Seen Location: Child not seen.

Companion. SusDect, Abductor. Witness or Other:

Companion Type: Suspect Last Known Address as Reported By Caller

CSA Name (First): Jason Address: Oswego County Corrections Facility

CSA Name (Middle):

CSA Name (Last): Stein State:

Alias Name (First): Thumper Zip Code:

Alias Name (Middle): County:

Alias Name (Last): Country: United States

Date Of Birth: UK. CAN or MEX:

Perceived Age: 36 Country Code:

Relationship: Unknown Home Phone:

Occupation: Work Phone:

In Military: No Extension:

Social Security #: Cell Phone:

Driver License #: Fax Number:

Driver License State: Email Address:

Descrintion Location Last Seen

Male Date I Time Last Seen:

Race: White Seen Location: See narrative.

Height: 6’ 01’ Address Seen:

Weight: 350 lbs City Seen:

Eve Color: Dark State Seen:

(jair Color: Brown Zip Code:

Hair Style: Coun Seen:

Page 2 of 4
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Case Number: 1157260

Complexion: Light Country Seen: United States

“ Teeth: Unknown UK.CAN or MEX:

Build: Heavy Country Code:

Phone:

Scars MarksTattoos:

Marks Description:

Clothes:

Country of Birth: United States

Country of Residence: United States Citizenship: United States

Companion, Suspect. Abductor, Witness or Other:

Companion Type: Suspect Last Known Address as Reported By Caller

CSA Name (First): Michael Address: 3146 State Route 69

CSA Name (Middle): Parish

CSA Name (Last): Bore State: NY

Alias Name (First): Zip Code: 13131

Alias Name (Middle): County: Oswego

Alias Name (Last): Boar Country: United States

‘Date Of Birth: UK. CAN orMEX:

Perceived Age: 50 - 59 Country Code:

Relationship: Unknown Home Phone:

Occupation: Work Phone: (315) 625-4731

In Military: No Extension:

Social Security #: Cell Phone:

Driver License #: Fax Number:

Driver License State: Email Address:

Description Location Last Seen

Male Date I Time Last Seen:

Race: White Seen Location: See narrative.

Height: 5’ 00’ Address Seen:

Weight: 235 lbs City Seen:

Eye Color: Brown State Seen:

Hair Color: Brown Zip Code:

Hair Style: Short County Seen:

Complexion: Light Country Seen: United States

(.. reeth: Normal UK. CAN or MEX:

Build: Heavy Country Code:

Page 3014
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Case Number: 1157260

Phone:

( Scars MarksTattoos:

Marks Description:

C’othes:

Country of Birth: United States

Country of Residence: United States Citizenship: United States

Page 4 of 4
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